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ALLEN, BENEDICT
REFORMATION IN ENGLAND. 2:22 M '18
RETROSPECT (1517-1917) (REFORMATION) 2:19 S '17
ALWASE, FRANCIS DOMINIC (1395-1947)
OBITUARY, 32:191 S '47
ANALECTA S.O.P. (DOMINICAN). M. HEATH 32:25 M '47
ANALOGY IN THEOLOGY. F. VOLLMER. 11:208 S '26
ANALYTICO-SYNTHETIC METHOD IN THE THEODICY OF ST. THOMAS.
M. HANLEY. 14:13 M '29
ANCIENT RIWLE
AUTHORSHIP OF ANCIENT RIWLE. N. EHRENFRIED. 4:14 S '19
ANDERSON, DAVID FIDELIS
EPIPHANY 18:222 D '33
STATE AID FOR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. 20:23 M '35
AND LET HIM HAVE DOMINION W. CURRAN 22:155 J '37
ANDREOLI, AUSTIN
DOMINICANS AND THEIR RITE. 15:296 D '30
ANDRES, EUGENE CALLISTUS
FRA ANGELICO 16:23 M '31
ANGEL GUARDIAN
PORTRAIT. 4:4 S '19
ANGELIC TEACHER OF LITTLE ONES C. BREITFELLER 33:106 J '53
ANGELIC WARFARE. M. ROBINSON. 26:23 S '41
ANGELICO, FRA
FRA ANGELICO C. ANDRES 16:23 M '31
FRA ANGELICO, ARTIST-PREACHER. P. HAAS. 33:99 J '48
ANGELICO'S NATIVITY (VERSE) T. O'BRIEN. 33:238 D '48
ARS GRATIA DEI B. DENNIS 40:378 D '55
PORTRAITS
ST. MICHAEL, THE ARCHANGEL (ACADEMY, FLORENCE). 8:32 D '23
THE LAST SUPPER 8:34 M '24
THE CRUCIFIXION. 5:6 M '21
ANNUNCIATION AND NATIVITY 12:277 D '27; 36:1 D '51
ANGELUS, THE 3:47 S '23
ANGELICUS (VERSE). R. COFFEY. 21:27 M '36
ANGELS
ANGELIC COMBAT T. JOYCE 16:217 S '31
ANGELS AND ALNICO. A. WALLACE. 35:177 '50
ANGELIC TEACHER OF LITTLE ONES C. BREITFELLER 33:106 J '53
ANGELS. T. BABISCH. 4:3 S '19
ANGELS AND ANGEL CONVERSATION R. O'CONNOR 17:17 M '32
SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS. R. PETERSON. 40:368 D '55
ANIMALS OR RATIONAL. V. FITZGERALD. 21:130 J '36
ANIMALS
AND LET HIM HAVE DOMINION W. CURRAN 22:155 J '37
THOUGHT IN ANIMALS. E. BREIT. 23:33 M '33
ANNUNCIATION
SEE M. JELLY; AND A. BRADY; ALSO R. GRACE (VERSE)
ANTIPHONS
"O" ANTIPHONS. L. SUKOVATY 34:269 D '49
ANTONINUS, SAINT
ST. ANTONINUS J. QUINN. 21:95 J '36
ST. ANTONINUS AND SOCIAL WORK S. KENNEDY 8:12 D '23
ST. ANTONINUS IN THE SCHOOL OF BLESSED JOHN DOMINIC.
W. SADLIER 15:210 S '30
PORTRAITS
CLOISTER DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASH. CENT. 28 (1916)
UFFIZI, FLORENCE (STATUE) 3:16 D '23
APOLOGY FOR TINSEL. R. PETERSON. 39:313 D '53
APOSTLE OF THE HOLY NAME P. JOHANNSEN 1:139 M '17
AQUINAS. SEE THOMAS AQUINAS
ARCHDEACON, JOHN PHILIP (1892-1941)
HOW THE WORLD WILL END 7:24 M '23
LIFE SKETCH OF ARCHBISHOP GRACE, O.P 7:24 S '22
OBITUARY. 26:114 SUM '41
ARCHITECTURE
DOMINICAN ORDER AND ARCHITECTURE. J.D. REDMOND 13:193 S '23
SOME DEVELOPMENTS OF ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE. SEE G. KINSEY
ARISTOTELIAN CHESTERTON. H. CONWAY. 23:127 J '33
ARISTOTLE
ARISTOTLE THE BIOLOGIST ITS MUCH CLEARER IN THE GREEK. SEE A. SMITH
ARISTOTLE AND ST. THOMAS ON HAPPINESS. P. CRAIG. 26:162 AUT.
ARMA VIRUMQUE CANO. 21:10, 112 M, J '36 R. COFFEY '41
ARNOLD, JOHN FERRER (1925- )
MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENT IN HISTORY. 40:261 S '55
WORDS OF MARY. 39:256 S '54
ARNouLT, LEO ARTHUR (1903- )
HUMANISM. 15:202 S '30
ART
ARS GRATIA DEI (FRA ANGELICO). B. DENNIS. 40:378 D '55
ART OF THE SPOKEN WORD. H. HARTNETT. 11:272 D '26
REVOLT OF MODERN ART. H. KENNY. 34:5 M '49
SACRED ART AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. B. MONDOR. 39:39 M
ASSUMPTION AND OUR SANCTIFICATION. D. ROVER. 35:245 D '50
ASSUMPTION
ASSUMPTION IN TRADITION M. CONLON 21:124 J '36
MARY'S NEWEST SPLENDOR. R. DALEY. 35:235 D '50
SERMON OF ST. ALBERT THE GREAT ON THE ASSUMPTION. F. CUNNINGHAM 35:241 D '50
TWO WHO BELIEVED. 35:255 D '50
AT THE CRIB (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 22:342 D '37
ATTRIBUTES OF GOD. J. WAY. THE GOD WE KNOW. 27:103 S '42
ST. AUGUSTINE (354-430)
ST. AUGUSTINE AFTER FIFTEEN HUNDRED YEARS, M. O'CONNOR. 15:193 S '30 (WITH PORTRAIT BY ANTONIN DANZAS, O.P )
MÉDIEVAL SERMON ON ST. AUGUSTINE BY ST. VINCENT FERRER. P. EMMONS. 15:195 S '30
AUGUSTINE, SEEKER AFTER TRUTH. J. AUMANN. 28:103 SUM '43
AUMANN, JORDAN (1916- )
AUGUSTINE, SEEKER AFTER TRUTH. 28:103 SUM '43
PLEA FOR JUSTICE. 25:102 J '40
AUTH, CHARLES ROBERT (1912- )  
MURILLO, SPANISH MASTER. 24:26 M '39  
SPANISH ART TREASURES AND THE WAR. 25:33 J '40

AUTHORITY
AUTHORITY OF ST. THOMAS. R. HUGHES. 6:30 S '21
BY WHAT AUTHORITY? (STATE). M. EGAN. 18:154 S '33
TEACHING AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH. B. SHEEHAN. 7:33 J '22
SCHOLASTICISM -- ITS RELATION TO AUTHORITY. A. DRISCOLL. 12:39 M '27

AUTHORSHIP OF THE ANCIEN RIWLE. N. EHRENFRIED. 4:14 S '19
AVERROES (AND AVICENNA). TWO KNIGHTS OF ARABIAN THOUGHT. SEE C. KANE.
MAURICE FELIX (1897-1924)

ELEANOR. M. MURPHY. 32:19 M '47

ATTITUDE, NATURAL DESIRE FOR. H. KANE. 12:126 J '27

COMFORTER OF THE AFFLICTED. 40:243 S '55

PRIESTLY PERFECTION THROUGH MARY. 39:124

BEAUTY OF THE MASS LITURGY. A. FOLEY. 9:23 D '24

BEAUTY GRANTS AN INTERVIEW. H. CONWAY. 25:171 AUT '40

CAN A LIFE BE TRULY BEAUTIFUL. L. WALKER. 38:5 M '53

SOME SHAPE OF BEAUTY. H. CONWAY. 24:17 M '39

ELAERE, EDWARD LAWRENCE (VAN) (1872-1946)

OBITUARY. 31:122 J '46

CHAMP OR PASTEUR. L. CLARK. 9:42 J '24

GINNERS SAINT (ST. THOMAS AQUINAS). B. RYAN. 31:5 M '46

(WITH PORTRAIT BY M. FEUERSTEIN).

HAVIORISM. S. MCGONAGLE. 13:104 J '28

SCHOLLS, CHURCH. 3:49 J '23

ENEDIT XV, T.O.P.

APOSTOLIC BLESSING TO DOMINICAN NOVICES. 31:8 M '19

APOTSTOLIC BLESSING FOR DOMINICANA ON 7TH CENTENARY OF DEATH OF ST. DOMINIC 6:1 M '19

PAPAL ENCYCLICAL ON 7TH CENTENARY OF DEATH OF ST. DOMINIC 6:5 S '21


ENEDITION, CHRISTMAS DAY (VERSE) S. CARLSON. 21:262 D '36

ERGKAMP, JOSEPH URBAN (1900-)

DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

ERMANDETE AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION AT LOURDES (PORTRAIT)

ERTRAND, BROTHER LOUIS REGINALD (1870-1926)

OBITUARY. 12:61 M '27

ETHLEHEM

CHILD OF BETHLEHEM. E.D. FENWICK. 22:301 D '37

MARTYRS OF BETHLEHEM. H. HORAN. 27:235 WIN. '42

SCHOOL OF BETHLEHEM. F. WHITTAKER. 23:257 D '38

IBLE

AUTHORITY OF BIBLE. VIRTUOUS CIRCLE. D. HUGHES. 28:245 WIN.

BIBLE AND THE ROSARY. M. -J. LAGRANGE. 25:238 WIN. '40 TO

26:231 WIN. '41

BIBLE AS LITERATURE. D. MARRIN. 12:183 S '27

MARY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT. W. HEATH. 39:242 S '54

BIBLE AS A SYNTHESIS OF LIFE. M. OSBOURN. 19:125 J '34

WORLD'S BEST SELLER. G. CORBETT. 8:37 J '23

SHOP SHAHAN - BUILDER AND EDUCATOR. C. DONNELLY. 17:93 J '32

SHOP, SHEPHERDS OF THE FOLD OF CHRIST. 33:13 M '48

GOTRY. CHAMELEON OF BIGOTRY. W. FARRELL. 8:32 D '23

ILLINGTON, BROTHER JOSEPH ALPHONSUS (1857-1930)

OBITUARY. 15:53 M '30

HISTORY. THERE MAY BE GREATER MANKIND. D. HUGHES. 29:177 AUT.

BIRTH OF CHRIST IN PROPHECY. J. DILLON. 12:277 D '27

TING TONGUES. M. BARRON. 22:60 M '37
BLACKFRIARS, A MONTHLY REVIEW. N. EHRENFRIED. 5:33 J '20
BLACKFRIARS GUILD AND THE CATHOLIC THEATRE MOVEMENT: GOD TAKES
THE STAGE. B. LARNEN. 22:251

BLAKE, BROTHER ALAN THOMAS (1339-1942)
OBITUARY 27:263 WIN. '42

BLESSED JORDAN'S CONTRIBUTION TO MATHEMATICS. R. O'CONNOR.
16:123 J '31

BLESSED SACRAMENT
ST. THOMAS AND THE BLESSED SACRAMENT. C. MCCARTHY. 3:3 J '1
SEE EUCHARIST

BLESSED VIRGIN
ANNUNCIATION
ANNUNCIATION. A. BRADY. 12:46 M '27
ANNUNCIATION. M. JELLY 33:25 M '53
PORTRAITS. PAOLO VERONESE. 3:49 D '24
FRA ANGELICO (FLORENCE-SANMARCO MUSEUM)
6:6 D '21; 34:269 D '49

ASSUMPTION IN TRADITION. M. CONLON. 21:124 J '36
PORTRAIT DETAIL FROM ASSUMPTION OF THE VIRGIN.
MATTEO DI GIOVANNI. 36:171 S '51

BIRTH OF OUR LADY, THE. A. O'CONNELL. 22:220 S '38
COMFORTER OF THE AFFLICTED. I. BEATTY. 40:243 S '55
DAUGHTERS OF MARY. L. WALKER. 39:264 S '54
DEVOTION TO MARY AND HER SCAPULAR. H. CORMIER. 32:182, 264 S D
FONS HORTARUM. E. BONDI. 39:122 J '54

HOLY MARY, MOTHER OF GOD. C. CURRAN. 25:163 AUT. '40
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. T. CONDON. 18:217 D '33
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. B. GORMAN. 1:109 D '16
NATIVITY AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. 33:239 D '53
SACRED ART AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. B. MONDOR
39:39 M '54
ST. THOMAS' TEACHING ON THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. T. QUINN
33:297 D '53

IMMACULATE HEART OF MARY
HEART OF MARY. H. MCBRIEN. 32:166 S '47
OFFICIAL ACT OF CONSECRATION TO THE IMMACULATE HEART
40:239 S '55

IN PRAISE OF OUR LADY. A. FLECK 38:26 M '53
MARIOLOGY. EVER UNFOLDING. 39:233 S '54
MARY (VERSE). R. HEATH. 32:178 S '47
MARY CHRISTMAS. R. SMITH. 32:245 D '47
MARY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT. W. HEATH. 39:242 S '54
MARY'S HOUR. P. SULLIVAN. 23:43 M '30
MARY'S PEACE PLAN. V. MCHENRY. 32:179 S '47
MARY'S SEVEN JEWELS - HER HOURS. J. GARDNER. 34:293 D '49
MARY'S VESPER HOUR WITH THE FRIARS. A. MULLER. 4:27 M '20
MEDIATRIX. MOTHER AND MEDIATRIX. P. SCHAEFFER. 22:110 J '37
MARY, MOTHER OF GRACE. A. MCCABE. 11:34 M '26
MOTHER. B. TAYLOR. 2:16 M '18
MOTHER IN HEAVEN FOR US. L. DURELL. 32:172 S '47
MOTHER OF GOD. J. HENNESSEY. 40:356 D '55
OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY. Q. MCSweeney. 27:21 SPR. '42
OUR NATION'S MOTHER (THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION). 14:235 D '29
PATRONESS OF THE UNITED STATES. C. KELLY. 4:43 S '19

PRIESTHOOD
MARY AND THE PRIEST. P. STARRS. 30:99 SUM. '45
MOTHER OF THE ETERNAL PRIESTHOOD. C. MCDONNELL. 2:11 J '17
PRIESTLY PERFECTION THROUGH MARY. I. BEATTY. 39:124 J '54
PRIESTS MOTHER (VERSE). D. GOGGINS. 6:37 M '22
TO THE QUEEN OF THE ROSARY. (VERSE). C. KEARNS. 6:29 S '21
PRINCE AND THE QUEEN (WITH PORTRAIT OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS).
QUEEN OF PEACE. M. JELLY. 40:270 S '55
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY.
ROSARY. SEE ROSARY.

VENERATION DUE TO THE BLESSED VIRGIN. N. WALSH. 14:29 M '29
VIRGIN BIRTH. M. SHEA. 8:47 M '24
VIRGIN MOST POWERFUL, PRAY FOR US. B. SCHEPERS. 39:365 D '54
VIRGIN MOTHER. D. KENNEDY. 2: D '17
WEEPING VIRGIN OF THE ALPS. H. McBRIEN 31:114 J '46
WORDS OF MARY. F. ARNOLD. 39:256 S '54

PORTRAITS
CHILD MARY AT PRAYER. 19:168 S '34
COMFORTER OF THE AFFLICTED. 40:239 S '55
ESPOUSALS OF OUR LADY. 21:28 M '36
MADONNAS WITH CHILD
MURILLO. 15:250 D '30; 23:253 D '38
RAPHAEL. 9:10 J '24
VAN LOO. 3:52 D '24; 17:169 S '32
OTHERS. 20:158 S '35; 17:249 D '32
DONNA OF THE MAGNIFICAT. BOTTICELLI. 21:248 D '36
MADONNA OF THE ROSARY. GUIDO RENNI (BOLOGNA). 14:189 S '29
NATIVITY OF OUR LADY. MURILLO. 18:131 S '33
OUR LADY OF SORROWS. J. MORRIS, S.P. 31:4 M '49
OUR LADY OF WASHINGTON (STATUE-NATIONAL SHRINE OF IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, WASHINGTON). 11:39 M '26

SEE ALSO: ANNUNCIATION, ASSUMPTION, CHRISTMAS.

VIRGIN AND ANGELS. 4:4 D '19
BLOY, LEON. A. MORRIS. 33:116 J '48
BOASTERS IN CHRIST. P. FARRELL. 30:169, 273 AUT., WIN. '45
BOGGIANI, CARDINAL THOMAS PIUS O.P. R. CARROLL. 1:141 M '17
PORTRAIT (CARDINAL PROTECTOR OF THE HOLY NAME SOCIETY).

BOHAN, SEDBASTIAN
MOST REV. J.S. ALEMANY, O.P. 1:43, 84 J.,S. '16
OUR TWO JUBILARIANS (A.L.MCMAHON, M.A. WALDRON. 2:14 S '17
BOLAND, ERNEST BERTRAND (1925- )
CATHEDRAL OF FAITH. 39:147 J '54
ST. BONAVENTURE.
PORTRAIT (WITH ST. AUGUSTINE). ANTONIN DANZAS. 15:132 S '30
BOND, LEO MILES (1906- )
TELL ME PRETTY GYPSE. 23:10 M '38
BONDI, GINO EUGENE (1928- )
FONS HORTARUM. 39:122 J '54
BOYD, JOSEPH BASIL (1931- )
HOW STUDY CAN BE VIRTUOUS. 41:207 S '56
BOYD, HAROLD CAMILLUS (1895- )
ADORO TE (VERSE) 12:30 M '37
A FRIEND (VERSE). 3:25 D '23
AT MIDNIGHT MASS (VERSE) 12:272 D '27
DOMINICAN ELOQUENCE YESTERDAY AND TODAY. 13:175 S '23
JUNE (VERSE). 12:132 J '27
LIFE (VERSE). 12:183 S '27
NUPTIALS (VERSE). 3:59 M '24
PREACHING OFFICE. 14:105 J '29
BRACKETT, JOHN DENNIS (1916- )
KELTIC BARD 23:93 SUM. '43
BRADY, EUGENE ANTONINUS (1900- )
ANNUNCIATION. 12:46 M '27
PATRON SAINTS. 10:52 D '25
BRADY, JOSEPH CYPRIAN (1884-1929)
OBITUARY 14:227 S '29
BREAKING WITH TRADITION. M. BARRETT. 3:7 M '24
BREIT, FREDERICK FRANCIS (1910-1938)
THOUGHT IN ANIMALS. 23:33 M '33
OBITUARY. 23:215 S '33
BREITFELLER, CARL JAMES (1926- )
ANGELIC TEACHER OF LITTLE ONES 33:106 J '53
BRENNAN, ROBERT EDWARD (1897- )
COLONIAL CHRISTMAS. 9:7 D '24
COUES CURES. 7:5 M '23
ELECTION OF A POPE. 6:4 M '22
SAINT DOMINIC AND THE SCRIPTURES. 6:35 J '21
SOME DEMANDS OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. 3:38 M '24
THE HOME DEPARTMENT M '23 TO J '25
BRIEFLY AND SUCCINCTLY. M. DAVIS. 35:171 S '50
BROCKBANK, SYLVESTER RAPHAEL (1863-1937)
OBITUARY 23: 163 J '37
BRODERICK, JOSEPH ALBERT (1917- )
BATTLE OF THE UNIVERSITIES. 41:212 S '56
BRODIE, EDWARD JUSTIN (1928- )
PEACE AND THE REIGN OF CHRIST. 33:193 S '43
BROTHER COULD YOU SPARE A DIME, OR A PRAYER. R. GILLIS 22:113 J '31
BROWNE, MOST REV. MICHAEL (1837- )
31ST MASTER GENERAL OF ORDER OF PREACHERS. 40:115 M '55
BURKE, HENRY ATHANASIUS (1895- )
CONSECRATION OF ST. DOMINIC'S (WASHINGTON, D.C.) 4:41 D '19
BURKE, NICHOLAS THOMAS (1830-1832) G. JOYCE. 16:225 S '31
BURKE, WALTER CYRIL (1909- )
FREE SPEECH HAS A BIRTHDAY. 24:23 M '39
BURKE, WILLIAM RAPHAEL (1833- )
DUAL CELEBRATION (ST. LOUIS BERTRAND'S, LOUISVILLE AND 700TH CENTENARY OF ORDER). 1:107 D '16
OUR CARDINAL (FRUWIRTH) 1:2 APR. '16
RELIGIOUS STATE IN RELATION TO FRIENDSHIPS. 5:25 D '20
SANCTITY IN THE DOMINICAN ORDER. 6:39 J '21
BURIAL. CHRISTIAN BURIAL VERSUS CREMATION. D. GOGGINS. 9:24 J '21
BYRNE, WILLIAM RICHARD (1903- )
INDULGENCES. 15:133 J '30
BY WHAT AUTHORITY. M. EGAN 13:154 S '33
Cahill, John Urban (1892-)
Germany's greatest scholar - Bl. Albert the Great. 3:24 D '13
St. Rose, patron saint of America. 2:3 S '17

Cahill, Richard Pius (1865-)
Obituary 23:33 M '38

Cain, Thomas Mathais (1911-)
Ban on philosophical divorce. 20:183 S '35
Challenge to education. 22:41 M '37
Obligation? naturally. 21:16 M '36

Cajetan (Thomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan (1469-1534)
The classic commentator. A. Muller. 3:27 J '18
His claim to renown. 19:177 S '34 A. Vitie-Strength of straw. V. Townsend. 35:32 M '50

Callahan, John Leonard (1900-)
Letter of master general on 5th centenary of canonization of St. Thomas Aquinas (trans.) 8:5 J '23
Passions - a gift from God. 7:37 D '22
Problem of evil as treated by St. Thomas. 6:11 S '21
Stuff of dreams. 9:15 J '24
Twenty-four theses of St. Thomas. 9:5 M '25

Callan, Charles Jerome (1877-)
Consultor of the biblical commission (portrait) 25:246 M '40

Jubilarian. 40:234 S '55
Master of theology. 16:143 J '31

Calvary. Strange victory (verse). P. Sullivan. 26:7 SPR. '41

Calvert, Cecil (second Lord Baltimore)
Tolerance in Maryland. B. Sullivan. 19:13 M '34

Campbell, Francis Bartholomew (1903-1930)
Obituary. 15:307 D '30

Camp, Dominican Boys. R. McCaffrey. 12:224 S '27

Canada
Centenary celebration in Canada. 1:104 D '16 C. McEniry.
Dominican order in Canada. R. Hughes. 3:33 D '18

Can a lie be truly beautiful? L. Walker. 38:5 M '53

Cancer, Luis de Barbastro, O.P. (Protomartyr of Florida)
Friar Luis folly. F. Hinnebusch. 34:107 J '49

Cannon, Leo Stephen (1908-)
Jerome of Moravia. 21:40 M '36

Cano, Melchior, O.P.
Cathedral of faith. B. Boland. 39:147 J '54
Relation of history and theology according to Melchior Cano. A. Townsend. 16:133 J '31

Canonization
Dominican causes for canonization and beatification. C. Connolly. 15:32 N '36
Canonization of saints. G. O'Connor. 12:189 S '27
Road to sainthood. J. Lacey. 35:100 J '50

Canon Law
Formation of the new code of canon law. V. Fueyo. 6:17 S '41

Canticle for Bro. Kevin Gallagher, O.P. Sister Mary Anna, O.P. 26:172 AUT. '41

Capillas, Francis. H. Putz. 32:254 D '47

Capreolus, John (1380-1444)
Capreolus, S. Dillon. 23:196 S '38
Friar John Capreolus. 2:36 M '18
CARDINAL MANNING. F. GILSENAN. 22:335 D '37
CARE OF THE SICK DURING THE 13TH CENTURY. M. BARRETT. 6:33 D '21
CARL, ORVILLE THEODORE (1903- )
PHASES OF ART. 21:34 M '36
CARLSON, WARD SEBASTIAN (1910- )
AT THE CRIB (VERSE). 22:342 D '37
AURORA LUCIS RUTILAT (VERSE). 22:63 M '37
BENEDICTION CHRISTMAS DAY (VERSE). 21:262. D '36
CHOICE (VERSE). 21:202 S '36
COURAGE OF A MAID (ST. JOAN OF ARC) (VERSE). 21:22 M '36
GIFT (VERSE). 23:24 M '33
HOSTES HERODES (VERSE). 21:283 D '36
HYMNS FOR FEAST OF ST. DOMINIC. 22:140 J '37
JOSEPH KNOCKS (VERSE). 20:231 D '35
MARCH SIMILE (VERSE). 21:46 M '36
PEACE, FEAR NOT. 20:248, 21:113 D '35, J '36
PLEA TO A FRIEND (VERSE). 22:23 M '37
SIGN OF JONAS THE PROPHET (VERSE). 21:4 M '36
SNOW (VERSE). 21:273 D '36
CAROLIN, MATTHEW LEO (1901-1938)
LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE. 12:301 D '27
MORALITY OF WAR. 13:286 D '28
OBITUARY. 23:214 S '33
CARIOSELLA, CHARLES ALPHONSO (1906- )
NATIONALISM AND RELIGION IN AMERICA. 16:285 D '31
CARPENTER. IN THE CARPENTER SHOP (VERSE). P. HULAND. 23:27 M '38
CARR, KEVIN EDMUND (1927- )
SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH? 35:90 J '50
CARROLL, PATRICK ROBERT (1859- )
CARDINAL THOMAS PIUS BOGGIANI, O.P 1:141 M '17
CARTESIANISM. SEE GENESIS OF COMMUNISM. A. RYAN
CASEY, DANIEL EDWARD (1877-1940)
TO THESE THE LEAST OF MY BRETHREN. 22:314 D '37
CASEY, DENNIS ALBERT (1877-1940)
PORTRAIT (PRESIDENT OF AQUINAS COLLEGE, COLUMBUS, OHIO)
CENT.: 90 (1916)
OBITUARY. 25:119 J '40
CASSIDY, WILLIAM FERRER (1899- )
ST. DOMINIC'S DEATH 6:5 J '21
CROSS OF CHRIST. 8:16 M '24
CASTEROT, PETER ALEXIS (1871- )
GOLDEN JUBILEE. 29:191 AUT. '44
CATAŁANO, AUGUSTINE
IT COULD HAVE BEEN OTHERWISE. 40:39 M '55
CATHARINE OF SIENA, SAINT
GREAT AND GOOD WOMAN. U CORIGLIANO. 22:123 J '37
PORTRAITS
ST. CATHARINE OF SIENA AND THE CHILD JESUS (FRANCHI-SIENA)
ESPOUSALS OF ST. CATHARINE. CENT.:133 (1916)
STATUE (CLOISTER, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASH.).
CENT.: 28 (1916)
CATHEDRAL OF FAITH. B. BOLAND. 39:147 J '54
Catholic Actors Guild of America. A. Kelly. 9:45 S '24
Catholic and Evolution. L. Clark. 3:12 S '23
Catholic Boy Scouts. R. Lindsay. 10:22 S '25
Catholic Church (see also Church)
Beauty of the Church. M. Robillard. 25:232 WINT '40
Church in Harrodsburg (Kentucky). V. O'Daniel. 33:210 S '43
Catholic Church in Pre-Columbian America. A. Townsend. 25:259 D '30
Catholic Church on Art. P. Holden. 16:119 J '31
Catholicity of the Church. H. Gallagher. 19:237 D '34
Church, Peace and Ward. J. Madrick. 20:101 J '35
Communion
   Why Doesn't She Do Something? B. Joseph. 32:11 M '47
   Is There Salvation Outside the Church? R. Grace. 4:15 M '20
Outlines from the Past. C. Della Penta. 19:182 S '34
Salvation Outside the Church. K. Carr. 35:90 J '50
Teaching Authority of the Church. B. Sheehan. 7:33 J '22
Catholic Education in China. V. Flanagan. 27:119 J '42
Catholic Reflections on the Fourth of July. P. Walsh. 19:93 J '34
Catholics and Higher Education. W. Farrell. 10:7 S '25
Catholics and the Movies. C. Meehan. 9:31 J '24
Catholicism
   The Novel of Catholicism. B. Larnen. 20:159 S '35
   Catholicity of the Church. H. Gallagher. 19:237 D '34
   Catholic Philosopher Looks at Work. R. Smith and H. McBrien
   Win. and Sum. '44
Catholic Emancipation, 1778-1928. A. Townsend. 14:96 J '29
Catholic Schools. State Aid for Catholic Schools. F. Anderson
   20:23 M '35
Catholic Students Mission Crusade to Defend the Cross. A. McCabe.
   9:26 S '24
Catholic Truth Guild
   Propagation of Catholic Truth. M. Hanley. 12:212 S '27
Causes
   Creature Faces Creation (Final Cause). R. Gillis 20:179 S '35
   Do We Owe God Anything? (Final Cause). L. Novacki 19:36 J '34
   Efficient Sustaining Cause. F. Vollmer. 12:220 S '37
Centenary Celebrations
   Blessed Martin Centenary. N. Wendell. 22:230 S '37
   Centenary of St. Joseph's. A. Mclaughlin. 3:10 D '13
   Centenary of the Dominican Restoration in France (1839-1939)
   24:180 S '39
Cephas. J. Duffy. 31:10 M '46
Ceremonies of the Mass. P. McEvoy. 11:115 J '26
Challenge of the Missions. H. Putz. 33:203 S '43
Challenge to Education. M. Cain. 22:47 M '37
Chameleon of Bigotry. W. Farrell. 8:32 D '23
Chandler, Arthur Hyacinth (1893-1945)
   Humility (Verse). 1:13 APR. '16
   Greatest Eucharistic Sermon (Jn. Chap. 6). 2:27 J '17
   King's Cupbearer (Verse). 1:57 J '16
   New American Socius (J.T. McNicholas) (With Portrait)
   L:105 D '16
Obituary. 30:200 AUT. '45
CHANG, DOMINIC THOMAS (1910-)
CHILD OF CHINA. 24:39 M '39

CHANGING COURSE. G. QUINN. 26:143 AUT. '41

CHANT. SPIRIT OF THE CHANT AT MASS. A. KELLY. 11:236 D '26

CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF ST. DOMINIC. L. EVERY (TRANS.)
33:13 M '53

CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN ACTION. M. HEATH AND P. STARRS. 31:104 J '46

CHARITY
BROTHER, COULD YOU SPARE A DIME OR A PRAYER. R. GILLIS.
22:113 J '37

CHARITY. C. SHEEHAN. 18:30 J '33

FRATERNAL CHARITY. A. HEALY. 6:11 M '22

TO THESE MY LEAST BRETHREN. E. CASEY. 22:314 D '37

WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR? A. KELLY. 11:52 M '22

CHARTER OF HAPPINESS. M. DELLA PENTA. 5:41 S '20

CHESTERTON, GILBERT KEITH
ARISTOTELIAN CHESTERTON. H. CONWAY. 23:127 J '38

QUEST AND CONQUEST. A. O'CONNELL. (WITH PORTRAIT).
23:271 D '39

CHILDREN
BABY TALK. 8:51 J '23

BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. 10:57 S '25

CHILD DEVELOPMENT. 9:42 M '25

CHILD'S SELF-REGARDING INSTINCT. 9:56 J '24

FEAR IN THE CHILD. 9:61 S '24

IMAGINATION IN THE CHILD. 8:55 D '23

CHILDREN AND SAINTS. N. WENDELL. 21:223 D '36

CHILD IS BORN, FOR A. A. MCTIGUE. 29:246 WIN. '44

CHILD OF BETHLEHEM. E.D. FENWICK. 22:301 D '37

CHILD LABOR AMENDMENT. 9:64 S '24

CHINA
AMERICAN DOMINICAN TERRITORY IN CHINA. 8:5 S '23

BLESSED FRANCIS CAPILLAS. H. PUTZ. 32:254 D '47

CATHOLIC EDUCATION IN CHINA. V. FLANAGAN. 14: S '29

CHILD OF CHINA. T. CHANG. 24:39 M '39

DOMINICAN GLORIES IN CHINA. J. LABRADOR. 4:37 D '19

OUR FIRST MISSIONARIES TO CHINA. P. DOANE. 5:4 S '23

CHIVALRY. IN THE DAYS OF THE KNIGHTS. R. COFFEY. 20:114 J '35

CHOICE (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 21:202 S '36J

CHRIST (SEE ALSO JESUS CHRIST)
CHRIST, THE ETERNAL PRIEST. B. SCHNEIDER. 17:86 J '32

CHRIST, OUR EXEMPLAR. G. KINSELLA. 10:9 D '25

CHRIST'S AMBASSADOR TO THE MARKET PLACE. (MSGR. J.A. RYAN, T.O.P.
30:248. WIN. '45

CHRIST'S MASS. K. CONNOLLY. 33:275 D '48

CHRIST, THE PRIEST. P. COYNE. 30:33 SUM. '45

CHRISTIAN ART AND SYMBOLISM
CATHOLIC CHURCH ON ART. P. HOLDEN. 16:119 J '31

CHURCH AND ART. T. FINNEGAN. 30:13 M '28

COAT OF ARMS OF THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. C. DALEY.
13:271, 14:33, 120 D. '23, M. J. '29

DOMINICAN ARTISTS. P. BACHAND. 12:297 D '27

DOMINICAN ORDER AND ARCHITECTURE. J.D. REDMOND. 13:193 S '23

FRA ANGELICO. C. ANDRES. 16:23 M '31
CHRISTIAN ART AND SYMBOLISM (CONT'D)
LAST SUPPER OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. G. CORBETT. 3:26 M '24
MURILLO. R. AUTH. 14:26 M '39
PHASES OF ART. T. CARL. 21:34 M 1'36
SOME DOMINICAN ICONOGRAPHY. C. DALEY. 14:300 D '29
SPANISH ART TREASURES AND THE WAR. R. AUTH. 25:33 J '40
SUNLIGHT AND SAINTS. V. FITZGERALD. 19:275 D '34
CAN A LIE BE TRULY BEAUTIFUL. L. WALKER. 33:5 M '53
CHRISTIAN BURIAL VERSUS CREMATION. D. GOGGINS. 9:24 J '24
CHRISTIAN CONTROVERSY. F. MULHEARN. 20:163 S '35
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. R. GRACE. 6:22 S '21
CHRISTIAN MANLINESS. M. MURPHY. 19:296 D '34
CHRISTIAN LIFE. DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE. D. LEE. 40:3 M '55
CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD. G. KINSELLA. 11:89 J '26
CHRIST-CHILD VERSUS SANTA CLAUS. N. EHRENFRID. 6:6 D '21
CHRIST-LIKE SOLDIERS ON FUTURE FRONTS. A. MCTIQUE.
CHRISTMAS, CHARLES FIDELIS (1879- )
GOLDEN JUBILEE. 41:252 S '56
CHRISTMAS
APOLOGY FOR TINSEL. R. PETERSON. 38:318 D '53
ANGELICO'S NATIVITY. (VERSE). T. O'BRIEN. 33:283 D '48
BALL AND THE CRIB. U. CORIGLIANO. 20:227 S '35
BIRTH OF CHRIST IN PROPHECY. J. DILLON. 12:277 D '27
BREVIARY LESSONS FOR CHRISTMAS (DOMINICAN RITE). 26:213 WIN. '41
CHANT. SONG OF MOTHER CHURCH. R. SMITH. 32:3 M '47
CHILD OF BETHLEHEM. E.D. FENWICK. 22:301 D '37
CHRIST-CHILD VERSUS SANTA CLAUS. N. EHRENFRID. 6:6 D '21
CHRISTMAS AFTERTGLOW. L. TANCHELL. 41:335 D '56
CHRISTMAS AND ITS MASSES. D. ROSS. 14:273 D '29
CHRISTMAS CAROL (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 6:5 D '21
CHRISTMAS-CHILD'S DAY. P. SULLIVAN. 25:223 WIN. '40
CHRISTMAS - CHRISTIAN OR PAGAN. U. MCCLELLAN. 18:205 D '33
CHRISTMAS CRIB. 3:51 D '23
CHRISTMAS GIFTS. 9:66 D '24
CHRISTMAS IN SPAIN. J. ORTEA. 3:5 D '23
CHRISTMAS, FAST AND PRESENT. K. CONNOLLY. 32:249 D '47
CHRISTMAS SEQUENCE. A. TOWNSEND. 13:280 D '23
CHRISTMAS WITH THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH. N. HALLIGAN (TRANS.) 25:210 WIN. '40

CHRISTMAS MASSES. K. CONNOLLY. 33:275 D '48
COLONIAL CHRISTMAS. E. BRENNAN. 9:7 D '24
CRIB OF ARA COELI. A. NOWLEN. 10:41 D '25
CRIB OF PEACE. J. WAY. 27:221 WIN. '42
DIVINE EXCHANGE (VERSE). P. SULLIVAN. 25:209 WIN. '40
CRIB AND THE KREMLIN. M. MURPHY. 31:263 D '39
EXPOSITION (VERSE). 24:262 D '39
FEAST OF CHRISTMAS. J. BAEZLER. 6:49 D '21
FESTIVAL OF CHRISTMAS. F. KIENBERGER. 2:3 D '17
FORGOTTEN FIGURE OF THE NATIVITY. C. MCKENNA. 27:232 WIN. '42
FRIER PAINTER'S DREAM. T. O'BRIEN. 31:259 D '37
FULNESS OF TIME. J. WALSH. 3:5 D '13
GIFTS (VERSE). R. VIVIER. 22:309 D '37
HOLLY WREATH (VERSE). P. HYLAND. 21:267 D '36
HOMEcoming M. ROGERS. 30:312 WIN. '42
HUMILITY OF CHRISTMAS. J. SKALKO. 24:23 D '39
CHRISTMAS (CONT'D)

INCARNATION - A STUDY. P. SHAFFER. 21:274 D '36
IN THE FULNESS OF TIME. P. HOLDEN. 16:266 D '31
KINGS. 31:266 D '46 H. HUTZ
LAETABUNDUS (VERSE). J. MCLARNEY. 16:165 D '31
LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM (VERSE). P. HULAND. 22:319 D '37
LITURGY (CHRISTMAS)
   CHRISTMAS AFTERGLOW. L. TANCRELL. 41:335 D '56
   MISSAL'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE. R. PETERSON. 39:339 D '54
LOVE WITHOUT MEASURE. C. O'BRIEN. 34:237 D '49
MARY CHRISTMAS. R. SMITH. 32:245 D '47
MIDNIGHT MASS. P.F. SMALL. 21:249 D '36
MOST SIGNIFICANT DAY. C. DORE 11:103 J '26
NATIVITY OF JESUS IN POETRY. H. KANE. 7:27 D '22
NEW BORN AND NEWLY DEAR. D. ROVER. 34:231 D '49
NINETEENTH CENTURY CHRISTMAS CAROL (G. ROSETTI). J. DILLON
   25:219 WINT. '48
"O" ANTIPHONS. L. SUKOVATY. 34:269 D '49
ORIGIN OF SOME CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS. J. FANNING. 15:251 D '30
PAX HOMINIBUS. T. MCGREGOR 17:265 D '32
PRINCE OF PEACE. B. CROWLEY. 35:231 D '50
REASON AT BETHLEHEM. M. MCGLYNN. 16:295 D '31
SERMON OF ST. LEO THE GREAT ON THE NATIVITY. L. PATTEN
   (TRANS.) 35:234 D '50
SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS. R. PETERSON. 40:363 D '55
STAR BRIGHT (A CHRISTMAS PLAY). J. CUNNINGHAM. 41:323 D '56
THREE MASSES ON CHRISTMAS. A. POPE. 5:5 D '20
THREE WISE MEN. J. ERTLE. 39:349 D '54
TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. A. MORRISON. 21:253 D '36
UNTO HIS OWN (VERSE). 11:278 D '26
WHEN TIME AND ETERNITY MEET. A. NEWMAN. 40:349 D '55
CHRSYOSTOM, ST. JOHN. (SEE JOHN CHRYSOSTOM, ST.)

CHRISTMAS ART

ADORATION OF THE MAGI
   GENTILE DA FABRIO. 17:265 D '32; 21:263 D '36
   G. PFANNSCHMIDT (DOMSTIFTSKAPPEL, BERLIN). 11:279 D '26;

ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS
   MURILLO. 33:290 D '53
   BOUGUEREAU. 3:50 D '23; 10:4 D '25

NATIVITY SCENES
   CORREGGIO. 12:62 D '27
   CHRISTMAS SCENE AND ALTAR, CHAPEL, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES,
   WASHINGTON. 27:220 WINT. '42
   MAROTTA. 18:201 D '33
   MISCELLANEOUS. 11:250 D '26; 13:236, D '28; 32:244 D '47
   34:263 D '49

SILHOUETTES
   "ET PROCEDAMUS ANTE DEUM". 25:203 WINT. '40
   SR. MARY HUGH, O.P. (ST. MARY OF THE SPRINGS) 26:212
   WINT. '41

WEEKES, DAME CATHERINE. 16:295 D '31
CHURCH, THE (SEE ALSO CATHOLIC CHURCH)
CHURCH AND ART. T. FINNEGAN. 2:23 M '13
CHURCH MILITANT - THE CHURCH PERSECUTED. H. CONWAY.
29:186 AUT. '44
CHURCH, SCHOOL AND HOME (DEPARTMENT). 9:41, 10:39, 55, 53
M, J, S, D '25
CHURCH WITHOUT CHRIST. B. SHERIDAN. 20:40 M '35
PERSECUTION. DISCIPLE IS NOT ABOVE THE MASTER. A. DOOLEY.
23:20 SPR. '43
TEACHING AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH. B. SHEEHAN. 7:33 J '22

CHURCH AND STATE
CRIMES AGAINST THE PEOPLE. B. CROWLEY. 34:12 M '49
RELIGIOUS CLAUSES IN THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.
B. SULLIVAN. 19:13 M '34

CHURCH, PEACE AND WAR. J. MADRICK. 20:101 J '35

CHURCH UNITY. REUNION OF CHRISTENDOM. B. MYERS. 6:13 D '21

CIRCUMSTANCES AND MORAL ACTS. S. GILLESPIE. 7:23 J '22

CITY OF MAN. 26:35 SUM. '41

CIVILIZATION. HEART OF. J. JURASKO. 23:236 D '33

CLEARY, GRATIAN VINCENT. (1879-1927)
OBITUARY 12:59 M '27

CLARK, LOUIS

BECHAMP OR PASTEUR. 9:42 J '24
THE CATHOLIC AND EVOLUTION. 5:12 S '23
PASTEUR SCIENTIST AND CATHOLIC. 7:43 D '22
PERE DIDON AT ARGUEIL. 4:3 M '20
ST. DOMINIC. 6:11 J '21

CLARK, WILLIAM RICHARD (1906-1957)
ALBERTUS MAGNUS, THE SAINT. 16:276 D '31
POOR MAN OF NAZARETH. 17:188 S '32
WHOM ALL AGES HAVE CALLED GREAT (ST. ALBERT). 13:5 M '33

CLOISTERED LIFE

CLOISTERED LIFE. G. MCCABE. 19:293 D '34
ENIGMA OF THE CLOISTER. A. VITIE. 18:233 D '33

COAT OF ARMS OF THE ORDER. OF PREACHERS. C. DALEY. 13:27 L D '23

COFFEY, JAMES REGINALD (1903-)

ANGELICUS (VERSE). 21:27 M '36
ARMA VIRUMQUE CANO. 20:10, 112 M, J '36
IN THE DAYS OF KNIGHTS. 20:114 J '35
ROMAN CONVERT (A. LUNN). 20:265 D '35
TIN GODS. 20:22 M '35

CO-LABORERS WITH CHRIST. T. IMWALLE. 31:92 J '46

COBERT, JAMES FRANCIS (1858-1931)

OBITUARY. 16:237 S '31

COLLINS, RAYMOND THOMAS AQUINAS (1915-)

MARATHON. 29:171 AUT. '44

MEDIEVAL TRANSCRIPTIONS. 29:29 SPR. '43

STUDY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE. 23:167 AUT. '43

COLONIAL CHRISTMAS. E. BRENNAN. 9:7 D '24

COLUMBUS CHRISTOPHER

COLUMBUS AND THE HOLY NAME. D. KENNEDY. 1:58 J '16
DOMINICAN PATRON OF COLUMBUS. D. MORRIS. 8:40 S '23
PORTRAIT. COLUMBUS APPROACHES THE NEW WORLD. 9:32 J '24

COMEAU, JAMES RAPHAEL (1915-)

CONDEMNATION OF ST. THOMAS. 27:93 SUM. '42

WAS SOCRATES REALLY HUMBLE? 26:708 SUM. '41
CONTEMPLATION
CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN CONTEMPLATION. M. ROGERS. 31:97 J '46
CONTEMPLATIVE CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN LIFE. M. HEATH AND
P. STARRS. 30:259 WINT. '45
VALUE OF THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE. H. MCKENNA. 15:19 M '30
CONTEMPORARY RELIGION J. BAUER. 12:203 S '27

CONTROVERSY
CHRISTIAN CONTROVERSY. F. MULHERN. 20:163 S '35
CONTROVERSY. C. SEERY. 25:27 M '40

CONVERTS AND CONVERSIONS
Plea for More Conversions. J. BAUER. 10:35 D '25

CONWAY, GEORGE GERARD (1902- )
FREDERICK OZANAM, FRIEND OF LACORDAIRE 15:126 J '30
TEACHING RELIGION. 14:216 S '29

CONWAY, PIERRE HYACINTH (1915- )
ARISTOTELIAN CHESTERTON. 23:137 J '38
BEAUTY GRANTS AN INTERVIEW. 25:171 AUT. '40
SOME SHAPE OF BEAUTY. 24:17 M '39
WOUNDS OF CHRIST IN HIS GLORIFIED BODY. 26:30 SPR. '41

CONWAY, ROBERT FRANCIS (1913- )
CHURCH MILITANT AND CHURCH PERSECUTED 29:136 AUT. '44
MERCY OF GOD IN AN AGE OF FREEDOM (WITH J. FEARON). 31:271 D '46

MEN AND NATIONS. 32:33. J. '47 (WITH D. MORIARTY)
VICTORIA'S LAW OF WAR. 31:135 S '46

COOPER, BROTHER HENRY FRANCIS (1856-1923)
OBITUARY. 13:303 D '23

CORCORAN, BROTHER PATRICK JOSEPH (1867-1936)
OBITUARY. 21:235 D '36

CORBETT, PAUL GERALD (1900- )
LAST SUPPER OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. 3:26 M '24
PARISH DRAMATICS. 9:49 D '24
WORLD'S BEST SELLER (BIBLE) 3:37 J '23

CORIGLIANO, DOMINIC URBAN (1907- )
BALL AND THE CRIB. 20:227 S '35
CATHARINE OF SIENA: GREAT AND GOOD WOMAN. 22:123 J '37

CORMIER, HYACINTH MARIE (1832-1916)
DEVOlON TO MARY AND HER SCAPULAR (A. DIONNE, TRANS.)
S & D '47

PORTRAITS
MASTER GENERAL. CENT.:6 (1916); 1:34 J '16
DEATH. 1:130 M '17

CORPUS CHRISTI
CORPUS CHRISTI (NOTES: THE CHURCH). 9:52 J '24
FEAST OF CORPUS CHRISTI: ITS PRAYER. L. SPRINGMAN.
22:105 J '37

CORMIGAN, BROTHER JOHN VINCENT (1855-1916)
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:70 S '16

CORTEZ, HERNANDO
ARMA VIRUMQUE CANO. R. COFFEY. 21:20, 112 M. J '36

COSTELLO, JOHN JUSTIN (1397- )
AGAIN THE SCHOOL BELLS RING. 17:135 S '32

COSTELLO, BROTHER WILLIAM LAWRENCE. (1330-1956)
OBITUARY 41:361 D '56

COTE, ARTHUR BASIL (1835-1944)
OBITUARY. 29:193 AUT. '44
COUDERYE, JOSEPH CYRIL (1879-1943)
OBITUARY. 28:124 SUM '43

COUE'S CURES. E BRENNAN. 7:5 M '23

COUGHLIN, DANIEL PETER (1887-1943)
OBITUARY. 25:250 WINT. '43

COUNCILS
COUNCIL OF EPHESUS. C. OSBOURNE. 16:90 J '31
PROCEDURE OF AN OECUMENICAL COUNCIL. H. BARTHELY. 8:22 J '23

COURAGE OF A MAID S. CARLSON. 21:22 M '36

COWAN, JOHN AQUINAS (1879-1947)
OBITUARY. 32:272 D '47

COYNE, MICHAEL PETER (1917- )
CHRIST THE PRIEST (VERSE) 30:83 SUM. '45
WHAT IS HOLINESS (WITH M JAMES). 30:22 SPR. '45

CRAIG, LEO PETER (1913- )
ST. THOMAS AND ARISTOTLE ON HAPPINESS. 26:162 AUT. '41

CREATION
CREATURE FACES CREATION. R. GILLIS 20:179 S '35
HATS AND THINGS. F MULHERN. 22:159 J '37

CREMATION
CHRISTIAN BURIAL VERSUS CREMATION. D. GOGGINS. 9:24 J '24
CRIEB AND THE KREMLIN. M. MURPHY. 31:263 D '46
CRIMES AGAINST THE PEOPLE. B. CROWLEY. 34:12 M '49

CRITICISM
LITERARY CRITICISM AND REVIEW. A. QUINN. 22:51 M '37
CRITIQUE OF A CRITIC OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. W. HACKETT. 25:8 M '40
CROSS OF CHRIST. F. CASSIDY. 3:16 M '24
CROWLEY, CHARLES BONAVENTURE (1913- )
CRIMES AGAINST THE PEOPLE. 34:12 M '49
PRINCE OF PEACE. 35:231 D '50

CROWLEY, TIMOTHY LEONARD (1879-1929)
OBITUARY. 14:56 M '29
PORTRAIT (PRIOR, ST. LOUIS BERTRAND, LOUISVILLE, KY.)
CENT. 63:69 (1916)

CRUCIFIX WITH ALL DOMINICAN SAINTS (WITH ILLUSTRATION).
SR. MARY OF COMPASSION, O.P. 36:5 M '51

CULL, LEO URBAN (1888-1946)
OBITUARY. 31:273 D '46

CULTURE
CULTURE AND NATIONAL DEFENSE. N. HALLIGAN. 26:222 WINT. '41
CUMMINGS, EDWARD JOACHIM (1833-1931)
OBITUARY 16:236 S '31
CUMMINS, WILLIAM GREGORY (1883-1954)
OBITUARY. 39:331 D '54
CUNNINGHAM, JOHN FABIAN (1923- )
HEAVEN COME TO EARTH. 36:12 M '51
OUR THOMISTIC HERITAGE. 35:19 M '50
SERMON OF ST. ALBERT THE GREAT ON THE ASSUMPTION (TRANS.).
35:241 D '50

CUNNINGHAM, THOMAS JOACHIM (1927- )
STAR BRIGHT (A CHRISTMAS PLAY). 41:323 D '56
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
<th>Years</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CURRAN, ADAM PAUL (1839-1953)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed Garcia, O.F.</td>
<td>2:15 M '13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blessed Simon Ballachi, O.P.</td>
<td>2:7 M '13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obituary (with portrait)</td>
<td>3:335 D '53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait</td>
<td>3:4 S '23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRAN, JOHN LEONARD (1901- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why Joan of Arc was brought to trial</td>
<td>17:193 S '32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRAN, JOHN WILLIAM (1909- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And let him have dominion.</td>
<td>22:155 J '37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed marriage - unmixed tragedy</td>
<td>21:23 M '36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philosophy with a harmony.</td>
<td>20:174 S '34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>True prudence</td>
<td>22:28 M '37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CURRAN, PAUL CHRYSOSTOM (1905- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holy Mary, Mother of God.</td>
<td>25:163 AUT. '40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAILEY, JOSEPH VINCENT (1397- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dominic Soto, Theologian of the Council of Trent.</td>
<td>4:3 M '20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAILEY, EDWARD RAYMOND (1926- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary's newest splendor.</td>
<td>35:235 D '50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Why poetry?</td>
<td>34:17 M '49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DALEY, WILLIAM CHARLES (1397-1936)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coat of arms of the order of Preachers. (with illustrations).</td>
<td>13:271; 14:33; 14:120 D '23; M '29; J '29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some Dominican iconography (Chapel of Dominican House of Studies: Washington, D.C.) (with illustrations)</td>
<td>14:300 D '29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Thomas, patron of Catholic schools.</td>
<td>15:25 M '30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obituary.</td>
<td>21:234 M '36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAILY, EDWARD CELESTINE (1394- )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An echo from Endor (Modern Spiritism).</td>
<td>4:13 D '19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bishop of Des Moines, Iowa (with portrait).</td>
<td>33:33 J '43</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receiving degree of master of sacred theology (with portrait)</td>
<td>21:279 D '36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our master general (H. Comier).</td>
<td>1:33 J '16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dame nature on Christmas Eve (verse)</td>
<td>G. Herold. 7:5 D '22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAMIANI, DOMINIC INNOCENT (1332-1932)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obituary.</td>
<td>17:124 J '32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANNON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eternal damnation.</td>
<td>19:207 S '34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANTÉ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dante on the incarnation.</td>
<td>17:249 D '32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dante, the Tuscan dreamer.</td>
<td>4:15 J '19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority of intellect in the Paradiso.</td>
<td>A. Baverso. 19:121 J '34</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Dominic in Dante's song.</td>
<td>G. Knauff. 6:39 S '21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANTAS, ANTONIN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portrait of St. Augustine and St. Bonaventure.</td>
<td>15:132 S '30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daughters of Mary.</td>
<td>39:264 S '54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David (verse).</td>
<td>9:63 S '24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DAVIDSON, ABLERT BASIL (1903-1955)  
OBITUARY. 40:53 M '55

DAVIS, CLIFFORD LEO (1894- )  
ARCHBISHOP PARKER AND ANGLICAN ORDERS. 3:15 S '18  
FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF THE MONASTERY. 1:90 S '16

DAVIS, JAMES MARK (1923- )  
BRIEFLY AND SUCCINCTLY (CF. DIVINE OFFICE). 35:171 S '50  
DEATH OF A NOVICE. 9:53 J '24  
DEATH OF ST. DOMINIC. F. CASSIDY. 6:5 J '21  
DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE. D. LEE. 40:8 M '55

DE DEZA, DIEGO  
DOMINICAN PATRON OF COLUMBUS. D. MORRIS. 3:40 S '23

DEDICATIONS  
DEDICATION OF ST. ANTONINUS CHURCH. 26:229 WINT. '41  
DEDICATION OF ST. VINCENT FERRER CHURCH. B. NEITZEL. 3:42 J '13

DELANEY, BROTHER DENNIS (1862-1943)  
OBITUARY. 20:42 SPR. '43

DELANEY, LOUIS BERTRAND  
SANCTE JOSEPH (VERSE). 14:32 M '29

DELAVIGNE, CHARLES MANNES (1892- )  
TOMB OF ST. DOMINIC. 6:45 J '21

DEL CORONA, ALBERT  
DOMINICAN OF OUR TIMES. B. MURPHY. 13:292 D '23

DELLA PENTA, DANIEL MARK (1395- )  
CHARTER OF HAPPINESS. 5:41 S '20  
GOD'S LOVE ON LIFE'S STAGE. 7:18 D '20  
SIXTH CENTENARY OF THE CANONIZATION OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 3:4 J '23

DELLA PENTA, JOSEPH CLEMENT (1910- )  
LET US PRAY. 15:227 D '33

DE LUNA EXPEDITION. B. SULLIVAN. 19:263 D '34

DEMONIC POSSESSION. M. MCGLYNN. 15:289 D '30

DEMPSEY, JAMES MICHAEL (1912- )  
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN ST. THOMAS AND ST. ALBERT. 26:154 AUT. '41

DEMPSEY, JOHN AMBROSE (1878-1929)  
OBITUARY. 14:312 D '29

DENNIS, WARREN BEDE (1924- )  
ARS GRATIA DEI. 40:378 D '55

DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE. B. QUIRK. 23:99, 203 J, S. '33

DESIGN OF DELIGHT. L. CONCORDIA. 41:231 S '56

DESIROUS OF MARTYRDOM. A. GORDON. 6:17 J '21

DESQUEYRJOS, MOST REV. HENRY M. (1344-1917)  
OBITUARY. 3:33 J '13

DEVINE, JAMES LUKE (1905-1947)  
SACRAMENT OF THE SICK. 13:147 S '33  
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 32:271 D '47

DEVOTION  
DIVINE DEVOTION. L. FALLON. 33:104 J '43  
DEVOTION TO MARY AND HER SCAPULAR. H. CORMIER. 32:182, 264 S. D. '47
ST. DOMINIC
CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF ST. DOMINIC. L. EVERY (TRANS.). 33:19 M '53
DEATH OF ST. DOMINIC. F. CASSIDY. 6:5 J '21
DESIROUS OF MARTYRDOM. A. GORDON. 6:17 J '21
SAINT DOMINIC. L. CLARK. 6:11 J '21
ST. DOMINIC AND THE CUMANS. H. NEAL. 19:103 J '34
ST. DOMINIC AND THE SCRIPTURES. E. BRENNAN. 6:35 J '21
ST. DOMINIC - A STATESMAN. B. WALKER. 12:109 J '27
ST. DOMINIC IN DANTE'S SCNG. G. KNAUFF. 6:39 S '21
SAINT DOMINIC, PATRON OF CHILDREN. J. MCLARNEY. 16:210 S '31
FRIAR-PRIEST. A. DOOLEY. 30:93 SUM. '45
GENIUS OF ST. DOMINIC. D. DOLAN. 5:20 S '20
LOOK AT THE RECORD. F. CONNOLLY. (WITH PORTRAIT-ROSARY GROUP) 35:157 S '50
MASS OF ST. DOMINIC. P. HANLEY. 25:77 J '40
MIRACLES OF ST. DOMINIC. P. DOANE. 6:22 J '21
NEW ROSARY INDULGENCE AND ST. DOMINIC. N. WALSH. 12:234 D '21
PAPAL ENCYCLICAL ON SEVENTH CENTENARY OF ST. DOMINIC'S DEATH. 6:5 S '21
PAULINE FOUNDATIONS OF DOMINICAN PREACHING. G. WESTPHALL. 40:159 J '55
ROSES ARE THE SERUM. C. KANE. 26:150 AUT. '41
SEVENTH CENTENARY. 19:34 J '34
TESTIMONY OF VENTURA OF VERONA. R. GALLAGHER. 25:30 M '40
TOMB OF ST. DOMINIC. M. DELAVIGNE. 6:45 J '21
PORTRAITS
BLESS DONALD PRESENTING ST. DOMINIC TO HER SON. 1:7 (1916)
BONZANI PORTRAIT. 1:1, 17 (1916)
CREVELLI PORTRAIT (METROPOLITAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK). 1:25 (1916)
DEATH OF ST. DOMINIC. 6:2 J '21
ST. DOMINIC (STATUE). 19:108 J '34
ST. DOMINIC'S FIRST CONVERT. 1;21 (1916)
ST. DOMINIC AND INNOCENT III. CENT. 8 (1916)
ST. DOMINIC RECEIVES THE ROSARY. CENT. 37 (1916), 12:56 M '27; 26:143 AUT. '41; 35:157 S '50
ST. DOMINIC'S AL 11, BOLOGNA. 9:24 D '24
BLESS DONALD JANE OF AZA AND ST. DOMINIC. 6:10 J '21
MEETING WITH ST. FRANCIS. 1:20 (1916). AUT. '45 30:160
PREACHING TO THE ALBIGENSES (DOMINICAN CHURCH, NAPLES).
1:10 (1916)
RECLUSE INSTRUCTED BY ST. DOMINIC. 1:22 (1916)
TOMB OF ST. DOMINIC (BOLOGNA). 1:14 (1916), 6:45 J '21
WITH CHRIST AND ST. PETER (GO AND PREACH). 1:19 (1916)
WITH THE MADONNA OF THE ROSARY (GUIDO RENNI - BOLOGNA). 14:139 S '29

DOMINICANA
RETROSPECT (10TH ANNIVERSARY). W. FARRELL. 11:5 M '26
TWENTY FIVE YEARS OF DOMINICANA. 26:5 SPR. '41
DOMINICAN ORDER

ACTION
CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN ACTION. M. HEATH AND P. STARRS 31:104 J '46

ARCHITECTURE
DOMINICAN ORDER AND ARCHITECTURE. J.D. REDMOND. 13:193 S '23
ART
DOMINICAN ARTISTS. P. BACHAND. 12:297 D '27
SEE FRA ANGELICO
BROWNE, MOST REV. MICHAEL, 81ST MASTER GENERAL OF THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. 40:115 M '55

CHAPTERS
CHAPTER OF PROVINCIALS. 9:61 S '24
GENERAL CHAPTERS
ROME, 1924 (PHOTO). 9:4 M '25
ROME, 1946
DISCOURSE OF POPE PIUS XII OF SEPT. L5, 1946 (R. SMITH, TR.). 31:255 D '46
WASHINGTON, 1949. 34:195 S '49
CONTEMPLATIVE CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN LIFE. M. HEATH AND P. STARRS. 30:259 WINT. '45
DOMINICAN CONFRATERNITIES. A. SMITH. 3:63 D '18
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART IN THE MIDDLE AGES. U. BERGKAMP. 11:169 S '26
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART. L. EVERY. 38:116 J '53
DOMINICAN CAUSES FOR CANONIZATION AND BEATIFICATION.
C. CONNOLLY. 15:32 M '30
DOMINICAN GLORIES IN CHINA. J. LABRADOR. 4:37 D '19
DOMINICANS AND THE CATECHISM OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT.
T. ENGLISH. 7:32 M '23
DOMINICANS AND THE CRUCIFIX. F. CONLON. 1:19 APR. '16
DOMINICANS AND ST. JOAN OF ARC. G. O'CONNELL. 5:11 S '20
DOMINICANS AND THE MOTU PROPRIO. C. DONOVAN. 1:151 M '17
DOMINICANS AND THE PERPETUAL ROSARY. C. KELLY. 1:143 M '17

EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY IN ST. DOMINIC'S PLAN. I. BAILLEY. 19:278 D '34

EXILES
DOMINICAN EXILES IN THE UNITED STATES. S. MCDERMOTT. 1:117 D '16

HISTORY
WAR-TIME ANALECTA. M. HEATH. 32:25 M '47
FRIARS PREACHERS IN ARMENIA. T. MURPHY. 33:121 J '53

ICONOGRAPHY
SOME DOMINICAN ICONOGRAPHY. C. DALEY. 14:300 D '29
ST. IGNATIUS AND THE DOMINICANS. C. KELLY. 41:244 S '56

LITURGY
DOMINICANS AND THEIR RITE. A. ANDREOLI. 15:296 D '30
DOMINICAN LITURGY. M. O'BEIRNE. 23:33 J '33
MARKS OF THE CHURCH IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. D. MORRIS 16:28 J '21
MARTYRS
MARTYRS OF TONKIN. F. FONTANEZ. 40:42 M '55
ST. PETER MARTYR. C. FOLEY. 16:303 D '31
MASTER IN SACRED THEOLOGY IN THE DOMINICAN ORDER. 33:5 M '43
MISSIONS
MISSIONARY CHARACTER OF THE DOMINICAN ORDER. ED. HENNESSY.
30:177 AUT. '45
DOMINICAN MISSIONS IN THE VATICAN EXPOSITION. D. MARRIN.
10:44 S '25
PREACHING
DOMINICAN ELOQUENCE YESTERDAY AND TODAY. C. BOYD.
13:175 S '23
PAULINE FOUNDATIONS OF DOMINICAN PREACHING. G. WESTPHALL.
40:139 J '55
PREACHERS GENERAL. U. FAY. 24:13 M '39
PRESENT CONDITION OF THE DOMINICAN ORDER. J. FANNING.
16:313 D '31
PRESS
DOMINICAN PRESS ACTIVITIES. H. ROTH. 22:232 S '37
PROCESSIONS
DOMINICAN PROCESSIONS. C. MCENIRY. 2:34 S '47
SAINTS AND BLESSED
SAINTS (SEE ALPHABETICAL LISTINGS)
BLESSED
DIANA OF ANDALO
ADIEU, MY WEDGEWOOD LADY. T. A'K. UHLBERG. 22:148 J '37
DOMINIC SPADAFORA. S. MURRAY. 6:45 D '21
FRANCIS CAPILLAS. H. PUTZ. 32:254 D '47
GARCIA. P. CURRAN. 2:15 M '13
HENRY SUSO
HENRY SUSO, DOMINICAN. U. VOLL. 33:135 S '43
ORTHODOXY OF SUSO AND TAULER. F. CUNNINGHAM.
36:12 M '51
(H)OSANNA OF CATTARO. C. ROONEY. 13:27 M '28
HUMBERT OF ROMANS
BLESSED HUMBERT ON STUDY. D. ROVER. (TRANS.).
33:299, 34:22 D '43, M '49
IMELDA LAMBERTINI
PATRON OF FIRST COMMUNICANTS. E. NUGENT. 12:120 J '27
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. J. LACEY. 35:102. J '50
VICTIM OF LOVE. A. KAVANAUGH. 18:91 J '33
PORTRAIT
BLESSED IMELDA'S FIRST COMMUNION. 13:91 D '53
ISNARD. A. NASELLI. 5:44 J '20
JOHN DOMINICI
BLESSED. JOHN DOMINICI. J.D. WALSH. 4:22 D '19
ST. ANTONINUS IN SCHOOL OF BL. JOHN DOMINIC.
15:210 S '30
JOHN MASSIAS. W. McCLORY. 2:10 M '13
JOHN OF VERCELLI
BL. JOHN OF VERCELLI AND THE MISSION OF THE HOLY NAME
39:373 D '54
JORDAN OF SAXONY
CONTRIBUTION TO MATHEMATICS. R. O'CONNOR. 16:123 J '31
HAPPy SAXON. N. WENDELL. 22:34 M '37
DOMINICAN ORDER (CONT'D)
SAINTS AND BLESSED
BLESSED (CONT'D)
MARTIN DE PORRES
BLESSED MARTIN CENTENARY. N. WENDELL. 22:230 S '37
FATHER OF THE POOR. C. MCEINRY. 5:42 S '19
NEGRO SAINT FOR NEGROES (WITH STATUE BY AUTHOR).
M. MCGLYNN. 16:195 S '31
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. J. LACEY. 35:103 S '50
REGINALD. R. HUGHES. 5:13 J '20
SIMON BALLACHI. P. CURRAN. 1:7 M '18
TONKIN MARTYRS
MARTYRS OF TONKIN. F. FONTANEZ. 40:42 M '55
WILLIAM ARNAULD AND COMPANIONS
PORTRAIT (CHOIR, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES,
WASHINGTON). CENT.:30 (1916)
DOMINICAN CAUSES FOR CANONIZATION AND BEATIFICATION.
C. CONNOLLY. 15:32 M '30
DOMINICAN SAINTS (ILLUSTRATION AND EXPLANATION).
SR. MARY OF THE COMPASSION, O.P. 36:5 M '51
SEVENTH CENTENARY
A DUAL CELEBRATION. R. BURKE. 1:107 D '16
SPIRITUALITY
CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN CONTEMPLATION. M. ROGERS. 31:97 J '46
DOMINICAN SPIRITUAL MASTERSHIP. A. DREXELIUS. 10:23 J '25
ST. THOMAS AND DOMINICAN SPIRITUALITY. R. HUGHES. 8:44 J '23
STUDY IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. F. MORRY. 34:200 S '49
DOMINICANS IN AREMENIA
FRIARS PREACHERS IN ARMENIA. T. MURPHY. 38:121 J '53
DOMINICANS IN CANADA
DOMINICAN ORDER IN CANADA. R. HUGHES. 3:33 D '18
DOMINICANS IN ENGLAND
BLACKFRIARS; A MONTHLY REVIEW. N. EHRENFRIED. 6:6 D '21
DOMINICANS IN FRANCE
CENTENARY OF THE DOMINICAN RESTORATION IN FRANCE (1839-1939)
S. DILLON. 24:180 S '39
DOMINICANS IN IRELAND
DOMINICANS AND THE IRISH PERSECUTIONS. A. HEALY. 4:44 J '19
DOMINICANS IN SPAIN
CONVENT OF ST. STEPHEN, SALAMANCA (PHOTO). 31:185 S '46
DOMINICANS IN SWEDEN
INGRID - SAINT OF OBLIVION. F. HINNEBUSCH. 33:290, 34:31
D '48, M '49
DOMINICANS IN UNITED STATES
CELEBRATION OF 7TH CENTENARY OF ORDER (NOVEMBER 14-19, 1916,
WASHINGTON, D.C.) (WITH PORTRAIT OF PARTICIPANTS INCLUDING
CARDINALS FARLEY, GIBBONS AND O'CONNELL, AND BISHOPS BONZANO (APOSTOLIC DELEGATE)
AND SHAHAN.) CENT.:112 (1916)
CIVIL WAR CHAPLAINS (PORTRAITS)
JOSEPH T. JARBOE 9:15 D '24; JOSEPH T. HEANEY 9:16 D '24
JOHN H. LYNCH 9:18 D '24; CONSTANTINE L. EGAN 9:19 D '2
DOMINICAN BOYS' CAMP STAATSBOURG-ON-HUDSON (FOUR SCENES). 12:22 S '27
DOMINICAN CHURCHES
ST. ANTONINUS, NEWARK, N.J. CENT.: 71 (1916); 26:229 WINT. '41 (WITH PHOTO)
ST. CATHERINE OF SIENA (PHOTO OF REFECTORY), NEW YORK. CENT.: 85 (1916)
ST. DOMINIC'S CHURCH, WASHINGTON, D.C. CONSECRATION OF ST. DOMINIC'S CHURCH. A. BURKE. 4:41 D 19 (WITH ARTIST'S SKETCH)
PHOTO. 37:408 D '52
HOLY NAME CHURCH, KANSAS CITY, MO. (ARTIST'S SKETCH). CENT.: 83 (1916)
HOLY ROSARY CHURCH, HOUSTON, TEXAS. CENT.: 94 (1916)
ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, SOMERSET, OHIO
NEW HIGH ALTAR AND RENEWED SANCTUARY. 38:30 M '53 (WITH PHOTO OF ALTAR. 38:1 M '53)
ST. PATRICK'S CHURCH, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
PHOTO. 37:304 D '52
ST. ROSE CHURCH, SPRINGFIELD, KENTUCKY.
ALTAR (PHOTO). 27:154 AUT. '42
THE TOWER (PHOTO). 11:164 S '26
SCENES AT ST. ROSE PRIORY. 11:185 S '26
SACRED HEART CHURCH, JERSEY CITY, N.J. ARTIST'S SKETCH. 3:47 S '23
ST. THOMAS CHURCH, ZANESVILLE, OHIO (PHOTO). 27:240 WINT. '42
ST. VINCENT FERRER CHURCH, NEW YORK (PHOTOS). CENT.: 65 (1916)
INTERIOR OF NEW CHURCH (ARTIST'S SKETCH). 3:62 J '18
ST. ABLERT'S WINDOW. 19:277 D '34
ST. LOUIS BERTRAND'S WINDOW. 19:278 D '34

FLORIDA
FRIAR LUIS FOLLY. F. HINNEBUSCH. 34:107 J '49
ST. ABLERT'S PROVINCE
FOUNDATION. 25:5 M '40 (WITH PORTRAIT OF PROVINCIAL, PETER O'BRIEN).
NEW DOMINICAN HIGH SCHOOL (OAK PARK, ILLINOIS). E. HEARY. 14:30 M 29 (WITH PORTRAIT).
ORDINATION CLASSES. JUNE ISSUES OF FOLLOWING YEARS:

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS COLLEGE, RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS. (EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR PHOTOGRAPHS). 10:19-20 D '25; 8:73 D '23
ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE
AQUINAS HIGH SCHOOL, COLUMBUS, OHIO.
FACULTY PHOTOGRAPH, 1916. CENT.: 96 (1916)
STUDENTS FOR THE ORDER AT AQUINAS COLLEGE (PORTRAIT).
FOREIGN MISSIONS. 9:59 J '24 (CHINA)
NEW DOMINICAN FOREIGN MISSIONS (PAKISTAN-LEBANON)
MISSIONARIES (DOMESTIC)
ANNUAL RETREAT (AT HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON, AUGUST, 1921) (PORTRAIT). 6:4 S '21
WITH THE MISSIONARIES. 1:83, 120 S. D '16
PROVINCIAL CHAPTERS (PORTRAITS)
1915 (INTERMEDIARY CHAPTER). CENT.: 69 (1916)
1921 PROVINCIAL ELECTION. 6:70 D '21
MARRIN, PRIOR PROVINCIAL OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE.

MCDERMOTT, VICAR GENERAL OF ORDER OF PREACHERS

WASHINGTON, D.C. HOUSE OF STUDIES

SOLEMN INAUGURATION OF PONTIFICAL FACULTY. 27:259 WINT. '42

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO. T. CONATY. 15:279 D '30

PORTRAITS

NOVICES AT HOUSE OF STUDIES. 3:1 D '23

BELFRY. CENT.:44 (1916)

CHAPEL, CENT.:46 (1916)

CHOIR (BLESSED WILLIAM ARNAULD AND COMPANIONS). CENT.:30 (1916)

CLOISTER

CLOISTER AND CLOISTER GARTH. CENT.:44-5 (1916)

ST. ANTONIUS. CENT.:23 (1916)

ST. CATHARINE OF SIENA. CENT.:23 (1916)

ST. JOHN AND COMPANIONS, MARTYRS OF GORCUM. CENT.:29 (1916)

ST. ROSE OF LIMA. CENT.:27 (1916)

ST. VINCENT FERRER. CENT.:27 (1916)

CHARLES H. MCKENNA (BY FREDERIC DE HENWOOD). CENT.:72 (1916)

ROSARY ALTAR AND ALTAR PIECE, MAIN CHAPEL. 14:300 D '29

ROSSARY GROUP, MAIN CHAPEL. 6:29 S '21

NOVITIATE CHAPEL. CENT.:43 (1916)

ST. THOMAS

CARVED WOOD STATUE, MAIN CHAPEL, RELIQUARY. 6:28 M '22

GIRDLED BY ANGELS, GUIDED BY APOSTLES. MAIN CHAPEL

6:28 M '22

WINDOW. POPE HONORIUS III CONFIRMING ORDER OF PREACHERS.

CENT.:19 (1916)

ORDINATION CLASSES. JUNE ISSUES EACH YEAR

STUDENTS OF ORDER

AT AQUINAS COLLEGE. 3:76 D '23

AT HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON, D.C. 3:1 D '23

AT ST. JOSEPH'S, SOMERSET, OHIO. 3:4 D '23

AT PROVIDENCE COLLEGE. 9:77 D '23

AT ST. ROSE'S, SPRINGFIELD, KENTUCKY. 3:1 D '23

AT ST. THOMAS COLLEGE (HOUSE OF STUDIES), RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS. 3:73 D '23

ZANESVILLE

DOMINICANS IN ZANESVILLE. 27:233 WINT. '42

DOMINICAN SISTERS

DOMINICAN MOTHERS GENERAL MEET IN ADRIAN. 24:127 J '39

DOMINICAN SISTERS AT TEXAS UNIVERSITY. E. ROGERS. 3:31 J '13

DOMINICAN SISTERS CENTENARY. J.D. WALSH. 7:5 J '22

INSTITUTE OF DOMINICAN SPIRITUALITY (WITH PHOTO OF DOMINICAN CONVENT OF SAN RAFAEL, CAL. AND SISTERS ATTENDING) 38:327 D '5

DOMINICAN THIRD ORDER

NEW DIPLOMAT OF THIRD ORDER OF ST. DOMINIC (PORTRAIT) CENT.:31 (1916)

THIRD ORDER OF ST. DOMINIC. R. ALGER. 17:93 J '32

DOMINICAN SCENES (ILLUSTRATIONS)

A DOMINICAN STUDY. CENT.:42 (1916)


ST. STEPHEN'S BIBLICAL SCHOOL (JERUSALEM). CENT.:52 (1916)

Prouille (SISTERS' CHOIR) CENT.:24 (1916)

DOMINIC SOTO, THEOLOGIAN OF COUNCIL OF TRENTE. V. DAILEY. 4:3 M '20
DOMINICAN VINDICATED (FATHER TIMMERMAN). L. SCHERER. 19:203
BLESSSED DOMINIC SPADAFFORA. S. MURRAY. 6:45 D '21
DONAHUE, JOHN MATTHEW (1923-)
NEW PRIEST AND HIS MASS. 40:121 J '55
SATISFYING THE URGE TO KNOW. 33:201 S '53
SIGNS FOR OUR TIMES. 39:13 M '54
DONELLY, THOMAS CHRYSTOSTOM (1399-)
BISHOP SHAHAN, BUILDER AND EDUCATOR. 17:93 J '32
RIGHT REVEREND EDWARD DOMINIC FENWICK. 17:169 S '32
DONOVAN, EDWARD JORDAN (1392-)
THE CALL. 2:30 D '17
DOMINICANS AND THE MOTU PROPRIO. 1:151 M '17
DOOLEY, WILLIAM AUGUSTINE (1910-)
DISCIPLE IS NOT ABOVE THE MASTER. 28:20 SPR. '43
FRIAR-PRIEST. 30:93 SUM. '45
DORÉ, VINCENT CYRIL (1900-)
FRIENDSHIPS OF ST. THOMAS. 13:9 M '28
POPS AND THE ROSARY. 10:15 S '25
POST COMMUNION. 11:103 J '26
THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DAY (CHRISTMAS). 11:251 D '26
ST. THOMAS AND PROGRESS. 12:197 S '27
DO WE OWE GOD ANYTHING? L. NOVACK. 19:36 J '34
DOYLE, PATRICK BENEDICT (1862-1935)
OBITUARY. 20:270 D '35
PORTRAIT. (PASTOR OF ST. DOMINIC'S CHURCH, DENVER, COLORADO). CENT.:87 (1916)

DREAMS
THE STUFF OF DREAMS. L. CALLAHAN. 9:15 J '24
DREXELIUS, CLEMENT ALBERT (1900-)
ACTIVE MYSTICISM. 7:3 M '23
DOMINICAN SPIRITUAL MASTERSHIP. 10:32 J '25
HOLY NAME APOSTOLATE. 9:7 S '24
DRISCOLL, JOHN ALEXIS (1902-)
CHARACTER OF ST. THOMAS REVEALED IN HIS WRITINGS. 14:5 M '29
NEO-REALISTIC THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. 12:291 D '27
PRIESTHOOD OF CHRIST. 13:99 J '23
SCHOLASTICISM- ITS RELATION TO AUTHORITY. 12:39 M '27
DRYDEN, THE CATHOLIC. M. BARRON. 24:3 J '39

DRAMA
CATHOLIC ACTORS GUILD OF AMERICA. A. KELLY. 9:45 S '24
PARISH DRAMATICS. G. CORBETT. 9:49 D '24
DUAL CELEBRATION. R. BURKE. 1:107 D '16
DUFFY, JOHN JORDAN (1919-)
CEPHAS. 31:10 M '46
DUGAN, FRANCIS HENRY (1375-1941)
OBITUARY. 26:45 SPR. '41
DUMMERMUTH, ANTONIUS M. (1841-1918)
OBITUARY. 3:40 J '18
DURELL, LOUIS
MOTHER IN HEAVEN FOR US. 32:172 S '47
DURKIN, ADOLPH AUGUSTINE (1853-1933)
OBITUARY. 23:132 J '33

DURKIN, JOHN JEROME (1869-1950)
GOLDEN JUBILEE OF, (WITH PORTRAIT). 34:40 M '49
OBITUARY. 35:191 S '50

DwyER, JOHN JORDAN (1907-1943)
OBITUARY. 28:125 SUM. '43

EARLY IRISH MONASTIC SCHOOLS. J. QUINN. 21:190 S '36
EARLY LIFE OF ST. RAYMOND OF PENNAFORT. U. FAY. 25:103 J '40
EARLY MONASTICISM IN THE EAST. J. BARTH. 13:171 S '33

EASTER
EASTER EGGS - THE CHURCH. 7:43 M '23
EXULTEMUS. P. KELLY. 17:12 M '32
GREATEST OF DAYS. G. MULEY. 33:9 M '43
MASS OF EASTER SUNDAY. C. LILLIE. 21:5 M '36

ECHO FROM ENDOR. C. DALEY. 4:13 D '19
ECKERT, JOSEPH MICHAEL (1875-1939)
OBITUARY. 24:136 J '39

ECONOMICS
CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT WORK. R. SMITH. 29:91 WINT. '44
DISMISSAL WAGE. F. WALTER. 22:215 S '37
ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY. F. FARRELL. 30:14, 115 SPR. SUM. '45
MORALITY OF BUYING AND SELLING. H. SULLIVAN. 6:29 M '22
NATURE OF WORK. R. SMITH. 29:253 WINT. '44
SOCIAL DYNAMIC OF THE MIDDLE AGES. B. QUIRK. 24:134, 263

EDUCATION
AGAIN THE SCHOOL BELLS RING. 17:135 S '32
AIM OF EDUCATION. M. EGAN. 20:5 M '35
BATTLE OF THE UNIVERSITIES. A. BRODERICK. 41:212 S '56
CATHOLIC EDUCATION IN CHINA. V. FLANAGAN. 14:211 S '29
CATHOLICS AND HIGHER EDUCATION. W. FARRELL. 10:7 S '25
CHALLENGE TO EDUCATION. M. CAIN. 22:41 M '37
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. (WITH ILLUSTRATION). R. GRACE. 6:22 S '21
CHURCH, SCHOOL AND HOME. 9:41, 10:39 55, 58
EARLY IRISH MONASTIC SCHOOLS. J. QUINN. 21:190 S '36
EDUCATING FOR DEMOCRACY. C. WERNER. 3:7 S '18
EDUCATION - ITS LAST END. 3:43 S '23
E PLURIBUS UNUM - FOR CHURCH AND SCHOOLS. C. THERRES. 3:42 D '23
FACULTIES IN EDUCATION. 10:56 S '25
FLEXIBILITY IN EDUCATION. 10:56 S '25
FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF EDUCATION. C. REILLY. 16:202 S '31
OTHER-WORLDLINESS IN EDUCATION. 3:53 D '23
SATISFYING THE URGE TO KNOW. M. DONAHUE. 38:201 S '53
SCHOOL ENTERTAINMENTS. 10:60 D '25
SCHOOL - PROJECT METHOD. 10:60 D '25
STATE AID FOR CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. F. ANDERSON. 20:28 M '35
TEACHER. 9:59 S '24
ST. THOMAS AND EDUCATION. 33:197 S '53
ST. THOMAS. EDUCATOR. B. MAHONEY. 26:95 SUM. '41
EDUCATION (CONT'D)
TO TEACH OR NOT TO TEACH. B. MONDOR. 33:212 S '53
VISUAL EDUCATION. 3:62 M '24
X-RAY PICTURE OF NATIONAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION. D. VAN ROOY. 15:113 J '30

EGAN, JAMES MARK (1909- )
AIM OF EDUCATION. 20:5 M '35
BY WHAT AUTHORITY? 19:154 S '33
HERESY OF MODERATION. 20:97 J '35
IS THERE A CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY? 19:100 J '34

EGAN, JOHN MARTIN (1927- )
THE WHOLE WORLD JUDGES SERENELY AGAINST YOU (NEWMAN, CARD.). 40:19 M '55

EGAN, JOHN PAUL (1874-1924)
OBITUARY. 9:62 J '24

EGAN, DR. MAURICE FRANCIS. H. KANE. 7:4 M '24
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 5:5 M '24

EHRENFRIED, NICHOLAS
AUTHORSHIP OF THE ANCIEN RIWLE. 4:12 S '19
BLACKFRIARS, A MONTHLY REVIEW. 5:33 J '20
CHRIST-CHILD VERSUS SANTA CLAUS. 6:6 D '21
FORESHADOWING (VERSE). 4:36 D '19
PSYCHOLOGY OF SMOKING. 5:19 J '20
TURRIS EBURNEA (VERSE). 4:14 J '19
ELECTION OF A POPE. E. BRENNAN. 6:4 M '22

ELNEN, PAUL ADRIAN (1903-1956)
OBITUARY. 41:255 S '56

EMMANS, EDWARD PHILIP (1904- )
MEDIAEVAL SERMON (OF ST. VINCENT FERRER) ON ST. AUGUSTINE. 15:195 S MELCHISEDICH-CHRIST. 14:131 J '29

ENCYCLICALS
ST. PIUS X.
E SUPREMI APOSTOLATUS (OCT. 4, 1903)
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY. 39:167 J '54
HAERENT ANIMO (AUG. 4, 5903). 39:121 J '54
ENGLISH COMPOSITION. 9:20 D '24

ENGLISH, ADRIAN THEODORE (1399- )
DOMINICANS AND THE CATHECHISM OF THE COUNCIL OF TRENT. 7:32 M '23
EXAGGERATED NATIONALISM. 12:133 J '27
HISTORY - THE TRUE VIEW. 11:257 D '26
ENIS, BERNARD ANTONINUS (1362-1930)
OBITUARY. 23:212 S '33
ENRIGHT, JAMES DALMATIUS (1395- )
ST. JOSEPH. 1:156 M '17
RANSOM FROM PURGATORY. 6:40 D '21
EPHILOGUE (PILATE). M. BARRON. 22:14 M '37
EPHIPANY. F. ANDERSON. 13:222 D '33
ERTLE, THOMAS JORDAN (1927- )
WORD TO THE WISE. 39:349 D '54
ETHICS AND HAPPINESS. V. NAUGHTON
PERENNIAL QUEST. V. NAUGHTON. 23:259 WINT. '43

EUTHANASIA
QUALITY OF MERCY IS STRAINED. R. GALLAGHER. 24:44 M '39
EVERLASTING BIRTHDAY. A. MAHLER. 23:59 SUM. '43
EVER UNFOLDING. 39:233 S '54
EVER, ROBERT LOUIS (1827- ) CAN STUDY BE PAINLESS. 33:193 S '53
CHARACTER AND INFLUENCE OF ST. DOMINIC. (TRANS.). 33:19 M '53
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO THE SACRED HEART. 33:116 J '53
ST. THOMAS' EXPLANATION OF THE HAIL MARY. 39:31 M '54

EVIL
PROBLEM OF EVIL AS TREATED BY ST. THOMAS. L. CALLAHAN.
6:11 S '21

EVOLUTION
CATHOLIC AND EVOLUTION. L. CLARK. 3:12 S '23
EXAGGERATED NATIONALISM. T. ENGLISH 12:133 J '27
EXPECTATION TO FULFILLMENT. D. LEE. 38:290 D '53
EXPECTED OF NATIONS. C. KEARNEY. 13:263 D '23
EXPERIENCE COMES FIRST. A. GALLUP. 33:203 S '53
EXPOSITION (VERSE). 24:262 D '39
EXULTAMUS. P. KELLY. 17:12 M '23

EZKIEL
THE MUTE ORACLE. M. MCCARTHY. 41:346 D '56

FACULTIES IN EDUCATION. D. VAN ROOY. 14:204 S '29
FAILURE (VERSE) G. HEROLD. 3:69 M '24

FAITH
ETERNAL LIFE BEGINS. F. MULHERN 20:232 D '35
FAITH AND REASON IN THE THEOLOGY OF ST. THOMAS. V. FLANAGAN. 15:12 M '30

FAITH AT WORK. A. ROSETTI. 25:223 WINT. '40
HERE IS THE SWORD. C. SEERY. 27:14 SPR. '42
THE NEW FAITH. (COMMUNISM) C. KANE. 31:15 M '46
ST. THOMAS: FAITH AND REASON. J. REID. 35:83 J '50
FALLON, JOHN ALPHONSUS (1376-1444)
OBITUARY. 29:112 SUM. '44
FALLON, LEONARD THOMAS (1920- )
DIVINE DEVOTION. 33:104 J '43

FAMILY
FAMILY BEFORE AND AFTER CHRIST. K. LEWIS. 6:23 D '21
FAMILY HOLLINESS. 10:61 D '25
FAMILY PRAYER (ROSARY) D. MORTARITY. 30:133 AUT. '45

FANNING, FRANCIS JORDAN (1904-1955)
ORIGIN OF SOME CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS. 15:251 D '30
PRESENT STATE OF THE DOMINICAN ORDER. 16:313 D '31
OBITUARY. 40:236 S '55

FARLEY, ELIZA BERNARD (1891-1923)
OBITUARY. 5:56 S '23

FARM
HOME ON THE FARM. B. SMITH. 31:21 M '46
FARMER, EDWARD JOSEPH (1861-1920)
OBITUARY. 5:47 S '20
FARRELL, EDWARD PAUL (1918- )
Boasters in Christ (Missionaries). 30:169, 273 Aut. '44, Wint. '45
Economic Democracy. 30:14, 115 Spr., Sum. '45
The Gadfly (Socrates). 31:27 M '46
FARRELL, LEO LOUIS (1887-1953)
With the Missionaries (Missions in United States from Sept. 1915-July, 1916). 1:33 S '16
Obituary. 38:232 S '53
FARRELL, RAPHAEL WALTER (1902-1949)
Catholics and Higher Education. 10:7 S '25
Chameleon of Bigotry. 8:32 D '23
Master of Sacred Theology. 25:248 Wint. '40
Path of Peace. 9:14 M '25
Retrospect (10th Anniversary of Dominicana). 11:5 S '26
Superiority of Science. 11:200 S '26
Fascisti and the Church. C. Perrotta. 7:37 M '23
Father of the Poor. C. McEniry. 5:42 S '19
FATIMA
Look at the Record. F. Connolly. 35:157 S '50
FAY, BENJAMIN URBAN (1913- )
Early Life of St. Raymond of Penaffort. 25:108 J '40
Preachers-General. 24:13 M '39
FEARON, JOHN
Mass and Sanctity. 30:84 S Um. '45
Mercy of God in an Age of Freedom (with F. Conway). 31:271 D '46
Feast of Christmas. J. Baesler. 6:49 D '21
FEENEY, FREDERICK FRANCIS (1879-1925)
Obituary. 10:45 J '25
FINNERTY, JOHN LAWRENCE (1877- )
A National Peril. 24:257 D '39
Fire Upon the Earth. V. Reilly. 35:5 M '50
First Impressions of the Monastery. L. Davis. 1:90 S '16
First Principles First. U. Mullaney. 26:17 Spr. '41
FERDINAND DE JUAN
St. James and Spain to Battle. 25:151 Aut. '40
FERRARI, JOSEPH RAPHAEL (1883-1931)
Obituary. 17:33 M '32
FERRIS, RICHARD GEORGE (1905-1952)
St. Albert the Great ... Theologian. 18:19 M '33
Obituary. 37:299 S '52
Festival of Christmas. F. Kienberger. 2:3 D '17
FINNEGAN, JOHN THEODORE (1892-1937)
Church and Art. 2:28 M '18
Home (Verse). 1:61 J '16
Obituary. 22:343 D '37
FINNERTY, JOHN LAWRENCE (1877- )
Golden Jubilee. 41:251 S '56
FINGINN, EDWARD BERCHMANS (1911- )
A National Peril. 24:257 D '39
Fire Upon the Earth. V. Reilly. 35:5 M '50
First Impressions of the Monastery. L. Davis. 1:90 S '16
First Principles First. U. Mullaney. 26:17 Spr. '41
FIRST SPRING. N. HALLIGAN. 26:10 SPR. '41
FIRST THINGS FIRST. V. MCEACHEN. 13:236 D '33
FITNESS OF THE INCARNATION. S. CONSIDINE. 2:21 D '17
FITZGERALD, EDWARD GREGORY. (1875-)
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 33:120 J '43
MASTER OF SACRED THEOLOGY. R. KING. 6:38 M '22
PORTRAITS
PRIOR OF ST. VINCENT'S CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY. CENT. 64, 69 (1916)
PRIOR OF IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CONVENT, WASHINGTON. 1:66 S '16
AT 7TH CENTENARY OF ORDER. 1:112 D '16
FITZGERALD, JEREMIAH THOMAS (1888-1950)
OBITUARY. 35:112 J '50
FITZGERALD, JOHN VINCENT (1903-)
SOCIOLOGY: ANIMAL OR RATIONAL. 21:130 J '36
SUNLIGHT AND SAINTS. 19:275 D '34
FITZGERALD, THOMAS STEPHEN (1905-)
PILGRIMAGES - YESTERDAY AND TODAY. 17:202, 271 S. D '32
FLANAGAN, PAUL VICTOR (1904-1942)
CATHOLIC EDUCATION IN CHINA. 14:211 S '29
FAITH AND REASON IN THE THEOLOGY OF ST. THOMAS. 15:12 M '30
PRIMITIVE REVELATION AND THE RELIGIOUS OF THE WORLD. 13:216 S '28
OBITUARY. 27:119 J '42
FLECK, RICHARD AMBROSE. (1923-)
IM PRAISE OF OUR LADY. 33:26 M '53
FLYNN, MICHAEL BENEDICT (1867-1925)
OBITUARY. 11:125 J '26
FOLEY, JOHN ANTHONY (1898-)
BEAUTIES OF THE MASS LITURGY. 9:23 D '24
FOLEY, FREDERICK CLEMENT (1904-1955)
IMAGES AND VENERATION DUE TO THEM. 17:114 J '32
ST. PETER MARTYR. 16:303 D '31
OBITUARY. 40:399 D '55
FOLEY, MARTIN JORDAN (1873-1945)
OBITUARY. 30:30 SPR. '45
FOOLY OF SANCTITY. J. DEWDNEY. 11:265 D '26
FONS HORTARUM. E. BONDI. 39:122 J '54
FONTANEZ, ANDREW FRANCIS (1929-)
MARTYRS OF TONKIN. 40:42 M '55
FORBIDDEN BOOKS. L. VANDER HEYDEN. 7:30 S '22
FORD, RICHARD JOHN-THOMAS (1907-1937)
RESTORATION - HOW. 20:35 M '35
SIMPLICITY AMID SOPHISTICATION. 20:243 D '35
OBITUARY. 23:37 M '33
FORESHADOWING (VERSE) N. EHRENFRIED. 4:36 D '19
FORGOTTEN ENGLISH VERSION OF ADORO TE AND LAUDATION OF ST. THOMAS. A. TOWNSEND. 15:5 M '30
FOR HIS NAME'S SAKE (STORY). E. STRATEMEIER. 1:23 APR. '16
FORMATION OF THE CODE OF CANON LAW. V. FUEYO. 6:17 S '21
FOR THEM DO I PRAY. M. STOCK. 35:75 J '50
FORTUNE TELLING
"TELL ME, PRETTY GYPSY". M. BOND. 23:10 M '38
FOSTER-FATHER OF CHRIST. H. HARTNETT. 11:41 M '26

FOSTER, JAMES HYACINTH (1334-1941)
OBITUARY. 26:44 SPR. '41

FOWLER, JAMES DOMINIC (1358-1930)
OBITUARY. 15:51 M '30
PORTRAIT (PASTOR OF HOLY NAME CHURCH, KANSAS CITY, MO.).
CENT. 33 (1916)

FRAHER, JOHN SYLVESTER (1915-44)
BL. FRANCIS CAPILLAS. H. PUTZ. 32:254 D '47
OBITUARY. 29:111 SUM. '44

ST. FRANCIS OF ASSISI
ST. FRANCIS OUR SERAPHIC BROTHER. A. SKEHAN. 11:175 S '26
TWO WHEELED CART. U. VOLL. 30:161 AUT. '45
PORTRAIT
MEETING OF STS. DOMINIC AND FRANCIS AT ROME. 30:160 AUT. '45

BL. FRANCIS CAPILLAS. H. PUTZ. 32:254 D '47

ST. FRANCIS DE SALES
PATRON OF WRITERS. A. RYAN. 24:197 S '39

FRATERNAL CHARITY. A. HEALY. 6:11 M '22
FREDERIC OZANAM, FRIEND OF LACORDAIRE. G. CONWAY. 15:126 J '30

FREEMASONRY
WHY A CATHOLIC CANNOT BE A FREEMASON. A. GEORGES. 3:14 J '23
FREE SPEECH HAS A BIRTHDAY. C. BURKE. 24:23 M '39
FRIAR JOHN CAFREOLUS, O.P. F. KIENBERGER. 2:36 M '13
FRIAR LUIS' FOLLY. F. HINNEBUSCH. 34:107 J '49
FRIAR-PAINTER'S DREAM (VERSE). T. O'BRIEN. 31:259 D '46
FRIAR PREACHERS
FRIAR PREACHERS IN ARMENIA. T. MURPHY. 33:121 J '53
LITURGY IN LIFE OF FRIAR PREACHER. 13:16 M '23
FRIAR PRIEST. A. DOOLEY. 30:95 SUM. '45
FRIARS' CLAIM CASE. P. REILLY. 16:33 M '31

FRIEL, GEORGE QUENTIN (1907- )
ORIGIN OF SOCIETY. 18:35 J '33

FRIEND (VERSE). C. BOYD. 3:25 D '23
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN ST. THOMAS AND ST. ALBERT. M. DEMPSEY.
26:154 AUT. '41
FRIENDSHIP
PERFECT FRIENDSHIP. G. HEROLD. 7:31 D '22
RELIGIOUS STATE IN RELATION TO FRIENDSHIPS. R. BURKE. 5:25 J '20

FRUHWIRTH, ADDREW CARDINAL, O.P. (1845-1933)
OUR CARDINAL. R. BURKE. 1:2 APR. '16
CARDINAL FRUHWIRTH (30TH BIRTHDAY). B. SHEEHAN. 10:23 S '25
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 13:35 M '33

FUEYU, VITALIS
FORMATION OF NEW CODE OF CANON LAW. S '21 6:17

FUMASONI-BIONDI, MOST REV. (WITH PORTRAIT). A. NAScelli. 7:4 M '23

GABISCH, THOMAS
ANGELS. 4:3 S '19
LUTHER, THE CATHOLIC. 1:113 D '16
MASTER GENERAL'S VISITATION IN THE ORIENT. 3:35 J '18
GADFLY. P. FARRELL. 31:27 M '46

GAFFNEY, FRANCIS AUGUSTINE (1863-1922)
OBITUARY. 7:51 D '22

GAINOR, LEO CHARLES (1885- )
LIVING WAGE. 7:6 D '22

GALLAGHER, EDWARD HENRY (1909- )
CATHOLICITY AND THE CHURCH. 19:187 D '34
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GALLAGHER, EDWARD KEVIN</td>
<td>OBITUARY.</td>
<td>26:170 AUT. '41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALLAGHER, THOMAS RAPHAEL</td>
<td>&quot;NOT OUR POWER AND OUR ARMS&quot;.</td>
<td>24:193 S '39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>QUALITY OF MERCY IS STRAINED.</td>
<td>24:44 M '39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RICHES OF CHRIST.</td>
<td>24:248 D '39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TESTIMONY OF VENTURA OF VERONA.</td>
<td>25:30 M '40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GALLUP, ANTHONY</td>
<td>EXPERIENCE COMES FIRST.</td>
<td>38:208 S '53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMBING-RIGHT OR WRONG?</td>
<td>J. KENNEDY.</td>
<td>9:39 J '24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BL. GARCIA, P. CURRAN</td>
<td>2:15 M '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDEIL, AMBROSE (1859-1931)</td>
<td>C. REILLY.</td>
<td>17:18 M '32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARDNER, ROYAL JOSEPH (1924-)</td>
<td>MARY'S SEVEN JEWELS - HER HOURS.</td>
<td>34:293 J '49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TO A MAN WHOSE NAME WAS JOSEPH.</td>
<td>36:6 M '51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GARRIGOU-LAGRANGE, O.P. D.</td>
<td>4:26 S '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEALY.</td>
<td>GENESIS OF COMMUNISM IN CARTESIANISM.</td>
<td>23:16, 39 M. J. '38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENIUS, OF ST. DOMINIC, D.</td>
<td>5:20 S '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLAN.</td>
<td>GEORGES, FERDINAND NORBERT (1895-)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDULGENCE PREACHER (JOHN TETZEL).</td>
<td>4:26 S '19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RELIGIOUS STATE.</td>
<td>6:21 D '21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST. THOMAS AND PRIVATE PROPERTY.</td>
<td>7:5 S '22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEORGES, IRVING ALOYSIUS (1901-)</td>
<td>CONCEPT OF PRAYER.</td>
<td>11:120 J '26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POE THROUGH FRENCH EYES.</td>
<td>9:35 M '25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ST. THOMAS THE TEACHER.</td>
<td>12:23 M '27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHY A CATHOLIC CANNOT BE A FREEMASON.</td>
<td>8:14 J '23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERHARD, JOHN PETER (1923-)</td>
<td>TWO WHO BELIEVED.</td>
<td>35:254 F '50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY'S GREATEST SCHOLAR:</td>
<td>BLESSED ALBERT THE GREAT.</td>
<td>3:24 D '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLESPIE, RAYMOND SEBASTIAN</td>
<td>CIRCUMSTANCES AND MORAL ACTS.</td>
<td>27:163 AUT. '42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1901-1938)</td>
<td>OBITUARY.</td>
<td>25:242 M '38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLET, MARTIN STANISLAUS</td>
<td>DOMINICAN PRESS ACTIVITIES.</td>
<td>23:232 S '37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H. ROTH, TRANS).</td>
<td>MASTER GENERAL (WITH PORTRAIT).</td>
<td>14:269 D '29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLIGAN, THOMAS DENNIS (1901-)</td>
<td>MAJOR ORDERS.</td>
<td>13:121 J '23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GILLIS, JAMES RAPHAEL (1911-)</td>
<td>BROTHER, COULD YOU SPARE A DIME, OR A PRAYER.</td>
<td>22:113 J '37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CREATURE FACES CREATION.</td>
<td>20:179 S '35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;TABULA AUREA&quot; AND ITS COMPILER.</td>
<td>21:204 S '36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GILROY, JOHN CLEMENT (1359-1935)
OBITUARY. 20:269 D '35

GILSENNAN, JOSEPH FIDELIS (1911-)
CARDINAL MANNING (1807-1932). 22:335 D '37

GINET, JOSEPH ALPHONSUS (1330-1934)
OBITUARY. 19:134 J '34

GLIMPSE AT THE WHOLE CHRIST. H. LOUGHERY. 27:225 WINT. '42

GLYNN, BROTHER ANDREW DOMINIC (1367-1942)
OBITUARY. 23:43 SPR. '43

GOD

DO WE OWE GOD ANYTHING? L. NOVACKI. 19:36 J '34

FATHERHOOD

GOD-FATHER. G. DOHERTY. 41:342 D '56

GOD IS MAN. F. VOLLMER. 13:126 J '23

GOD WE KNOW (ATTRIBUTES). J. WAY. 27:108 SUM. '42


LOVE

GOD'S LOVE ON LIFE'S STAGE (CREATION, REDEMPTION, SANCTIFICATION)
M. DELLA PENTA. 7:18 D '22

MEN AND NATIONS. F. CONWAY AND D. MORIARTY. 32:33 J '47

MERCY OF GOD IN AN AGE OF FREEDOM. J. FEARON AND F. CONWAY.
31:271 D '46

ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. M. MCDERMOTT. 4:33 J '19

PROVIDENCE

IN HIS HANDS ARE ALL THE ENDS OF THE EARTH. F. MCKENNA.
41:352 D '56

"PRESENCE OF GOD. J. REGAN. 5:13 M '21

"SAID THE FOOL IN HIS HEART: THERE IS NO GOD". M. MCDERMOTT.
5:11 D '20

WE ARE NOT ALONE. G. MALEY. 34:211 S '49

GOD-FATHER. G. DOHERTY. 41:342 D '56

GOETZ, WILLIAM ANDREW (1339-1918)
OBITUARY. 3:40 D '13

GOGGINS, RALPH DAMIAN (1393-)

CHRISTIAN BURIAL VERSUS CREMATION. 9:24 J '24

IN GETHSEMANE. (VERSE). 5:22 M '21

OUR INFANT GOD. (VERSE). 5:10 D '20

PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC. 5:27 M '21

PRIEST'S MOTHER. (VERSE). 6:37 M '22

GOODLY COMPANY. M. BARRON. 23:113 J '38

GOOD THIEF. C. ZVIRBLIS. 14:43 M '29

GORDON, FREDERICK AQUINAS (1397-)

DESIROUS OF MARTYRDOM (ST. DOMINIC). 6:17 J '21

PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CHRISTIANITY. 9:30 D '24

GORMAN, FREDERICK BERTRAND (1391-1943)

IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. 1:104 D '16

OBITUARY. 34:42 M '49
GOVERNMENT
NORMS IN GOVERNMENT CRISIS. A. MCINERNEY. 22:128 J '37

GRACE
GRACE OF EASTER MORN – BAPTISM THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY AND
BONAVENTURE SCHEPERS. 39:6 M '54
SOURCE OF SACRAMENTAL GRACE. H. O'CALLAHAN. 25:20 M '41

GRACE, JOHN RAYMOND (1895– )
ANNUNCIATION (VERSE). 3:32 D '18
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION. 6:22 S '21
IS THERE SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH? 4:15 M '20
OUR HUMBLE KING (VERSE). 3:32 D '18

GRACE, ARCHBISHOP LANGDON THOMAS (1814–1897)
LIFE SKETCH. P. ARCHDEACON. 7:24 S '22

GRAHAM, HENRY CHRYSTOS T (1901– )
OUR NATION'S MOTHER (IMMACULATE CONCEPTION). 14:285 D '29

GRAIL LEGEND. B. MCCARTHY. 13:91 J '28
GREATEST EUCHARISTIC SERMON. H. CHANDLER. 2:27 J '17

GREECE
MARATHON. T.A. COLLINS. 29:171 AUT. '44

GREGORIAN CHANT
SONG OF MOTHER CHURCH. 33:3 M '47

GREGORY XII, POPE
SAILOR FROM ENGROPOLE. 40:276 S '55

GUILDS
THE GUILDS – A MEDIEVAL INSTITUTION. T. A. MURPHY. 19:41 M '34
GUILDS WERE GREAT UNTIL. R. SMITH. 30:268 WINT. '45
HAAS, PAUL WILLIAM (1927- )
FRA ANGELICO. 33:99 J '48
PORTRAITS
"MARY KEPT ALL THESE WORDS" (NATIVITY PORTRAIT). 35:229 D '50
ST. THOMAS THE SCIENTIST. 37:1 M '52

HACKETT, JAMES WALTER (1911- )
CRITIQUE OF A CRITIC OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS (ROBERT L. PATTERSON).
25:3 M '40

HAGIOGRAPHY
ROAD TO FOLLOW. E.D. HENNESSY. 28:172 AUT. '43

HALL, RALPH THEODORE (1921- )
THAT SINGULAR CONVERSION. 40:134 M '55

HALLIGAN, FRANCIS NICHOLAS (1917- )
CHRISTMAS WITH THE FATHERS OF THE CHURCH (TRANS.). 25:210 WINT. '40
CULTURE AND NATIONAL DEFENSE. 26:222 WINT. '41
FIRST SPRING. 26:10 SPR. '41
JOHN HENRY NEWMAN. 27:18 SPR. '42
ORIGINAL SANTA CLAUS. 25:216 WINT. '40
RICH POOR. 28:5 SPR. '43

HALTON, JOSEPH HUGH (1913- )
SPANISH INTERNATIONALISM. 23:186 S '33

HANDMAID'S SON- A SLAVE. A. JURGELAITIS. 28:232 WINT. '43

HANLEY, EARL MATTHEW (1902- )
CEREMONIES OF ORDINATION OF A PRIEST. 13:84 J '28
MASTER IN SACRED THEOLOGY IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. 33:5 M '48
PROPAGATION OF CATHOLIC TRUTH. 13:212 S '27
TRIBUTE (WITH PORTRAIT). 37:131 J '52

HANLEY, PHILIP LOUIS BERTRAND (1913- )
MASS OF ST. DOMINIC. 25:77 J '40
SONG OF MAGDALEN. 24:99 J '39

HAPPINESS
CHARTER OF HAPPINESS. M. DELLA PENTA. 5:41 S '20
PERENNIAL QUEST. 28:259 WINT. '43
ST. THOMAS AND ARISTOTLE ON HAPPINESS. P. CRAIG. 26:162 AUT. '41

HART, JOHN LAWRENCE (1917- )
HOW THE SAINTS KNOW OUR PRAYERS 27 245 W T 42

HARTKE, GILBERT VINCENT FERRER (1907- )
LEGION OF DECENCY- A CONFORMER. 19:265 D '34
MAGNIFICENCE OF MATRIMONY (PATMORE). 20:237 D '35

HARTNETT, HUGH JOHN (1893- )
AD CRUCEM (VERSE). 12:54 M '27
ART OF THE SPOKEN WORD. 11:272 D '26
HARTNETT, HUGH JOHN (CONT'D)
FOSTER FATHER OF CHRIST. 11:41 M '26
IN LABIIS TUlS (TO BROTHER JOHN PHILLIPPO) (VERSE). 3:39 S '26

HASENFUSS, GEORGE BERNARD (1364-1953)
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 23:121 SUM. '43
JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 33:131 J '53

HEAGEN, MATTHEW LEO (1371-1381)
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 30:195 AUT. '45

HEALY, ANTONINUS
DOMINICANS AND THE IRISH PERSECUTIONS. 4:44 J '19
FRATERNAL CHARITY. 6:11 M '22

HEALY, JOHN HENRY (1379-1381)
JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 33:226 S '53
PORTRAIT (HEAD OF EASTERN MISSION BAND). CENT. 76 (1916)

HEART OF CIVILIZATION. J. JURASKO. 23:236 D '32
HEART OF MARY. H. MCBRIEN. 32:166 S '47

HEARY, WALTER EUSEBIUS (1902-1953)
NEW DOMINICAN HIGH SCHOOL (OAK PARK, ILL.). 14:30 M '29

HEATH, JOHN WALTER (1919-)
MARY IN THE OLD TESTAMENT. 39:242 S '54

HEATH, RICHARD MARK (1913-1953)
CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN ACTION (WITH P. STARRS). 31:104 J '46
CONTEMPLATIVE CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN LIFE (WITH P. STARRS).
30:259 WINT. '45
LOUIS GRIGNION DE MONTFORT. 29:26,105 SPR., SUM. '44
TO SING A CHRISTMAS SONG (VERSE). 29:237 WINT. '44
VINCENT McNABB: PRIEST, PREACHER, DOMINICAN. 32:30 J '47
WAR-TIME ANALECTA. 32:25 M '47

HEATH, THOMAS RICHARD (1920-)
JOYFUL BELLOW. 33:110 J '43
LAW AT THEIR LIPS. 34:101 J '49
MARY (VERSE). 32:173 S '47
MORE THAN HONEY TO MY MOUTH (JOY). 33:19 M '48

HEAVEN COME TO EARTH. F. CUNNINGHAM. 36:12 M '51

HEENAN, JOSEPH ANTONINUS (1378-1923)
OBITUARY. 13:131 J '23
PORTRAIT (PASTOR, CHURCH OF HOLY NAME, PHILA., PA.).
CENT. 92 (1916)

HEFFERNAN, EDWARD MATTHIAS (1899-)
OBITUARY. 13:303 D '23
HEFFERNAN, JOSEPH REGINALD (1871-1923)
OBITUARY. 3:53 J '23
PORTRAIT (PRIOR, ST. ANTONINUS, NEWARK). CENT.:69, 70 (1916)

HEGARTY, JAMES BENEDICT (1872-1943)
OBITUARY. 23:126 SUM. '43

HEGEL
HEGELIAN IDEALISM OF COMMUNISM. A. RYAN. 23:16, 39 M, J '33
HELL
ETERNAL DAMNATION. F. NASH. 19:207 S '34

HENNESSY, EDWARD DOMINIC (1919-)
MISSIONARY CHARACTER OF THE DOMINICAN ORDER. 30:177 AUT. '45
ROAD TO FOLLOW. 23:172 AUT. '43

BL. HENRY SUSO
HENRY SUSO, DOMINICAN. U. VOL. 33:185 S '48
ORTHODOXY OF SUSO AND TAULER. H. ROTH. 22:56 M '37
PORTRAIT. CENT.:35 (1916)

HENNESSEY, ROBERT JUSTIN (1929-)
MOTHER OF GOD. 40:356 D '55
RESURRECTION- DEATH TO DOUBT. 39:47 M '54

HERALD OF THE SUN. M. BARRON. 23:201 S '33
HERALDRY
COAT OF ARMS OF ORDER OF PREACHERS. C. DALEY. 13:271, 14:33, 120 D '28, M, J '29

HERESY OF MODERATION. M. EGAN. 20:97 J '35
HEROINES OF THE WAR (NUNS). A. POPE. 1:62 J '16

HEROLD, GEORGE GREGORY (1895-)
AD NATURAM (VERSE). 5:33 M '21
A CHRISTMAS CAROL (VERSE). 6:5 D '21
DAME NATURE ON CHRISTMAS EVE (VERSE). 7:5 D '22
DAVID (VERSE). 9:63 S '24
FAILURE (VERSE). 3:69 M '24
LINES WRITTEN ON FRIENDSHIP (VERSE). 6:39 D '21
MORNING IDYLL (VERSE). 6:34 J '21
MYSTIC WEAVER (VERSE). 6:16 M '22
ON READING ST. AUGUSTINE (VERSE). 7:23 M '23
PEARLS (VERSE). 10:26 J '25
PERFECT FRIENDSHIP (ST. ALBERT AND ST. THOMAS). 7:31 D '22
HEROLD, GEORGE GREGORY (CONT'D)
PRETIOSA MORS (VERSE). 9:13 D '24
ROSES OF CHRIST (VERSE). 3:28 J '23
SHE HERDS (VERSE). 5:24 D '20
SONG OF AUTUMN (VERSE). 7:12 S '22
STAR-PLAY (VERSE). 9:45 M '25
TARDY SPRING (VERSE). 9:45 M '25
TODAY I SAW A TREE IN BLOOM (VERSE). 7:22 J '22
VOICES IN THE NIGHT (VERSE). 6:33 S '21
VOWS OF LOVE (VERSE). 6:27 M '22
WISH (VERSE). 7:32 J '22
WITHIN A QUIET CLOISTER GARTH (VERSE). 10:6 J '25

HER SECRET WITH THE KING. C. MCCARTHY. 3:16 D '18

HICKEY, FREDERICK CORNELIUS (1904- )
HENRY DOMINIC LACORDAIRE. 17:104 J '32

HIGGINS, ARTHUR VINCENT (1848-1917)
OBITUARY. 2:33 J '17

HIGGINS, JOSEPH REGINALD (1862-1939)
OBITUARY. 24:283 D '39

HINCH, JOHN ALOYSIUS (1866-1941)
OBITUARY. 26:169 AUT. '41

HINNEBUSCH, JOHN FREDERICK (1923- )
FRIAR LUIS' FOLLY. 34:107 J '49
INGRID- SAINT OF OBLIVION. 33:290 34:31 D '48, M '49

HINNEBUSCH, WILLIAM AQUINAS (1908- )
HIS VESTURE'S HEM. 13:166 S '33
MELANESIAN RELIGION. 19:214 S '34

HISTORY- THE TRUE VIEW. T. ENGLISH. 11:257 D '26
HIS VESTURE'S HEM. A. HINNEBUSCH. 18:166 S '33
HOLDEN, PIUS
CATHOLIC CHURCH ON ART. 16:119 J '31
IN THE FULNESS OF TIME. 16:266 D '31
NEW ALTAR OF ST. VINCENT FERRER'S CHURCH. 16:231 S '31

HOLL, VINCENT GEORGE (1910-1953)
OBITUARY. 40:178 M '55

HOLLAND, EUGENE WILLIAM (1901-1926)
OBITUARY. 11:292 D '26

HOLINESS
WHAT IS HOLINESS. P. COYNE AND M. JAMES. 30:22 SPR. '42

HOLY EUCHARIST
BOND OF ALL. B. SAYLOR. 2:18 J '17
EFFECTIVE LIVING. P. SULLIVAN. 27:98 SUM. '42
EUCHARISTIC HYMNS OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. M. SHEA. 9:9 M '26
GREATEST EUCHARISTIC SERMON. H. CHANDLER. 2:27 J '17
HOLY HOUR. F. KIENBERGER. 2:23 J '17
SPIRITUAL LIFE AT ITS SOURCE. A. SULLIVAN. 20:91 J '31
THAT SINGULAR CONVERSION. T. HALL. 40:134 J '55
ST. THOMAS AND THE BLESSED SACRAMENT. C. MCCARTHY. 3:3 J '18

HOLY HOUR. F. KIENBERGER. 2:33 J '17

HOLY INNOCENTS
MARTYRS OF BETHLEHEM. H. HORAN. 27:235 WINT. '42
"HOLY MARY MOTHER OF GOD". C. CURRAN. 25:163 AUT. '40

HOLY NAME
APOSTLE OF HOLY NAME (C.H. MCKENNA). P. JOHANNSEN.
1:139 M '17
COLUMBUS AND THE HOLY NAME. D. KENNEDY. 1:58 J '26
HOLY NAME (POEM). 11:271 D '26

HOLY NAME SOCIETY
BLESS JOHN OF VERCCELLI AND THE MISSION OF THE HOLY NAME.
H. MAGUIRE. 39:373 D '54
CONVENTION OF HOLY NAME SOCIETY (WASHINGTON, 1924)
9:64 D '24
PORTRAITS. 9:12 D '24
HOLY NAME CONGRESS. 9:5 S '24

HOLY ORDERS
THE LAW AT THEIR LIPS. R. HEATH. 34:101 J '49

HOLY SHRUD OF TURIN
FIFTH GOSPEL (WITH PORTRAITS). S. JORN. 24:169 S '39

HOLY YEAR. 9:64 D '24

HOME
HOME (POEM). T. FINNEGAN.
SURE REFUGE. 9:44 M '25
STAYING IN. 10:42 J '25
CHURCH, SCHOOL AND HOME. 9:41, 10:39, 55, 58 M, J, S, D '25
HOMECOMING. (CHRISTMAS STORY). M. ROGERS. 30:242 WINT. '45

HOPPE, HENRY JOSEPH (1905-)
SCREEN AND MORALITY. 19:22 M '34

HORAN, WALTER HUBERT (1917-)
CATHOLIC PRIEST AS CONFESSOR. 30:108 SUM. '45
LIFE OF CHRIST AND THE MASS. 27:173 AUT. '42
MARTYRS OF BETHLEHEM. 27:235 WINT. '42
SIGN OF THE CROSS IN THE MASS. 28:107 SUM. '43
HORN, FRANCIS GABRIEL (1873-1943) 
OBITUARY. 28:192 AUT. '43

HOSANNA OF CATTARO, BLESSED, O.P. 
NEW DOMINICAN BLESSED. C. ROONEY. 13:27 M '28

"HOSTES HERODES" (POEM). S. CARLSON. 21:283 D '36

HOSTIA SALUTARIS (POEM). 25:26 M '40

HOW THE SAINTS KNOW OUR PRAYERS. L. HART. 27:245 WINT. '42

HOW CATHOLIC WAS SHAKEESPEARE? L. WALKER. 40:159 J '55

HOW THE WORLD WILL END. P. ARCHDEACON. 7:24 M '23

HOW STUDY CAN BE VIRTUOUS. B. BOYD 41:207 S '56

HUGHES, EMMANUEL ALOYSIUS (1883-1918)
OBITUARY. 3:41 D '18

HUGHES, WALTER DOMINIC (1918- )
"THAT THERE MAY BE GREATER MEN". 29:177 AUT. '44

VIRTUOUS CIRCLE. 28:245 WINT. '43

HUGHES, JOSEPH BERNARD (1882-1944)
OBITUARY. 29:192 AUT. '44

HUGHES, LEO EDWARD (1893- )
ANTONINUS DUMMERMUTH (OBITUARY). 3:40 J '18

POLITICAL THEORIES OF ST. THOMAS. 4:5 J '19

WILLIAM F. LINAHAN (OBITUARY). 2:28 D '17

HUGHES, VINCENT REGINALD (1898- )
AUTHORITY OF ST. THOMAS. 6:30 S '21

BLESSED REGINALD, O.P.-SEVENTH CENTENARY. 5:13 J '20

DOMINICAN ORDER IN CANADA. 3:33 D '18

EDWARD J. FARMER (OBITUARY). 5:47 S '20

OUR CHAPLIN (POEM). 3:23 S '18

POSTERITY'S PAEAN. 6:28 M '22 (POEM)

REMARKABLE CONVERSION (SIXTUS OF SIENA). 5:29 D '20

QUEEN OF PEACE (POEM). 3:26 J '18

ST. THOMAS AND DOMINICAN SPIRITUALITY. 8:44 J '23

HUGON, EDWARD F.
OBITUARY. 14:116 J '29

HUMAN ACTS

MAN AND NATURAL BEHAVIOR. C. KANE. 30:7 SFR. '45

HUMANISM

HUMANISM. A. ARNOULT. 15:202 S '30

HUMANISM: CHANGING COURSE. G. QUINN. 26:143 AUT. '41

HUMANISM IN COMMUNISM (GENESIS OF). A. RYAN. 23:16,89

M, J '38

HUMBERT OF THE ROMANS, BLESSED, O.P.
BLESS HUMBERT ON STUDY. D. ROVER (TR.). 33:299, 34:22
D 148, M '49

HUMILITY

HUMILITY (POEM). H. CHANDLER. 1:13 APR. '16

HUMILITY ANNOUNCED. J. SHANLEY. 38:330 D '53

WAS SOCRATES REALLY HUMBLE? R. COMEAU. 26:108 SUM. '41

HYLAND, MATTHEW PHILIP (1911- )

HOLLY WREATH (POEM). 21:267 D '36

IN THE CARPENTER SHOP (POEM). 23:27 M '38

LITTLE CHILD SHALL LEAD THEM (POEM). 22:319 D '37

MEDITATION IN COUPLETS (POEM). 22:44 M '37

PRAYER FOR FERVOR (POEM). 22:104 J '37

HYMNS

ADORO TE AND LAUDA SION OF ST. THOMAS (A FORGOTTEN ENGLISH VERSION). A. TOWNSEND (TR.). 15:5 M '30

HYMNS FOR THE FEAST OF ST. DOMINIC (POEM). S. CARLSON.

22:140 J '37
INDEX

FORBIDDEN BOOKS. L. VANDER HEYDEN. 7:30 S '22

INDULGENCES

INDULGENCES. R. BYRNES. 15:133 J '30
RICHES OF CHRIST. R. GALLAGHER 24:248 D '39

INFALLIBILITY

CEPHAS. J. DUFFY. 31:10 M 46
NOW I BELIEVE. A. SMITH. 27:29 SPR. '42
INFINITY IN INFANCY. M. JELLY 39:355 D '54
IN THE FULNESS OF TIME. P. HOLDEN. 16:266 D '31
IN GETHSEMANE (POEM). D. GOGGINS. 5:22 M '21
INGRID SAINT OF OBLIVION. F. HINNEBUSCH. 33:290 D '48
IN HIS HAND ARE ALL THE ENDS OF THE EARTH. F. MCKENNA. 41:352 D '56.
IN LABIIS TU:IS (POEM). H. HARTNETT 8:39 S '23

INNOCENT V, POPE.
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. J. LACEY. 35:103 J '50

IN PRAISE OF OUR LADY. A. FLECK. 38:26 M '53

INTELLECT

PRIORITY OF THE INTELLECT IN THE PARADISO. A. BAVERSO. 19:121 J '34
THOUGHT IN ANIMALS. F. BREIT. 23:33 M '38

INTEREST

THE CHURCH'S ATTITUDE ON INTEREST. L. VANDER HEYDEN. 4:36 S '19

INTERNATIONAL LAW

FOUNDER OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (VITORIA). S. SANCHO. 4:23 J '19
FRANCIS OF VITORIA. H. MCKENNA. 14:291 D '29
NUREMBERG AND VITORIA. U. VOLLE. 31:195 S '46
SPANISH INTERNATIONALISM. H. HALTON. 23:186 S '38
VITORIA'S LAW OF WAR. F. CONWAY. 31:185 S '46

IRELAND

DOMINICANS AND THE IRISH PERSECUTIONS. A. HEALY 4:44 J '19
EARLY IRISH MONASTIC SCHOOLS. A. QUINN. 21:190 S '36
IRISH PRE CHRISTIAN SAGAS. A. MCLAUGHLIN. 12:31 M '27
KELTIC BARD. D. BRACKETT. 28:95 SUM. '43

ISIDORE, ST.
13TH CENTENARY OF ST. ISIDORE OF SEVILLE. H. ROTH. 21:179 S '36
ISNARD, BLESSED O. P. A. NASelli. 5:44 J '20
IS THE RICH MAN OBLIGED TO FEED THE POOR? J. D. MALONE. 17:119 J '32
IS THERE A CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY? M. EGAN. 19:100 J '34
IS THERE SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH? R. GRACE 4:15 M '20
IS WAR EVER RIGHT? M. MCDERMOTT. 1:49 J '16
IT COULD HAVE BEEN OTHERWISE. A. CATALANO. 40:39 M '55
JAMES, PAUL MICHAEL (1917- )
WHAT IS HOLINESS (WITH P. COYNE). 30:22 SPR. '45

ST. JAMES AND SPAIN TO BATTLE. P. FERNANDEZ. 25:151 S '40
BL. JAMES OF ULM. P. THAMM. 2:13 M '13

JARRETT, BÉDE
SNATCHES FROM LIFE'S STORY (WITH PORTRAIT). X. DOLAN. 1:154 M '17

ST. JEAN MARIE BAPTISTE VIANNEY
PEASANT PRIEST. S. MCDERMOTT. 1:24 APR. '16

JELLY, FREDERICK MICHAEL (1927- )
ANNUNCIATION. 33:25 M '53
GRACE OF EASTER MORN- BAPTISM THROUGH MARY (WITH B. SCHEPERS).
39:6 M '54
INFINITY IN INFANCY. 39:355 D '54
QUEEN OF PEACE. 40:270 S '55
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. 39:167 J '54

JEROME OF MORAVIA. S. CANNON. 21:40 M '36

JESUS CHRIST
ALL BY A WORD. T. KELLEHER. 33:304 D '53
BIRTH OF CHRIST IN PROPHECY. J. DILLON. 12:277 D '27
CHRIST AND CHRISTIANS. J. NUGENT. 15:121 J '30
CHRIST OUR EXEMPLAR. G. KINSELLA. 10:9 D '25
CHRIST THE PRIEST. P. COYNE. 30:83 SUM. '45
CROSS OF CHRIST. F. CASSIFY. 8:16 M '24
FOR THEM DO I PRAY. M. STOCK. 35:75 J '50
GLIMPSE AT THE WHOLE CHRIST. H. LOUGHERY. 27:225 WINT. '42
HUMAN CHRIST. M. SHEA. 10:26 D '25
JESUS CHRIST-KING. P. REID. 35:185 S '50
LIFE OF CHRIST AND THE MASS. H. HORAN 27:173 AUT. '42
MELCHISEDÉCH- CHRIST. P. EMMONS. 14:131 J '29
NATIVITY AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. 33:239 D '53
OUR EUCHARISTIC FRIEND. R. BARRON. 26:99 SUM. '41

PASSION AND DEATH
MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENT IN HISTORY. F. ARNOLD. 40:261 S '55
THREE THIEVES: A TRIPTYCH. M. BARRON. 23:25 M '38
PEACE AND THE REIGN OF CHRIST. J. BRODIE. 33:193 S '43
POOR MAN OF NAZARETH. R. CLARK. 17:185 S '32
PRIESTHOOD OF JESUS CHRIST. A. DRISCOLL. 13:99 J '28
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY.
39:167 J '54

SACRED HEART
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO SACRED HEART. L. EVERY. 33:116 J '53
SON OF MAN. M. BARRON. 21:135 S '36
THREE THIEVES: A TRIPTYCH. M. BARRON. 23:25 M '38
WHO IS CHRIST THE LORD. B. BEITZEY. 4:5 D '19
WOUNDS OF CHRIST IN HIS GLORIFIED BODY. H. CONWAY. 26:30 SPR. '41

PORTRAITS
ASCENSION (PERUGINO). 3:20 D '23
BURIAL OF CHRIST. 22:4 M '37
CHRIST GIVING KEYS TO ST. PETER (RAPHAEL-VATICAN). 3:22 J '23
JESUS CHRIST (CONTINUED)

PORTRAITS

CONSOLED OF THE AFFLICTED.  6:33  D '21

CRUCIFIXION

FRA ANGELICO.  5:5  M '21
CRUCIFIXION GROUP.  8:21  M '24
CRUCIFIXION SCENE (WITH ST. DOMINIC AND ST. CATHARINE).  8:17  M '24

JESUS (HOFMAN).  CENT.:16 (1916)

LAST SUPPER

FRA ANGELICO.  8:34  M '24
LEONARDO DA VINCI.  8:30  M '24

RESURRECTION

"COME AND SEE WHERE THE LORD WAS LAID".  19:4  M '34
AT CHURCH OF ST. FRANCESCO, VALLE DEL PARADISO,
ITALY.  8:21  D '23

MADONNAS AND NATIVITY SCENES).  15:5  M '30

JOAN OF ARC, ST.

COURAGE OF A MAID.  S. CARLSON.  21:22  M '36
ST. JOAN OF ARC AND THE DOMINICANS.  G. O'DONNELL.  5:111  S '20

JOHANNSEN, LORENZ PIUS (1892-1956)

AN IDEAL PRIEST OF GOD (C.H. MCKENNA).  2:4  J '17

JOHANNSEN, RANDOLPH BERTRAND (1896-)

SACRED CONGREGATION OF THE PROPAGANDA.  7:16  J '22

JOHN OF COLOGNE, ST.

DEATH OF ST. JOHN OF COLOGNE (PORTRAIT).  3:1  J '18
ST. JOHN OF COLOGNE AND COMPANIONS (GORCUM MARTYRS).
(CHOIR, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON, D.C.).
CENT.:29 (1916).

JOHN OF VERCELLI, BLESSED

BLESSED JOHN OF VERCELLI AND THE MISSION OF THE HOLY NAME.
H. MAGUIRE.  39:373  D '54

JOHN OF SAXONY, BLESSED

CONTRIBUTION TO MATHEMATICS.  R. O'CONNOR.  16:128  J '31

HAPPY SAXON.  N. WENDELL.  22:34  M '37
JORDAN, JOHN ALOYSIUS (1886-1946)
OBITUARY. 31:208 S '46

JOHN, CHARLES SEBASTIAN (1906- )
FIFTH GOSPEL. 22:169 S '39

JOSEPH, NADRA BENEDICT (1919- )
CONQUISTADOR IN WHITE (FRANCIS DE VITORIA). 31:178 S '46
WHY DOESN'T SHE DO SOMETHING? (CATHOLIC CHURCH AND COMMUNISM). 32:11 M '47

JOSEPH, ST.
FORGOTTEN FIGURE OF THE NATIVITY. C. MCKENNA. 27:232
WINT. '42

FOSTER-FATHER OF CHRIST (WITH PORTRAIT). H. HARTNETT.
11:41 M '26

ST. JOSEPH. D. ENRIGHT. 1:156 M '17
ST. JOSEPH AND SOCIAL PEACE. B. WALSH. 5:23 M '21
ST. JOSEPH- BREVIARY LESSONS (DOMINICAN RITE). (TRANSLATION).
27:32 SPR. '42

JOSEPH NOCKS (POEM). S. CARLSON. 20:231 D '35

NEW ALTAR OF ST. JOSEPH, ST. JOSEPH'S PRIORY, SOMERSET, OHIO (PORTRAIT). 38:1 M '53

SANCTE JOSEPH (POEM). L. DELANEY. 14:32 M '29
TO A MAN WHOSE NAME WAS JOSEPH. J. GARDNER. 36:6 M '51

WORSHIP IN WORK. P.F. SMALL. 22:16 M '37
PORTRAIT- TRANSITUS OF ST. JOSEPH. 5:16 M '21

ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH, SOMERSET, OHIO
CENTENARY. A. MCLAUGHLIN. 3:10 D '18
NEW ALTAR OF ST. JOSEPH. (PORTRAIT). 38:1 M '53

ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE
PRIOR PROVINCIAL OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE (T.S. MCDERMOTT).
16:5 M '31

JOSEPHUS' TESTIMONY TO CHRIST. A. SULLIVAN. 10:27 J '25

JOUBERT, ROULEAU GERARD (1911- )
SHAM- A PLAY IN ONE ACT. 22:257 S '37

JOY
MORE THAN HONEY TO MY MOUTH. R. HEATH. 33:19 M '48

JOYCE, JAMES GERALD (1899- )
FATHER TOM BURKE, O.P. 16:225 S '31
T.S. MCDERMOTT, PROVINCIAL. 16:5 M '31

JOYCE, JOSEPH THOMAS AQUINAS (1903- )
ANGELIC COMBAT. 16:217 S '31
"QUAESTIONES QUODLIBETALES" OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 16:13 M '31

JUDAS
TO JUDAS (POEM). M/ BARRON. 22:139 J '37

JUDGMENT
ST. VINCENT FERRER ON THE JUDGMENT. V. REILLY (TR.).
35:163 S '50

JUNE (POEM). C. BOYD. 12:132 J '27

JURASKO, JOSEPH JEROME (1911- )
HEART OF CIVILIZATION. 23:286 D '38

JURGELAITIS, ANTHONY ANTONINUS (1917- )
FALLING APPLES- ST. THOMAS AND CHARITY. 28:38 SPR. '43
JURGELATIS, ANTHONY ANTONIUS (CONT'D)
HANDMAID'S SON- A SLAVE. 28:232 WINT. '43
POPE PIUS XII, ST. THOMAS AND ST. ALBERT (PORTRAIT).
28:4 SPR. '43
PROMISE IN A PROLOGUE. 27:164 AUT. '42
JUSTICE
A PLEA FOR JUSTICE. J. AUMANN. 25:102 J '40

KANE, CORNELIUS DENIS (1918- )
MAN AND NATURAL BEHAVIOR. 30:7 SPR. '45
NEW RATION (COMMUNISM). 31:15 M '46
ROSES ARE SERUM. 26:150 AUT. '41
TWO KNIGHTS OF ARABIAN THOUGHT. 28:113, 486 SUM., AUT. '43
KANE, THOMAS CORNELIUS (1926- )
NOBLEST OF TEACHERS. 35:13 M '50
KANE, WILLIAM DECLAN (1926- )
PORTRAIT OF LOVE. 40:151 J '55
KANE, WILLIAM HUMBERT (1901- )
DR. MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN. 7:4 M '24
NATIVITY OF JESUS IN POETRY. 7:22 D '22
NATURAL DESIRE FOR BEATITUDE. 7:126 J '27
KANT, IMMANUEL. B. NEITZEL. 1:145 M '17
KASZUZUK, BROTHER HYacinTH JOHN (1876-1940)
OBITUARY. 25:183 AUT. '40
KAVANAH, RAYMOND EUGENE (1901- )
BAPTISM- A CONSECRATION. 10:38. S '25
KINGSHIP OF CHRIST. 11:279 D '26
"ORATE FRATRES" (OF THE MASS). 11:102 J '26
SACERDOTAL VOCATION. 9:21 M '25
ST. THOMAS THE MORALIST. 12:5 M '27
KAVANAUGH, JAMES DOMINIC (1878-1948)
OBITUARY. 33:306 D '48
KAVANAUGH, MICHAEL ANDREW (1906- )
BLESSLED IMELDA VICTIM OF LOVE. 18:91 J '33
KEANE, BROTHER JOHN DOMINIC (1876-1940)
OBITUARY. 25:121 J '40
KEARNEY, JAMES CLEMENT (1903- )
COMMON SENSE IN PHILOSOPHY. 13:21 M '28
EXPECTED OF NATIONS. 13:223 D '28
MAGIC ARTS IN THE SUMMA. 14:137 J '29
KEARNEY, LAWRENCE FRANCIS (1861-1924)
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 9:69 D '24
PORTRAIT (EX-PROVINCIAL, PASTOR OF ST. THOMAS' CHURCH, ZINES-
KEARNS, CHRYSOSTOM
ALBIGENSES. 6:50 J '21
AMERICA'S FLOWER (VERSE). 3:18 J '18
DOMINICAN MINSTREL- THE LATE JOHN ANTONIUS ROCHEFORD, O.P.
5:31 J '20
GENIUS (VERSE). 2:21 M '18
JUXTA CRUCEM (VERSE). 5:5 M '21
KEARNS, CHRYSOSTOM
   MEERESTILLE (VERSE). 4:40 D '19
   ON FIRST VISITING A COAL MINE (VERSE). 4:43 J '19
   POET'S DREAM (VERSE). 2:26 J '17
   PSALM OF PENITENCE (VERSE). 3:29 S '18
   ROSA MYSTICA (VERSE). 2:24 S '17
   SPIRITUALITY OF ST. ROSE. 2:9 S '17
   TO A MAPLE LEAF (VERSE). 5:25 S '20
   TO THE QUEEN OF THE ROSARY (VERSE). 6:29 S '21
   WILLIAM QUINN, O.P. 4:53 J '19

KEATS, JOHN
   JOHN KEATS AND OUR LADY. J. DILLON. 26:226 WINT. '41

KEELTY, JOSEPH THOMAS (1867-1916)
   OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:118 D '16

KEENAN, BROTHER FRANCIS GERALD (1906-29)
   OBITUARY. 14:144 J '29

KEITZ, BERNARD LAWRENCE (1927- )
   THE PRINCE AND THE QUEEN. 39:21 M '54

KELLEY, JOHN DANIEL (1903-37)
   OBITUARY. 22:264 S '37

KELLEHER, JEREMIAH TIMOTHY (1928-)
   ALL BY A WORD. 38:304 D '53

KELLY, HENRY ARTHUR (1900-)
   CATHOLIC ACTORS' GUILD OF AMERICA. 9:45 S '24
   RAIN (VERSE). 8:21 J '23
   SPIRIT OF THE CHANT SUNG AT MASS. 11:286 D '26
   SPRING (VERSE). 7:36 M '23
   WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR? 11:52 M '26

KELLY, THOMAS CAJETAN (1931- )
   ST. IGNATIUS AND THE DOMINICANS. 41:244 S '56

KELLY, WILLIAM CHARLES (1886-1944)
   DOMINICANS AND THE PERPETUAL ROSARY. 1:143 M '17
   PATRONESS OF THE UNITED STATES. 4:48 S '19
   OBITUARY 29:111 SUM. '44

KELLY, FRANCIS LOUIS (1851-1932)
   CATHOLIC CHAPLAIN, OHIO PENITENTIARY (PORTRAIT). CENT.:82
          (1916)
   SILVER JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 2:17 D '17
   OBITUARY. 17:37 M '32

KELLY, FRANCIS PASCHAL (1904- )
   "EXULTEMUS" (RESURRECTION). 17:12 M '32

KELLY, JOHN BERTRAND (1874-1925)
   OBITUARY. 10:44 J '25

KELTIC BARDS. D. BRACKETT. 28:95 SUM. '43

KENNEDY, DANIEL JOSEPH (1863-1930)
   PORTRAIT (DEAN OF FACULTY OF THEOLOGY, REGENT OF STUDIES,
   PROVINCE OF ST. JOSEPH). CENT.:74 (1916);
   " (7TH CENTENARY CELEBRATION-NOV. '16). 1:112 D '16
   OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 15:141 J '30

KENNEDY, JAMES REGINALD (1863-1929)
   OBITUARY. 15:50 M '30

KENNEDY, JOHN JUSTIN (1899- )
   GAMBLING: RIGHT OR WRONG? 9:39 S '24
   PERE MONSABRE, O.P. 7:27 J '22
KENNEDY, JOHN STANISLAUS (1894- )
ST. ANTONINUS AND SOCIAL WORK. 8:12 D '23

KENNEDY, LOUIS DAMIAN (1890-1919)
COLUMBUS AND THE HOLY NAME. 1:58 J '16
THOUGHTS AND DEEDS (VERSE). 1:57 J '16
VIRGIN MOTHER. 2:7 D '17
OBITUARY. 3:41 M '19

KENNEDY, MICHAEL JOACHIM (1878-1925)
OBITUARY. 10:46 J '25

KENNY, EDWARD BASIL (1880-1925)
OBITUARY. 9:46 M '25

KENNY, JOSEPH HILARY (1911- )
PURIFY THE SOURCE (CATHOLIC WRITERS). 33:197 S '48
REVOLT OF MODERN ART. 34:5 M '49

KENTUCKY

CHURCH IN HARRODSBURG. V. O'DANIEL. 33:210 S '48

KERNAN, JOSEPH EDWARD (1861-1928)
OBITUARY. 13:230 S '28

KIERBERGER, LEO VINCENT FERRER (1893- )
FESTIVAL OF CHRISTMAS. 2:3 D '17
FRATER JOHN CAPREOLUS, O.P. 2:36 M '18
HOLY HOUR. 2:33 J '17
WITH THE MISSIONARIES. 1:120 D '16

KILMER, ALFRED JOYCE. C. MCEINIRY. 4:40 J '19

KING, RAYMOND RICHARD (1897- )
DOMINICAN CHAPLAINS IN THE CIVIL WAR. 9:14 D '24
MANLY CHARACTER. 10:34 S '25
NEW LIGHTS ON THE ROSARY. 8:22 S '23
VERY REV. E.G. FITZGERALD, O.P. S.T.M. 6:38 M '22

KINGSHIP OF CHRIST. E. KAVANAH. 11:279 D '26

KINSSELLA, THOMAS GEORGE (1902- )
CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD. 11:89 J '26
CHRIST, OUR EXEMPLAR. 10:9 D '25
SOME DEVELOPMENTS OF ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE. 6:23 M '22

KIRCHER, JOSEPH BERNARD (1873-1939)
OBITUARY. 24:205 S '39

KNAUFF, GABRIEL

AFTERMATH (VERSE). 2:6 M '18
CHRISTMAS Bells (VERSE). 3:39 D '18
ST. DOMINIC IN DANTE'S SONG. 6:39 S '21
FRANCIS THOMPSON- A GREAT CATHOLIC POET. 3:18 M '19
HEART OF HEARTS (VERSE). 3:34 J '18
SALVE CRUX SANCTA (VERSE). 3:14 S '18
STARS (VERSE). 2:6 D '17
KNOWLEDGE  
HEAVENLY KNOWLEDGE. M. MULVEY. 1:46 J '16  
NEO-REALISTIC THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. A. DRISCOLL. 12:291 D '27  
KOELNER, CHARLEMAGNE  
OBITUARY. 8:54 J '23  

LABOR  
DISMISSAL WAGE. F. WALTER. 22:215 S '37  
GOOD OF THE WHOLE: RECENT DECISION IN LABOR LAW. F. WALTER. 22:320 D '37  
LABRADOR, JOHN  
DOMINICAN GLORIES IN CHINA. 4:37 D '19  
ST. TERESA AND THE DOMINICANS. 3:27 M '19  
LACEY, JOHN JORDAN (1925- )  
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. 35:100 J '50  
LACORDAIRE, HENRY DOMINIC  
FREDERIC OZANAM, FRIEND OF LACORDAIRE. J. CONWAY. 15:126 J '30  
HENRY DOMINIC LACORDAIRE. C. HICKEY. 17:104 J '32  
LACORDAIRE, APOSTLE OF YOUTH. 24:116 J '39  
LAGRANGE, MARIE-JOSEPH (1855-1938)  
BIBLE AND THE ROSARY (IN FIVE PARTS). 25:238, WINT. '40,  
26:33, 102, 158, 231 SPR., SUM. AUT., WINT. '41  
RESUME OF HIS LIFE, WORK AND DEATH (WITH PORTRAIT). 23:108 J '38  
LAIITY  
PROPA GATION OF CATHOLIC TRUTH. M. HANLEY. 12:212 S '27  
LAMB, CHRISTOPHER VINCENT  
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 30:284 WINT. '45  
LAMORE, EDWARD CONSTANTIUS (1904- )  
HIS QUEST (VERSE). 15:257 D '30  
LANCTOT, WILLIAM VINCENT (1886-1936)  
OBITUARY. 21:47 M '36  
LANEY, EDGAR REGIS (1904-1947)  
OBITUARY. 33:29 M '48  
LANE, ROBERT GABRIEL (1906- )  
THIS DUST OF OURS. 19:5 M '34  
LANNEN, JOSEPH WILLIAM (1907-1935)  
DOCTOR UNIVERSALIS (VERSE). 18:37 M '33  
NATALIS CHRISTI (VERSE). 17:254 D '32  
OBITUARY. 20:125 J '35  
LAPLANTE, RALPH AUGUSTINE (1878-1921)  
OBITUARY. 6:57 D '21  
PORTRAIT (PASTOR, HOLY ROSARY CHURCH, HOUSTON, TEXAS)  
CENT.:93 (1916)
LARCHER, RICHARD FABIAN (1914- )
THOMISM IN THE LEONINE ENCYCLICALS. 25:167 AUT. '40

LARENTÉ, THOMAS (1868-1915)
A GREAT DOMINICAN. A. MULLER. (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:110 D '16

LARNEN, JOHN BRENDAN (1908- )
NICHOLAS CARDINAL WISEMAN (1802-1865). 22:45 M '37
NOVEL OF CATHOLICISM. 20:159 S '35

LARPENTEUR, ROSCOE FRANCIS (1872-1947)
OBITUARY. 32:190 S '47

LASALETTE
WEeping VIRGIN OF THE ALPS. H. MCBRIEN. 31:114 J '46

LAS CASAS, BARTOLOMEO
FRIEND OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS. C. THERRES. 5:26 S '20
"LAST SUPPER" OF LEONARDO DA VINCI. G. CORBETT. 8:26 M '24
LAST PURITAN'S TRAGEDY. A. MCINERNEY. 21:195 S '36
LATIN- THE ECCLESIASTICAL LANGUAGE. B. MCCARTHY. 11:46 M '22

LAUDA SION
A FORGOTTEN ENGLISH VERSION OF THE ADORO TE AND LAUDA SION OF ST. THOMAS. A. TOWNSEND. 15:5 M '30

LAW
DERIVATION AND FORCE OF CIVIL LAWS. W. ROACH. 11:18 M '26
DISMISSAL WAGE. F. WALTER. 22:215 S '37
FUNDAMENTAL LAW OF EDUCATION. C. REILLY. 16:202 S '31
GOOD OF THE WHOLE: A RECENT DECISION IN LABOR LAW. F. WALTER. 22:320 D '37
MORAL STANDARDS. G. PRECOURT. 19:115 J '34
NATIONAL BUT NOT NATURAL. I. BAILEY. 20:108 J '35
OBLIGATION? NATURALLY. M. CAIN. 21:16 M '36
LAW AT THEIR LIPS. R. HEATH. 34:101 J '49

LAWLER, WILLIAM RAYMOND (1876- )
GOLDEN JUBILEE. 37:290 S '52

LAY APOSTLES OF CHARITY. X. DOLAN. 1:53 J '16
Lay-Brothers
DOMINICAN LAY-BROTHERHOOD. H. PALMER. 2:3 M '18

LEE, ANTHONY DAMIAN (1926- )
DECLARATION OF DEPENDENCE. 40:8 M '55
EXPECTATION TO FULFILLMENT. 38:290 D '53
SINNER, SILENCE AND A SAINT. 39:133 J '54
LEGION OF DECENCY- A CONFORMER. V.-F. HARTKE. 19:265 D '34
LENINISM
GENESIS OF COMMUNISM. A. RYAN. 23:16,89 M, J '38

LEO THE GREAT
SERMON OF ST. LEO THE GREAT ON THE NATIVITY. 35:234 D '50

LEO XII AND ST. THOMAS
THOMISM IN THE LEONINE ENCYCLICALS. F. LARCHER. 25:167 AUT. '40

LEONARD, HUGH JOHN (1847-1930)
OBITUARY. 15:305 D '30
FIFTY YEARS IN THE PRIESTHOOD. J. TIERNEY. 15:49 M '30
LEONARDO DA VINCI
LAST SUPPER OF LEONARDO DA VINCI (WITH PORTRAIT REPRODUCTIONS OF 'LAST SUPPER' OF LEONARDO AND FRA ANGELICO). G. CORBETT. 8:26 M '24

LEPIDI, ALBERTO
MASTER OF THE SACRED PALACE (PORTRAIT). CENT. 150 (1916)

LETTERS OF MASTER GENERAL - 6TH CENTENARY OF THE CANNONIZATION OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. L. CALLAHAN. 8:5 J '23

LET US PRAY. C. DELLA PENTA. 18:227 D '33

LEWIS, LEO
FAMILY, BEFORE AND AFTER CHRIST. 6:28 D '21
INSIDE OF HEAVEN. 8:19 D '23

LIBRARIES IN THE MIDDLE AGES. C. PERROTTA. 7:19 S '22

LIFE BEYOND THE GRAVE. L. CAROLAN. 12:302 D '27

LIFE SKETCH OF ARCHBISHOP GRACE, O. P. P. ARCHDEACON. 7:24 S '22

LIFE (VERSE). C. BOYD. 12:188 S '27

LILLIE, EDWARD CAMILLUS (1905–)
ANGEL OF THE SICK (VERSE). 21:178 S '36
CONTEMPLATION (VERSE). 21:123 J '36
DESIRE (VERSE). 21:129 J '36
DISTANCE (VERSE). 22:40 M '37

MASS OF EASTER SUNDAY. 22:5 M '36

SHEPHERDESS (VERSE). 21:184 S '36

SINNER-SAINT (VERSE). 21:21 M '36

SIX TODAY (VERSE). 22:154 J '37

THANK GOD (VERSE). 22:229 S '37

LINAHAN, WILLIAM FRANCIS (1854–1917)
OBIITUARY. 2:28 D '17

LINDSAY, ROBERT
CATHOLIC BOY SCOUTS. 10:22 S '25

LINES WRITTEN ON FRIENDSHIP (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 6:39 D '39

LISTER, ALFRED QUENTIN (1930–)
TESTE DAVID CUM SIBYLLA. 41:319 D '56

LITERARY CRITICISM AND REVIEW. J. QUINN. 22:51 M '37

LITERATURE
CAN A LIE BE TRULY BEAUTIFUL? L. WALKER. 38:5 M '53
HOW CATHOLIC WAS SHAKESPEARE? L. WALKER. 10:159 J '55

LITERARY CRITICISM AND REVIEW. J. QUINN. 22:51 M '37

OBJECTIONS TO OBJECTIVES. M. BARRON. 23:260 D '38

REVIVAL OF CATHOLIC LITERATURE. W. REGAN. 19:191 S '38

LITHUANIA AMONG THE CHRISTIAN NATIONS. B. PAULUKAS. 13:38 M '28

LITTLE OFFICE OF BLESSED VIRGIN.
MARY'S SEVEN JEWELS- HER HOURS. J. GARDNER. 34:293 D '49

LITURGY
CEREMONIES OF THE MASS. P. MCEVOY. 11:115 J '26
CEREMONIES OF ORDINATION. M. HANLEY. 13:84 J '28
CHRISTMAS AFTERGLOW. L. TANCRELL. 41:335 D '56
LITURGY (CONT'D)

CHRISTMAS LITURGY

CHRISTMAS AFTERGLOW. L. TANCRELL. 41:335 D '56
MISSAL'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE. R. PETERSON. 39:339 D '54
WHEN TIME AND ETERNITY MET. A. NEWMAN. 40:349 D '55

DOMINICAN LITURGY

BRIEFLY AND SUCCINCTLY. J. DAVIS. 35:171 S '50
DOMINICAN LITURGY. M. OBEIRNE. 23:83 J '38
DOMINICANS AND THE 'MOTU PROPRIO'. C. DONOVAN. 1:51 M '17

DOMINICANS AND THEIR RITE. A. ANOREOLI. 15:291 D '30
LITURGY IN THE LIFE OF A FRIAR PREACHER. D. ROSS. 13:16 M '28

LIVE WITH CHRIST IN THE MASS. L. NOVACK. 18:211 D '33
MASS OF EASTER SUNDAY. C. LILLIE. 21:5 M '36
RELATION OF MUSIC TO THE LITURGY. A. SIMONES. 17:284 D '32

SIGNIFICANCE OF TENEBRAE ACCORDING TO THE DOMINICAN RITE. W. SADLIER. 16:7 M '31
SIGNIFICATION OF PALM SUNDAY (VERSE). 8:60 M '24
SPIRIT OF THE CHANT AT MASS. A. KELLY. 11:286 D '26

TENEBRAE. A. MCLAUGHLIN. 5:15 M '21
LITURGICAL APOSTOLATE. T. TUCKER. 12:273 D '27
LITURGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASS. 18:100, 160, 242 J, S, D '33

LIVING WAGE. C. GAINOR. 7:6 D '22
LLANÀ HERMOSA (STORY). A. MULLER. 1:14 APR. '16
LOGAN, JOHN BERMANS (1878-1952)
JUBILEE. 37:292 S '52
OBITUARY. 38:230 S '53
LOGAN, FRANCIS BERNARD (1858-1922)
PORTRAIT (PASTOR, ST. RAYMOND'S CHURCH, PROVIDENCE). CENT. 91 (1916)
WE ARE NOT ALONE. G. MALEY. 34:211 S '49
LOOK AT THE RECORD. F. CONNOLLY. 35:157 S '50
LORD'S PRAYER. P. SULLIVAN. 19:19 SPR. '44
LOUGHERY, JAMES HUGH (1916-)
OLIMPSE AT THE WHOLE CHRIST. 27:225 WINT. '42
ST. THOMAS- CATHEDRAL OF THOUGHT. 27:5 SPR. '42

ST. LOUIS BERTRAND. PORTRAIT BY ZURBARAN (SEVILLE). 13:174 S '28
ST. LOUIS BERTRAND'S CHURCH, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
R. BURKE. A DUAL CELEBRATION. 1:107 D '16
VENERABLE LOUIS OF GRANADA. D. MUELLER. 7:13 S '22
ST. LOUIS GRIGNION DE MONTFORT. M. HEATH. 29:26,105 SPR., SUM. '44
STATUE. 32:162 S '47
TRANSLATION OF HOMILY OF POPE PIUS XII ON CANONIZATION OF
ST. LOUIS DE MONTFORT (WITH PORTRAIT). 32:164 S '47
LOUIS XVI, KING, BENEFACCTOR OF AMERICA AND MARTYR. T. SMITH.
15:97 J '30

LOVE, DIVINE

GOD'S LOVE ON LIFE'S STAGE. M. DELLA PENTA. 7:18 D '22
LOVE WITHOUT MEASURE (CHRISTMAS) C. O'BRIEN. 34:287 D '49
LUNN, ARNOLD
   ROMAN CONVERT.  R. COFFEY.  20:265 D '35

LUTHER, MARTIN
   LUTHER, THE CATHOLIC.  T. GABISCH.  1:113 D '16
   LUTHER, THE MAN.  P. JOHANNSSEN.  1:77 S '16
   LUTHER, THE REFORMER.  J. DONOVAN.  1:134 M '17

LYONS, ROBERT GREGORY (1874-1955)
   GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT).  39:274 S '54
   OBITUARY.  40:55 M '55

MCALLISTER, PETER THOMAS (1871-1943)
   OBITUARY.  28:262 WINT. '43

MCGREY, THOMAS HUGH (1919-)
   CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT WORK (WITH R. SMITH).  29:91 SUM. '44
   NATURE OF WORK (WITH R. SMITH).  29:258 WINT. '44
   HEART OF MARY.  32:166 S '47
   WEEPING VIRGIN OF THE ALPS.  31:114 J '46

MCCABE, ANTHONY GERALD (1908-)
   CLOISTERED LIFE.  19:293 O '34

MCCABE, JAMES ANSELM (1900-)
   "TO DEFEND THE CROSS".  9:26 S '24
   MARY, MOTHER OF GRACE.  11:34 M '26

MCCADDEN, JOHN FRANCIS (1895-)
   MASS STIPEND.  8:13 D '22
   UNIQUE RULER (THE POPE).  5:18 D '20

MCCAFFREY, ARTHUR RALPH (1902-)
   DOMINICAN BOYS' CAMP (STAATSBURG-ON-HUDSON) (WITH PORTRAIT).  12:224 S '27

MCCARTHY, DENNIS BERNARDINE (1901-)
   GRAIL LEGEND.  13:91 J '28
   LATIN, THE ECCLESIASTICAL LANGUAGE.  11:46 M '26

MCCARTHY, LORENZO CORNELIUS (1888-1941)
   HER SECRET WITH THE KING (STORY).  3:16 D '18
   POETRY AND LIFE.  1:17 APR. '16
   ST. THOMAS AND THE BLESSED SACRAMENT.  3:3 J '18
   SOWER OF THE INFINITE SEED- JOHN BOYLE O'REILLY.  2:20 D '17
   OBITUARY.  26:167 AUT. '41

MCCARTHY, LEO MANNES (1930-)
   MUTE ORACLE.  41:346 D '56

MCCLENNAN, URBAN
   CHRISTMAS- CHRISTIAN OR PAGAN?  18:205 D '33

MCCLOY, WILLIAM
   BLESSED JOHN MASSIAS.  2:10 M '18
   PROGRESSIVE PARISH (ST. VINCENT FERRER'S VALLEJO, CALIFORNIA).  1:149 M '17

MCDERMOTT, ALPHONSUS MARTIN (1890-)
   IS WAR EVER RIGHT?  1:49 J '16
   ONTOLOGICAL ARGUMENT.  4:33 J '19
MCDERMOTT, ALPHONSUS MARTIN (CONT'D)
"SAID THE FOOL IN HIS HEART: 'THERE IS NO GOD'." 5:11
D '20
VISION- A LEGEND. 2:25 S '17
MCDERMOTT, STANISLAUS
DOMINICAN EXILES IN THE UNITED STATES. 1:117 D '16
PEASANT PRIEST (CURE D'ARS). 1:24 APR. '16
MCDERMOTT, TERENCE STEPHEN (1887- )
PRIOR PROVINCIAL OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE (WITH PORTRAIT).
G. JOYCE. 16:5 M '31
POSTULATION AS PROVINCIAL FOR 5TH TERM. 32:269 D '47
VICAR GENERAL OF THE ORDER OF PREACHERS (WITH PORTRAIT
TAKEN IN CHAPEL OF MASTER GENERAL, SANTA SABINA, ROME).
39:363 D '54
PORTRAITS
ON REELECTION AS PRIOR PROVINCIAL. 19:323 D '34, 23:255
D '38
AT AWARDING OF S.T.M. TO PAUL A. SKEHAN (WITH MOST REV.
MASTER-GENERAL SUAREZ). 33:4 M '48
MCDONALD, JOHN JAMES (1910- )
ST. THOMAS ON THE INCARNATION. 19:259 D '34
MCDONNELL, AQUINAS
OLIVE BRANCH (THE ROSARY). 1:35 J '16
MCDONNELL, CYPRIAN
MOTHER OF THE ETERNAL PRIESTHOOD. 2:11 J '17
MCEACHEN, VINCENT
FIRST THINGS FIRST. 18:237 D '33
MCENEaney, ARTHUR LAMBERT (1895- )
ON THE "RERUM NOVARUM" OF POPE LEO XIII. 16:110 J '31
MCEHRY, EDMUND CESLAUS (1891- )
ALFRED JOYCE KILMER. 4:40 J '19
BLESSED MARTIN DE PORRES. 4:42 S '19
CENTENARY CELEBRATION IN CANADA. 1:104 D '16
DOMINICAN PROCESSIONS. 2:34 S '17
INVITATION. 1:3 APR. '16 (VERSE)
MONTH OF THE ROSES (VERSE). 1:48 J '16
WHY SEVEN SACRAMENTS. 5:25 D '20
MCEVOY, ARTHUR PIUS (1900- )
CEREMONIES OF THE MASS. 11:115 J '26
MCFADDEN, JOSEPH ALBERT (1899-1948)
OBITUARY. 33:30 M '48
MCGINNIS, EDWARD SYLVESTER (1865-1935)
OBITUARY. 20:124 J '35
MCGLYNN, THOMAS MATTHEW (1906- )
DEMONIC POSSESSION- A POSSIBILITY. 15:289 D '30
NEGRO SAINT FOR NEGROES (MARTIN DE PORRES). 16:195 S '31
REASON AT BETHLEHEM. 16:295 D '31
MCGONAGLE, CHARLES CLEMENT (1873- )
JUBILARIAN (WITH PORTRAIT). 36:298 D '51
McGONAGLE, RAYMOND STEPHEN (1903- )
BEHAVIORISM. 13:104 J '28
THE MIND. 13:299 D '28

MCGOVERN, ANTHONY JOHN (1896-1932)
EARLY PRINTED WORKS OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 11:26 M '26
MIRACLES AND MARVELS. 8:26 D '23
OXFORD MOVEMENT. 6:41 M '22
WHY THE MODERNISTS? 9:28 M '25
OBITUARY. 17:288 D '32

MCGOVERN, THOMAS SYLVESTER (1863-1921)
PORTRAIT (PASTOR, ST. PATRICK'S CHURCH, COLUMBUS, OHIO).
CENTURY. 81 (1916)
OBITUARY. 6:54 J '21

MCGREGOR, JOHN THOMAS (1900- )
"PAX HOMINIBUS" (CHRISTMAS). 17:265 D '32

MCGWIN, JAMES BARTHOLOMEW (1901-1940)
SIN IN THE STATE OF INNOCENCE. 13:114 J '28
OBITUARY. 26:42 SPR. '41

MCHENRY, VINCENT FERRER (1923- )
MARY'S PEACE PLAN. 32:179 S '47

MCHUGH, JOHN AMBROSE (1880-1950)
MASTER OF THEOLOGY. 16:148 J '31
OBITUARY. 35:107 J '50

MCINERNEY, JAMES ARTHUR (1905- )
LAST PURITAN'S TRAGEDY. 21:195 S '36
NORMS IN GOVERNMENT CRISIS. 22:128 J '37

MCINTYRE, WILLIAM PETER (1864-1942)
OBITUARY. 27:262 WINT. '42

MCKENNA, CHARLES HYACINTH (1835-1917)
APOSTLE OF THE HOLY NAME (OBITUARY) (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:138
M '17 (P. JOHANNSEN).
IDEAL PRIEST OF GOD. P. JOHANNSEN. 2:4 J '17
IN SEASON AND OUT OF SEASON. U. MULLANEY. 27:161 AUT. '42
PORTRAIT (FREDERIC DE HENWOOD, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES,

MCKENNA, FRANCIS CLEMENT (1917- )
WINT. '42
IRELAND'S LIBERATOR. 28:14 SPR. '43
PRAYER- PATH TO PEACE. 28:256 WINT. '43

MCKENNA, CHARLES HUGH (1904- )
FRANCISCO DE VITORIA, FOUNDER OF INTERNATIONAL LAW.
14:291 D '29
VALUE OF THE CONTEMPLATIVE LIFE. 15:19 M '30

MCKENNA, ROBERT FIDELIS (1927- )
IN HIS HANDS ARE ALL THE ENDS OF THE EARTH (DIVINE PROVIDENCE). 41:352 D '56
MCKEON, ANGELUS
PRIEST IN ACTION. 2:8 J '17

MCLARNEY, JAMES JOHN (1904-)
CATHOLIC VIEW OF COLLEGIATE SPORTS ACCORDING TO THE PRINCIPLES OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 15:269 D '30

CHRISTMAS PRAYER (VERSE). 15:250 D '30
ST. ALBERT THE GREAT-TEACHER. 18:14 M '33
ST. DOMINIC, PATRON FOR CHILDREN. 16:210 S '31
SUNDOWN (VERSE). 17:31 M '32

THIRD SORROWFUL MYSTERY (VERSE). 16:47 M '31

MCLAUGHLIN, BERNARD ALOYSIUS (1894-1953)
CENTENARY OF ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH AND CONVENT. 3:10 D '18
TENEBRAE. 5:15 M '21
OBITUUS. 38:234 S '53

MCLAUGHLIN, WILLIAM ATHANASIUS (1896-)
IRISH PRE-CHRISTIAN SAGAS. 12:31 M '27
ST. ROSE PRIORY (SPRINGFIELD, KENTUCKY). 11:185 S '26
LOUIS M. THEISSLING, MASTER GENERAL (OBITUUS). 10:19 J '25

MCMAHON, ARTHUR LAWRENCE (1863-)
OUR TWO JUBILARIANS (WITH S. BOHAN) (WITH PORTRAIT).
2:14 S '17
GOLDEN JUBILARIAN. 27:180 AUT. '42
PORTRAIT (PROVINCIAL, PROVINCE OF HOLY NAME). CENT. :106 (1916)

MCMAHON, JOHN DONALD (1911-)
SOLDIER AND SANCTITY. 20:259 D '35

MCMANUS, HUGH JOSEPH (1855-1937)
GOLDEN JUBILEE. M. SMITH. 14:103 J '29
OBITUUS. 22:263 S '37

MCMANUS, HUGH JUSTIN (1891-)
CONSECRATION (VERSE). 2:7 J '17
FATHER KELLY'S SILVER JUBILEE. 2:17 D '17
IN THEE HAVE I HOPE. (VERSE). 2:3 J '17.

MCMULLEN, BRENDAN JEROME (1912-)
PERFECT BOOK. 24:123 J '39

MCNABB, VINCENT: PRIEST, PREACHER, DOMINICAN. M. HEATH. 32:80 J '47

MCNICHOLAS, JOHN TIMOTHY, ARCHBISHOP (1877-1950)
BISHOP OF DULUTH. A. SMITH. 3:3 S '18. (WITH PORTRAIT).
CONGRATULATORY TO ARCHBISHOP MCNICHOLAS (WITH PORTRAIT).
10:5 S '25
NEW AMERICAN SOCIUS (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:105 D '16. H. CHANDLER
OBITUUS. 35:109 J '50

MCNICHOLAS, MICHAEL THOMAS (1870-1947)
OBITUUS. 32:112 J '47

MCSHANE, FRANCIS DOMINIC (1868-1938)
OBITUUS. 23:41 M '38
FATHER MCSHANE (WITH PORTRAIT). N. WENDELL. 23:183 S '38
MCSWEENY, GEORGE QUENTIN (1915- )
OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY (WITH PORTRAIT OF STATUE). 27:21 SPR. '42
REFORMATION BY LAUGHTER. 29:16 SPR. '44
ST. THOMAS PAYS US A VISIT. 27:24 SPR. '43
SANTO TOMAS DE MANILA. 27:22, 113 SPR., SUM. '42
MCTIGUE, JOSEPH ALOYSIUS (1917- )
CHRIST'S AMBASSADOR TO THE MARKET PLACE (MSGR. JOHN A. RYAN, T.O.P.). 30:248 WINT. '45
MAN'S MELANCHOLY SYMPHONY OF SELF. 28:181 AUT. '43
PRINCE OF PEACE. 29:246 WINT. '44
WITH CHRIST-LIKE SOLDIERS ON FUTURE FRONTS. 29:98 SUM. '44

MACKIN, JAMES ANDREW (1870-1938)
OBITUUS. 22:300 D '38
MADRICK, JOHN JUSTIN (1907- )
CHURCH, PEACE AND WAR. 20:101 J '35
MAGI
KINGS. H. PUTZ. 31:266 D '46
MAGIC ARTS IN THE SUMMA. C. KEARNEY. 14:137 J '29
MAGNETISM.
ANGELS AND ALNICO. A. WALLACE. 35:177 S '50
MAGUIRE, FRANCIS HYACINTH (1930- )
BLESSED JOHN OF VERCELLI AND THE MISSION OF THE HOLY NAME. 39:373 D '54
MAGUIRE, REGINALD ROBERT (1923- )
OUR ABODE WITH HIM. 34:138 J '49
MAHLER, LLOYD ALBERT (1915- )
EVERLASTING BIRTHDAY. 28:99 SUM. '43
MAHONEY, WILLIAM BERTRAND (1916- )
ST. THOMAS, EDUCATOR. 26:95 SUM. '41
MAHONEY, WILLIAM REGINALD (1878-1935)
OBITUUS. 20:124 J '35
MAJOR ORDERS. D. GILLIGAN. 13:121 J '28
MALEY, GERARD GEORGE (1922- )
GREATEST OF DAYS (EASTER). 33:9 M '48
WE ARE NOT ALONE. 34:211 S '49
MALONE, JOHN DOMINIC (1904- )
IS THE RICH MAN OBLIGED TO FEED THE POOR? 17:119 J '32
PARISH CREDIT UNION. 17:23 M '32
WHY SOCIAL JUSTICE? 18:96 J '33
MAN
GOD IS MAN. F. VOLLMER. 13:126 J '28
MAN AND NATURAL BEHAVIOR. C. KANE. 30:7 SPR. '45
MAN OF HIS TIME. J. CONROY. 31:171 S '46
MAN'S MELANCHOLY SYMPHONY OF SELF. A. MCTIGUE. 28:181, 250
MANLY CHARACTER. R. KING. 10:34 S '25
MEN AND NATIONS. F. CONWAY AND D. MORTIARITY. 32:88 J '47

MANDONNET, FRANCIS FELIX
"DOMINI CANES". M. O'BEIRNE. 21:268 D '36

MANLY CHARACTER. R. KING. 10:34 S '25
MANNING, HENRY CARDINAL
BATTLE OF THE UNIVERSITIES. A. BRODERICK. 41:212 S '56
CARDINAL MANNING. F. GILSENAN. 22:335 D '37

MANNING, PETER-VALERIAN (1899-)
BL. PETER GONZALES. 15:282 D '30

MARATHON. T.A. COLLINS. 29:171 AUT. D '30

MARCHANT, WILLIAM ANTONINUS (1887-1938)
CATHOLIC HEROES OF '76. 1:4 APR. '16
OBITUARY. 23:213 S '38

MARCH SIMILE (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 21:46 M '36

ST. MARGARET OF HUNGARY
DECRETAL LETTER ON SAINT (WITH PORTRAIT). 29:75 SUM. '44
PORTRAIT. 29:164 AUT. '44

MARKS OF THE CHURCH
CATHOLICITY OF THE CHURCH. H. GALLAGHER. 19:287 D '34
MARKS OF THE CHURCH IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. D. MORRIS.
6:28 J '21

MARRIAGE
MARRIN, WILLIAM DALMATIAN (1897-)
BIBLE AS LITERATURE. 12:183 S '27
DOMINICAN MISSIONS IN THE VATICAN EXPOSITION. 10:44 S '25
PRIOR PROVINCIAL OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE (WITH PORTRAIT). 40:397 D '55

BL. MARTIN DE PORRES
BLESSING MARTIN CENTENARY. N. WENDELL. 22:230 S '37
FATHER OF THE POOR. C. MCENIRY. 5:42 S '19
NEGRO SAINT FOR NEGROES (WITH PORTRAIT OF STATUE OF BL. MARTIN
BY AUTHOR). M. McGLYNN. 16:195 S '31
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. J. LACEY. 35:103 J '50
MARTIN, HYACINTH LAWRENCE (1889-1940)
OBITU. 25:120 J '40

MARTYRS
MARTYRS OF BETHLEHEM. H. HORAN. 27:235 WINT. '42
MARTYRS OF TONKIN. F. FONTANEZ. 40:42 M '55

MARXISM
GENESIS OF COMMUNISM. A. RYAN. 23:16, 89 M, J '38

MARY (SEE BLESSED VIRGIN)
MARY AND THE PRIEST. P. STARRS. 30:99 SUM. '45
MARY CHRISTMAS. R. SMITH. 32:245 D '47
MARY (VERSE). R. HEATH. 32:178 S '47
MARY'S HOUR (VERSE). P. SULLIVAN. 23:43 M '38
MARY, MOTHER OF GRACE. A. MCCABE. 11:34 M '26
MARY'S NEW SPLENDOR. R. DALEY. 35:235 D '50
MARY'S PEACE PLAN. V.F. MCHENRY. 32:179 S '47
MARY'S VESPER HOUR WITH THE FRIARS. A. MULLER. 4:27 M '20

SR. MARY OF THE COMPASSION. CRUCIFIX WITH ALL DOMINICAN SAINTS (PORTRAIT AND EXPLANATION). 36:5 M '51
SR. MARY HUGH. NATIVITY SILHOUETTE. WINT. '41 26:212

ST. MARY MAGDALEN.
SONG OF MAGDALEN. L.B. HANLEY. 24:99 J '39

SR. MARYANNA. CANTICLE (VERSE) (FOR BRO. KEVIN GALLAGHER). 26:172 AUT. '41

MARYLAND GENEALOGICAL STUDY. V. O'DANIEL. 29:5 SPR. '44

MASS
BEAUTIES OF THE MASS LITURGY. A. FOLEY. 9:23 D '24
CEREMONIES OF THE MASS. P. MCEVOY. 11:115 J '26
CHRISTMAS AND ITS MASSES. D. ROSS. 14:273 D '29
ESSENCE OF THE SACRIFICE OF THE MASS. C. ZVIRBLIS. 15:216 S '30
LIFE OF CHRIST AND THE MASS. H. HORAN. 27:173 AUT. '42
LIVE WITH CHRIST IN THE MASS. L. NOVACKI. 18:211 D '33
MASS, MYSTERY AND MARY'S ROSARY. B. SCHEPERS. 39:6 S '54
MASS AND SANCTITY. J. FEARON. 30:84 SUM. '45
MASS STIPEND. F. MCCADDEN. 7:13 D '22
MIDNIGHT MASS. F. SMALL. 21:249 D '36
"ORATE FRATRES". E. KAVANAH. 11:102 J '26
OREMUS (PRAYERS OF THE MASS). A. SULLIVAN. 11:96 J '26
POSTCOMMUNION. C. DORE. 11:108 J '26
SIGN OF THE CROSS IN THE MASS. H. HORAN. 28:107 SUM. '43
ST. THOMAS' EXPLANATION OF THE MASS. R. WALKER. 2:15 J '17
THREE MASSES ON CHRISTMAS DAY. A. POPE. 5:5 D '20
MASS OF ST. DOMINIC. L.B. HANLEY. 25:77 J '40

MASTER GENERAL
MASTER GENERAL (BONAVENTURE PAREDES). B. CONNOLLY. 11:165 S '26
MASTER GENERAL'S VISITATION IN THE ORIENT. T. GABISCH. 3:35 J '18
Masters in Sacred Theology in the Order of Preachers. M. Hanley, 33:5 M '48

Masterson, Edwin Ignatius (1898-)
'What Price Profits? ' 17:179 S '32
"Most Dangerous Radical of Them All". 18:74 J '33

Mathematics
16:127 J '31
Utility of Mathematics. I. Smith. 3:24 S '18

Materialism
Materialism of Feuerbach.
Genesis of Communism. A. Ryan. 23:16, 89 M J '38
Tin Gods. R. Coffey. 20:22 M '35

Matrimony
Divorce and the Church. C. Nowlen. 8:30 J '23
Magnificence of Matrimony. V.F. Hartke. 20:237 D '35

Meagher, Raymond James (1872-1914)
Golden Jubilee (With Portrait). 30:197 AUT. '45
Silver Jubilee (With Portrait). 5:5 S '20
Obit. 39:379 D '54
Portraits.
Provincial. Cent. 60, 69 (1916)
At 7th Centenary of St. Dominic. 1:112 D '16
Receiving Honorary LL. D. from Seton Hall College.
3:46 S '18

Meagles, Alfred Hyacinth (1882-1922)
Obitus. 6:47 M '22

Meaney, Richard Jerome (1859-1946)
Golden Jubilee (With Portrait). 30:27 SPR. '45
Obit. 31:120 J '46
Portrait (Pastor, Holy Trinity Church, Somerset, Ohio). Cent.:86 (1916)

Medicine
Doctor. 9:67 D '24.

Medieval Transcriptions. T.A. Collins. 28:29 SPR. '43
Meditation in Couplets (Verse). P. Hyland. 22:44 M '37

Meehan, William Cyprian (1899-)
Catholicism and the Movies. 9:31 J '24

Melanesian Religion. A. Hinnebusch. 19:214 S '34
Memphis Martyrs. M. Shea. 6:17 M '22
MEN' AND NATIONS. F. CONWAY AND D. MORIARTY. 32:88 J '47
MENTAL DEVELOPMENT
FACTORS IN MENTAL DEVELOPMENT. 10:40 J '25

MERCIER, ALEXANDER (1852-1929)
OBITUARY. 14:55 M '29

MERCY OF GOD IN AN AGE OF FREEDOM. F. CONWAY AND J. FEARON.
31:271 D '46
METHODS OR MADNESS. M. BARRON. 24:33 M '39

MINICHELLO, MICHAEL JORDAN (1907- )
ALBERT, SAINT AND SCIENTIST. 22:205 S '37

MIRACLE PLAYS AND MORALITIES, PRELUDE TO THE DRAMA. A. TOWNSEND. 14:279 D '29

MIRACLES
MIRACLES AND MARVELS. J. MCGOVERN. 8:26 D '23
MIRACLES OF ST. DOMINIC. P. DOANE. 6:22 J '21
MIRACLES, TRUE AND FALSE. G. O'CONNOR. 13:31 M '28
ST. THOMAS ON MIRACLES. D. DOLAN. 3:10 M '19

MISSAL'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE. R. PETERSON. 39:339 D '54
MISSIONARIES
BOASTERS IN CHRIST. P. FARRELL. 30:169, 273 AUT., WINT. '45
FIRST MISSIONARIES TO CHINA (DOMINICAN). P. DOANE. 8:4 S '23
CHALLENGE OF THE MISSIONS. H. PUTZ. 33:203 S '48
MISSIONARY CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN ORDER. E. O. HENNESSY.
30:177 AUT. '45
WITH THE MISSIONARIES (MISSIONS IN U.S.). L. FARRELL.
1:88 S '16
WITH THE MISSIONARIES. F. KIENBERGER. 1:120 D '16

MIXED MARRIAGES—UNMARRIED TRAGEDY. W. CURRAN. 21:28 M '36
MONASTICISM
EARLY IRISH MONASTIC SCHOOLS. J. QUINN. 21:190 S '36
EARLY MONASTICISM IN THE EAST. J. BARTHE. 18:171 S '23

MORDOR, BRUNO
TO TEACH OR NOT TO TEACH. 38:212 S '53
SACRED ART AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. 39:39 M '54

MONROE, JOHN FRANCIS (1905- )
INFLUENCE OF ALBERT ON THOMAS. 17:32 M '32

MONSABRE, PERE. J. KENNEDY. 7:27 J '22

MONTFORT
LOUIS MARIE GRIGNION DE MONTFORT. M. HEATH. 29:26, 105
SPR., SUM. '44
ST. LOUIS MARIE GRIGNION DE MONTFORT (TRANSLATION OF HOMILY OF POPE PIUS XII ON CANONIZATION). 32:164 S '47
MOORE, CHARLES GABRIEL (1888-1949)
OBITUUS. 34:144 J '49

MORALITY
CIRCUMSTANCES AND MORAL ACTS. S. GILLESPIE. 7:23 J '22
MORALITY OF VIVISECTION. J. REGAN. 8:32 S '23
MORALITY OF WAR. L. CARLSON. 12:302 D '27
MAN AND NATURAL BEHAVIOR. C. KANE. 30:7 SPR. '45

MORAN, JOHN STEPHEN (1878-1953)
JUBILARIAN. 37:291 S '52
OBITUUS. 38:34 M '53

MORAN, WALTER GREGORY (1882-1956)
OBITUUS. 41:361 D '56

MORE
ST. THOMAS MORE.
RELIGION AND GLOOM. T.A. MURPHY. 20:14 M '35

MORIARTY, WILLIAM DAVID (1918-)
FAMILY PRAYER (ROSARY). 30:183 AUT. '45
MEN AND NATIONS. 32:88 J '47

MORNING IDYLL (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 6:34 J '21

MORRIS, GEORGE DOMINIC (1897-)
DOMINICAN PATRON OF COLUMBUS (DIEGO DE DEZA). 8:40 S '23
MARKS OF THE CHURCH IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. 6:28 J '21

MORRIS, JOAN, S.P.
OUR LADY OF SORROWS (PORTRAIT). 34:4 M '49

MORRIS, ROBERT ALAN (1923-)
LEON BLOY. 33:116 J '48

MORRISON, THOMAS ARNOLD (1904-)
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. 21:258 D '36

MORRY, MATTHEW FLAVIAN (1924-)
STUDY IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. 34:200 S '49

"MOST DANGEROUS RADICAL OF THEM ALL". I. MASTERTON. 18:74 J '33
MOST SIGNIFICANT DAY. C. DORE. 11:251 D '26
MOST SIGNIFICANT EVENT IN HISTORY. F. ARNOLD. 40:261 S '55

MOTHER IN HEAVEN FOR US. L. DURELL. 32:122 S '47
MOTHER OF GOD. J. HENNESSEY. 40:356 D '55

MOTION IS THE MIRROR (VERSE). T. O'BRIEN. 32:94 J '47
MOTIVES OF CREDIBILITY. H. MULCAHY. 13:187 S '28

"MOTU PROPRIO"
DOMINICANS AND THE "MOTU PROPRIO". C. DONOVAN. 1:151 M '17
MOVIES
CATHOLICS AND THE MOVIES. C. MEEHAN. 9:31 J '24
SCREEN AND MORALITY. J. HOPPE. 19:22 M '34

MUELLER, DIONYSIUS
SOME INFLUENCES OF ST. THOMAS ON PIETY. 4:23 M '20
VEN. LOUIS OF GRANADA. 7:13 S '22

MULCHAY, JAMES HILARY (1894- )
MOTIVES OF CREDIBILITY. 13:187 S '28
TONSEURE AND MINOR ORDERS. 12:103 J '27

MULHERN, PHILIP FABIAN (1910- )
ANSWER TO PAIN. 22:19 M '37
CARROT PATCH OR GOLD MINE. 21:103 J '36
CHRISTIAN CONTROVERSY. 20:163 S '35
ETERNAL LIFE BEGINS. 20:232 D '35
HATS AND THINGS. 22:159 J '37
"LONELINESS?" 21:254 D '36

MULLAHY, BROTHER DOMINIC PATRICK, (1869-1937)
OBITUS. 22:344 D '37

MULLANEY, THOMAS URBAN (1915- )
FIRST PRINCIPLES FIRST. 26:17 SPR. '41
"IN SEASON AND OUT OF SEASON." 27:161 AUT. '42

MULLER, ALBERT
CLASSIC COMMENTATOR (CAJETAN). 3:27 J '18
GREAT DOMINICAN (THOMAS LORENTE). 1:110 D '16
LLANA HERMOSA (STORY). 1:14 APR. '16
MARY'S VESPER HOUR WITH THE FRIARS. 4:27 M '20

MULVEY, CHARLES MATTHEW (1890- )
HEAVENLY KNOWLEDGE. 1:46 J '16

MULVIN, JOHN THOMAS (1897-1947)
OBITUS. 32:111 J '47
CONCORDATS. 14:189 S '29

MURILLO
MURILLO, SPANISH MASTER. R. AUTH. 24:26 M '39
PORTRAITS
ADORATION OF THE SHEPHERDS. 31:250 D '46; 38:290 D '50
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. 21:274 S '36
MADONNA AND THE CHILD. 23:255 D '38
NATIVITY OF OUR LADY. 18:134 S '33

MURPHY, BROTHER JAMES JOHN
PORTRAIT (ON THE CHINA MISSIONS). 7:5 S '23
MURPHY, JAMES MARTIN (1909-1956)
OBITUARY. 41:360 D '56
CHRISTIAN MANLINESS. 19:296 D '34
OUT OF ORDER. 20:120 J '35

MURPHY, JAMES MICHAEL (1920- )
BE AN OWNER. 32:19 M '47
CRIB AND THE KREMLIN. 31:263 D '46

MURPHY, JOHN PIUS (1844-1921)
OBITUARY. 6:51 J '21
PORTRAIT. CENT.: 108 (1916)

MURPHY, JOHN THADDEUS (1927- )
FRIAR PREACHERS IN ARMENIA. 38:121 J '53

MURPHY, JOSEPH ANGENLUS (1930- )
SAILOR FROM NEGROPONT. 40:276 S '55

MURPHY, RICHARD THOMAS AQUINAS (1908- )
CYCLE OF TRUTH. 19:196 S '34
GUILDS - A MEDIEVAL INSTITUTION. 19:41 M '34
RELIGION AND GLOOM. 20:14 M '35
WARRIOR STUDENT (CARDINAL NEWMAN). 18:142 S '33

MURPHY, WILLIAM BONAVENTURE (1905- )
DOMINICAN OF OUR TIMES (ARCHBISHOP ALBERT DEL CORONA, O.P.). 13:292 D '28

MURRAY, BERNARD CHARLES (1868-1946)
OBITUARY. 31:121 J '46

MURRAY, MICHAEL ANSELM (1873-1957)
GOLDEN JUBILARIAN. (WITH PORTRAIT). 34:38 M '49

MURRAY, JAMES STEPHEN (1921- )
ROCKY ROAD TO RUIN. 33:283 D '48

MURRAY, EUGENE STEPHEN (1898- )
BL. DOMINIC SPADAFFORA. 6:45 D '21

MURTAUGH, JOHN ANTHONY (1903-47)
WHY PRAY. 14:223 S '29
OBITUARY. 33:31 M '48

MUSIC
PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC. D. GOGGINS. 5:27 M '21
RELATION OF MUSIC TO THE LITURGY. A. SIMONES. 17:284 D '32
WHY CHOIRS. B. REILLY. 3:13 J '18

MUSSELMAN, CAMILLUS ALBERT (1906- )
IS SOCIALISM THE SOLUTION? 19:29 M '34

MUTE ORACLE (EZEKIEL). M. MCCARTHY. 41:346 D '56

MYERS, BENJAMIN BERNARDINE (1897- )
PERSONALITY OF THOMAS AQUINAS. 5:33 S '20
MYERS, BENJAMIN BERNARDINE (CONT'D)
SOME THOUGHTS ON ST. THOMAS. 5:33 S '20
REUNION OF CHRISTENDOM. 6:13 D '21
OBITUARY. 34:43 M '49

MYSTICAL BODY
CHURCH WITHOUT CHRIST. B. SHERIDAN. 20:40 M '35
LONELINESS. F. MULHERN. 21:254 D '36
MYSTICAL BODY. J. ROUTH. 15:106 J '30

MYSTICISM
ORTHODOXY OF SUSO AND TAULER. H. ROTH. 22:56 M '37
WORD ABOUT MYSTICISM. U. NAGLE. 15:189 S '30
MYSTIC WEAVER (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 6:16 M '22

NAGLE, THOMAS CLEMENT (1910-)
TITLE AND ADDRESS (C. DALY). 21:279 D '36
POPE IN THE MODERN WORLD. 22:310 D '37

NAGLE, EDWARD URBAN (1905-)
PATRON FOR SCIENCE (ALBERT THE GREAT). 14:197 S '29
WORD ABOUT MYSTICISM. 15:139 S '30

NASSELLI, AUGUSTINE
MOST REV. MSGR. FUMASONI-BIONDI. 7:4 M '23
BL. ISNARD. 5:44 J '20

NASH, PETER FRANCIS (1905-)
ETERNAL DAMNATION. 19:207 S '34

NATIONALISM
EXAGGERATED NATIONALISM. T. ENGLISH. 12:133 J '27
NATIONAL BUT NOT NATURAL. L. BAILEY. 20:108 J '35
NATIONALISM AND RELIGION IN AMERICA. A. CAROSELLA. 16:235 D '31
NATIONAL PERIL. B. FINNIN. 24:257 D '39

NATIVITY OF JESUS IN POETRY. H. KANE. 7:22 D '22

NATURAL DESIRE FOR BEATITUDE. H. KANE. 12:126 J '27
NATURAL BEHAVIOR
MAN AND NATURAL BEHAVIOR. C. KANE. 30:7 SPR. '45
NATURE OF WORK. R. SMITH AND H. MCBRIEN. 29:258 WINT. '44

NAUGHTON, VINCENT
PERENNIAL QUEST. 28:259 WINT. '43

NEAL, ALBERT HILARY (1905-)
ST. DOMINIC AND THE CUMANS. 19:108 J '34
NEALY, FRANCIS DOMINIC (1911- )
REGINALD GARRIGOU-LAGRANGE. 23:28 M '38

NEGRO SAINT FOR NEGROES. M. MCGLYNN. 16:195 S '31
NEO-REALISTIC THEORY OF KNOWLEDGE. A. DRISCOLL. 12:291 D '27

NEITZEY, BONAVENTURE
DEDICATION OF ST. VINCENT FERRER'S CHURCH, NEW YORK CITY. 3:42 J '18
IMMANUEL KANT. 1:145 M '17
TRUE SAVONAROLA. 1:19 APR. '16
WHO IS CHRIST THE LORD. 4:5 D '19
NEELAN. DANIEL: THE BEST PART. M '52
NEW ALTAR OF ST. VINCENT FERRER'S CHURCH. P. HOLDEN. 16:231 S '31
NEW AMERICAN SOCIUS. J. ALDRIDGE. 3:39 M '19
NEW AMERICAN SOCIUS (VERY REV. J.T. MCNICHOLAS). H. CHANDLER. 1:105 D '16
NEW BORN AND NEWLY DEAR. D. ROVER. 34:281 D '49
NEW DOMINICAN SAINT (ST. ALBERT). J. CONATY. 17:5 M '32
NEW FAITH (COMMUNISM). C. KANE. 31:15 M '46
NEW LIGHTS ON THE ROSARY. R. KING. 8:22 S '23

NEWMAN, JOHN HENRY, CARDINAL. N. HALLIGAN. 27:18 SPR. '42
BATTLE OF THE UNIVERSITIES. A. BRODERICK. 41:212 S '56
"WHOLE WORLD JUDGES SERENELY AGAINST YOU." M. EGAN. 40:19 M '55
NEWMAN, WILLIAM ANDREW (1930- )
0 WONDERFUL HOPE. 40:29 M '55
WHEN TIME AND ETERNITY MEET. 40:29 D '55
NEW PRIEST AND HIS MASS. M. DONAHUE. 40:121 J '55

ST. NICHOLAS
ORIGINAL SANTA CLAUS. N. HALLIGAN. 25:216 WINT. '40
NINETEENTH CENTURY CHRISTMAS CAROL. J. DILLON. 25:219 WINT. '40

NOON, WILLIAM DOMINIC (1875- )
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 33:125 J '48

NOT OUR POWER AND ARMS. R. GALLAGHER. 24:193 S '39

NOVACKI, MICHAEL LEO (1907- )
LIVE WITH CHRIST IN THE MASS. 18:211 D '33
DO WE OWE GOD ANYTHING? 19:36 J '34

NOVEL OF CATHOLICISM. B. LARNEN. 20:159 S '35
NOVITIATES AND HOUSES OF STUDY OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE.
V. O'DANIEL. 29:83 SUM. '44

NOWLEN, JOHN ANDREW (1899- )
CRIB OF ARA COELI. 10:41 D '25
MORALITY OF THE STRIKE. 7:12 M '23

NOWLEN, JOSEPH CLEMENT (1896-1941)
COMMUNION OF SAINTS. 5:39 J '20
DIVORCE AND THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 8:30 J '23
NOWLEN, JOSEPH CLEMENT (1896-1941)
COMMUNION OF SAINTS. 5:39 J '20
DIVORCE AND THE CATHOLIC CHURCH. 8:30 J '23
OBITUARY. 26:166 AUT. '41

NUGENT, LOUIS EMMANUEL (1901-)
BLESS ED IMELDA- PATRONESS OF FIRST COMMUNICANTS. 12:120 J '27
DIVINE OFFICE. 13:208 S '28

NUGENT, JOHN MARCELLUS (1902-)
CHRIST AND CHRISTIANS. 15:121 J '30
PUBLIC OPINION, ITS INFLUENCE AND AUTHORITY. 13:222 S '28
MARTIN STANISLAUS GILLET, O.P. 14:269 D '29

NUPTIALS (VERSE). C. BOYD. 8:59 M '24
NUREMBERG AND VICTORIA. U. VOLL. 31:195 S '46

OAK PARK, ILLINOIS- NEW DOMINICAN HIGH SCHOOL. E. HEARY. 14:30 M '29
O ANTIPHONS. L. SUKOVATY. 34:269 D '49
OBLIGATION. F. VOLLMER. 10:45 D '25

O'NEIL, WILLIAM MANNES (1909-)
"DOMINI CANES". 21:268 D '36
DOMINICAN LITURGY. 23:83 J '38
ST. PAUL'S BOASTING AND IRONY. 22:142 J '37
ST. THOMAS ON STUDY (COMMENTARY OF JOHN PAUL NAZARIUS, O.P.). 22:5, 241, 328 M, S, D '37

OBLIGATIONS TO OBJECTIVES. M. BARRON. 23:260 D '38
OBLIGATION (NATURAL).
DO WE OWE GOD ANYTHING? L. NOWACKI. 19:86 J '34
IS THE RICH MAN OBLIGED TO FEED THE POOR? J. MALONE. 17:119 J '32
OBLIGATION NATURALLY. M. CAIN. 21:16 M '36

O'BRIEN, ARTHUR THEOPHANE (1920-)
ANGELICO'S NATIVITY (VERSE). 33:289 D '48
FRIAR-PAINTER'S DREAM (VERSE). 31:259 D '46
MOTION IS THE MIRROR (VERSE). 32:94 J '47

O'BRIEN, JAMES ALBERT (1888-1933)
OBITUARY. 18:176 S '33

O'BRIEN, MATTHEW ANTHONY (1804-71)
STORY OF FATHER MATTHEW ANTHONY O'BRIEN. A. O'CONNELL. 24:270 D '39

O'BRIEN, BROTHER MICHAEL (LOUIS) (1884-1938)
OBITUARY. 23:216 S '38

O'BRIEN, RALPH PETER (1897-)
FIRST PROVINCIAL OF ST. ALBERT'S PROVINCE (WITH PORTRAIT). 25:4 M '40
O'BRIEN, RALPH PETER (CONT'D)
IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL. 4:29 D '19

O'BRIEN, THOMAS CHRYSOSTOM (1923-)
LOVE WITHOUT MEASURE. 34:287 D '49
SHEPHERDS OF THE FOLD OF CHRIST (BISHOPS). 33:13 M '48

O'CALLAHAN, JOHN HENRY (1908- )
SOURCE OF SACRAMENTAL GRACE. 25:20 M '40

O'CONNELL, CHARLES JOHN (1910-1955)
OBITUARY. 40:401 D '55

O'CONNELL, DAVID ARTHUR (1914- )
AT THE BIRTH OF OUR LADY. 23:200 S '38
MEDIEVAL LITURIGIST. 24:129 J '39
QUEST AND CONQUEST. 23:271 D '38
ZEALOUS LIFE. 24:270 D '39

O'CONNELL, DANIEL
IRELAND'S LIBERATOR. C. MCKENNA. 28:14 SPR. '43

O'CONNELL, JOSEPH SEBASTIAN (1901-1956)
OBITUARY. 41:359 D '56

O'CONNELL, WILLIAM ANTHONY (1893-1945)
SEVENTH CENTENARY CELEBRATION (AT HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHING­
TON, D.C.). 1:102 D '16
OBITUARY. 31:35 M '46

O'CONNOR, DAVID GREGORY (1892-1949)
CANONIZATION OF THE SAINTS. 12:189 S '27
MIRACLES- TRUE AND FALSE. 13:31 M '28
OBITUARY. 34:145 J '49

O'CONNOR, BROTHER FRANCIS WILLIAM (1859-1932)
OBITUARY. 17:289 D '32

O'CONNOR, JOHN BONAVENTURE (1872-1926)
OBITUARY. 11:126 J '26

O'CONNOR, JOHN RAPHAEL (1906- )
ANGELS AND ANGEL CONVERSE. 17:27 M '32
BLESSED JORDAN'S CONTRIBUTION 10 MATHEMATICS. 16:128 J '31

O'CONNOR, MICHAEL AUGUSTINE (1903-1957)
ST. AUGUSTINE AFTER FIFTEEN HUNDRED YEARS. 15:183 S '30

O'DANIEL, VICTOR FRANCIS (1868-1960)
CHURCH IN HARRISBURG, KENTUCKY. 33:210 S '48
MARYLAND GENEALOGICAL STUDY. 29:5 SPR. '44
NOVITIATES AND HOUSES OF STUDY OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE.
29:83 SUM. '44
SILVER JUBILEE OF ORDINATION (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:82 S '16
GOLDEN JUBILEE. 26:111 SUM. '41
SERMON DELIVERED ON GOLDEN JUBILEE (MSGR. P. GUILDAY). 26:237 WINT. '41
O'DANIEL, VICTOR FRANCIS (CONT'D)
PORTRAIT (HISTORIOGRAPHER OF PROVINCE). CENT.: 1916:75

O'DONNELL, JAMES ANDREW (1900-1947)
OBITUARY. 32:273 D '47

O'DONNELL, JAMES GERARD (1896-1949)
JAMES P. ALDRIDGE, NEW AMERICAN SOCUS. 3:39 M '19
ST. JOAN OF ARC AND THE DOMINICANS (WITH PORTRAIT). 5:11
S '20
OBITUARY. 34:230 S '49

O'DOWD, GERALD MARK (1899- )
PURGATORY. 10:49 S '25
VERY REV. IGNATIUS SMITH, O.P. (PRIOR OF HOUSE OF STUDIES)
7:30 M '23

OECUMENICAL COUNCIL
PROCEDURE OF AN OECUMENICAL COUNCIL. H. BARTHELMY. 8:22
J '23

OFFICE OF CORPUS CHRISTI. F. CONLON. 2:23 J '17

OFFICIAL ACT OF CONSECRATION TO THE IMMACULATE HEART. 40:239
S '55

O'LEARY, LOUIS MAURICE (1904- )
ST. ALBERT THE GREAT-PREACHER. 18:31 M '33

O'LEARY, WILLIAM JOSEPH (1862-1941)
OBITUARY. 16:113 SUM. '41

OLSEN, WILLIAM JEROME (1895- )
ARTHUR CHARLES O'NEILL. 4:50 J '19

O'MOORE, MAURICE
A FLOWER! A SONG! A WORD! (VERSE). 8:46 S '23
AUTUMN VIOLET. (VERSE). 10:43 S '25
EVENING. (VERSE). 10:43 S '25
FRIENDSHIP (VERSE). 9:57 D '24
GONE (VERSE). 8:25 S '24
HOPE (VERSE). 8:59 M '24
MEMORIES (VERSE). 9:51 J '24
PROMISE (VERSE). 10:6 S '25
REVERIE AT TWILIGHT (VERSE). 6:22 M '22
TO A ROSE (VERSE). 6:12 D '21
YULETIDE LULLABY (VERSE). 8:49 D '23

OLIVE BRANCH. A. MCDONNELL. 1:35 J '16

O'NEILL, ARTHUR CHARLES (1872-1920)
VERY REV. ARTHUR C. O'NEILL, O.P. J. OLSEN. 4:50 J '19
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 5:3 J '20

O'NEILL, FRANCIS XAVIER (1877-1940)
OBITUARY. 25:182 AUT. '40

ON READING ST. AUGUSTINE (VERSE). G HEROLD. 7:23 M '23
ON OCCASION OF SIXTH CENTENARY OF CANONIZATION OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. L. CALLAHAN. 8:5 J '23

ONTINOLOGICAL ARGUMENT. M. MCDERMOTT. 4:33 J '19

ORDER

PHILOSOPHY WITH A HARMONY. W. CURRAN. 20:175 S '35

RESTORATION- HOW? J. FORD. 20:35 M '35

ORDER OF PREACHERS

SEE DOMINICAN.

ORDERS

MAJOR ORDERS. D. GILLIGAN. 13:121 J '28

TONSURE AND MINOR ORDERS. H. MULCAHY. 12:103 J '27

O'REGAN, DENIS KIERAN (1908- )

WAY OF TRUTH. 24:278 D '39

O'REILLY, JOHN BOYLE

SOWER OF INFINITE SEED. C. MCCARTHY. 2:20 D '17

ORIENT

MASTER GENERAL'S VISIT IN ORIENT. T. GABISCH. 3:35 J '18

ORIGINAL SANTA CLAUS. N. HALLIGAN. 25:216 WINT. '40

ORIGIN OF SOME CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS. J. FANNING. 15:251 D '30

ORTEA, JOSEPH

CHRISTMAS IN SPAIN. 3:5 D '23

OSBOURN, SYDNEY CYRIL (1903- )

COUNCIL OF EPHESUS. 16:9C J '31

OSBOURN, LEO MATTHEW (1908- )

BIBLE-SYNTHESIS OF LIFE. 19:125 J '34

O'SULLIVAN, MICHAEL PAUL (1854-1920)

OBITUARY. 5:45 S '20

OUR ABODE WITH HIM. R. MAGUIRE. 34:138 J '49

OUR CARDINAL (FRUWIRTH). R. BURKE. 1:2 APR. '16

OUR EUCHARISTIC FRIEND. R. BARRON. 26:99 SUM '41

OUR FIRST MISSIONARIES TO CHINA. P. DOANE. 8:4 S '23

OUR HUMBLE KING (VERSE). R. GRACE. 3:22 D '18

OUR LADY OF THE OAK. M. ROGERS. 29:165 AUT. '44

OUR LADY OF SORROWS (PAINTING). JOAN MORRIS, S.P. 34:14 M '49

OUR NATION'S MOTHER. C. GRAHAM. 14:285 D '29

OUR INFANT GOD (VERSE). D. GOGGINS. 5:10 D '20

OUR TOMISTIC HERITAGE. F. CUNNINGHAM. 35:19 M '50

OUTLINES FROM THE PAST. C. DELLA PENTA. 19:182 S '34

OUT OF ORDER. M. MURPHY. 20:120 J '35

OUT OF THE MUD. P. SULLIVAN. 23:266 D '38

OWENS, JOHN SEBASTIAN (1878-1946)

OBITUARY. 31:123 J '46

O WONDERFUL HOPE. A. NEWMAN. 40:29 M '55
OXFORD MOVEMENT. J. MCGOVERN. 6:41 M'22

OZANAM
FREDERIC OZANAM, FRIEND OF LACORDAIRE. G. CONWAY. 15:126 J '30

PAGANISM
ROCKY ROAD TO RUIN. S. MURRAY. 33:283 D '48

PAIN
ANSWER TO PAIN. F. MULHERN. 22:19 M '37

PALMER, HUMBERT M.
LAY-BROTHERHOOD. 2:3 M '18

OUR NEW POSSESSIONS IN THE CARIBBEAN SEA. 2:29 S '17

PAPACY
ELECTION OF A POPE. E. BRENAN. 6:4 M '22

UNIQUE RULER. F. MCCADEN. 5:18 D '20

UNIVERSAL PEACEMAKER. I. SMITH. 1:122 D '16

PAREDES, BONAVENTURE GARCIA (1866-1936)
MASTER GENERAL. B. CONNOLLY. 11:165 S '26

VALIANT ONE FALLEN IN BATTLE. A. RYAN. 23:299 D '38

PARENT, OCTAVE DAMIAN (1880-1954)
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 39:276 S '54

PARISH
PARISH CREDIT UNION. J.D. MALIGNE. 17:23 M '32

PARISH DRAMATICS. G. CORBETT. 9:49 D '24

PARKER
ARCHBISHOP PARKER AND ANGLICAN ORDERS. L. DAVIS. 3:15 S '18

PARTICIPLE FROM ST. THOMAS (ADORO TE). A. BARRETT. 32:16 M '47

PASSION OF CHRIST
THREE THIEVES: A TRIPTYCH. M. BARRON. 23:25 M '38

PASSIONS
DESIGNS OF DELIGHT. L. CONCORDIA. 41:231 S '56

PASSIONS-A GIFT FROM GOD. L. CALLAHAN. 7:37 B '22

PASTEUR
"BECAMP OR PASTEUR". L. CLARK. 9:42 J '24 (WITH PORTRAIT)

PASTEUR, SCIENTIST AND CATHOLIC. L. CLARK. 7:43 D '22

PATH OF PEACE. W. FARRELL. 9:14 M '25

PATMORE, COVENTRY
MAGNIFICENCE OF MATRIMONY. V.F. HARTKE. 20:237 D '35

PATRONESS OF THE UNITED STATES. C. KELLY. 4:48 S '19

PATRON OF WRITERS. A. RYAN. 24:197 S '39
PATRON SAINTS. A. BRADY. 10:52 D '25

PATTEN, WILLIAM LEO (1917-)
SERMON OF ST. LEO THE GREAT ON THE NATIVITY (TRANSLATION).
35:234 D '50

PATTERSON, ROBERT L.
CRITIQUE OF A CRITIC OF ST. THOMAS. W. HACKETT. 25:8 M '40

ST. PATRICK
PORTRAIT. 2:46 M '18

PAULINE FOUNDATION OF DOMINICAN PREACHING. G. WESTPHALL.
40:139 J '55

PAULIUKAS (PAULIUS), GEORGE BONAVENTURE (1885-1956)
LITHUANIA AMONG THE CHRISTIAN NATIONS. 13:38 M '28

OBITUARY. 41:254 S '56

ST. PAUL
PAULINE FOUNDATIONS OF DOMINICAN PREACHING. G. WESTPHALL.
40:139 J '55

ST. PAUL'S BOASTING AND IRONY. M. O'BEIRNE. 12:142 J '27

ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES (1ST CORINTHIANS, GALATIANS) LETTERS AND A LETTER. P. SULLIVAN. 27:10 SPR. '42

ST. PAUL THE PREACHER. M. SHEA. 10:7 J '25

"PAX HOMINIBUS". T. MCGREGOR. 17:265 D '32

PEACE
MARY'S PEACE PLAN. V. MCHENRY. 32:179 S '47
MEN AND NATIONS. F. CONWAY AND D. MORTIARTY. 32:88 J '47
PATH OF PEACE. W. FARRELL. 9:14 M '25

PEACE AND PRAYER
PRAYER - THE PATH TO PEACE. C. MCKENNA. 28:256 WINT. '43

PEACE AND WAR
THE CHURCH PEACE AND WAR. J. MADRICK. 20:101 J '35
PEACE; FEAR NOT. S. CARLSON. 20:248, 21:118 D '35, J '36
PRINCE OF PEACE. B. CROWLEY. 35:231 D '50

PEACE AND THE REIGN OF CHRIST. J. BRODIE. 33:193 S '48

PEACE, Penance AND ST. VINCENT FERRER. A. VANDERHAAR
40:254 S '55

PEARLS (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 10:26 J '25

PENANCE
"DOMINICANES". M. O'BEIRNE. 21:268 D '36

PENANCE

PEACE, Penance AND ST. VINCENT FERRER. A. VANDERHAAR.
40:254 S '55

PENDERGAST, JOSEPH DAMIAN (1871-1942)
OBITUARY. 27:120 SUM. '42

PENTECOST
EVERLASTING BIRTHDAY. A. MAHLER. 28:99 SUM. '43
PERENNIAL QUEST. V. NAUGHTON. 28:259 WINT. '43

PERFECT BOOK. J. MMULLEN. 24:123 J '39
PERFECT FRIENDSHIP. G. HEROLD. 7:31 D '22

PERROTTA, PAUL CHRISTOPHER (1898- )
AUTHORITY OF TRADITION. 9:17 S '24
FASCISTI AND THE CHURCH. 7:37 M '23
LIBRARIES IN THE MIDDLE AGES. 7:19 S '22

PERRY, BROTHER DOMINIC FREDERICK (1892-1939)
OBITUARY. 24:206 S '39

ST. PETER MARTYR. C. FOLEY. 16:303 D '31
PETER OF BERGAMO
TABULA AUREA AND ITS COMPILER. R. GILLIS. 21:204 S '36

PETERSON, THOMAS REGINALD (1929-)
APOLOGY FOR TINSEL. 33:318 D '53
MISSAL'S CHRISTMAS MESSAGE. 39:339 D '54
PICTURE OF PEACE. 39:152 J '54
SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS. 40:368 D '55

PHASES OF ART. T. CARL. 21:34 M '36
ST. PHILIP NERI
ROMAN HOLY DAY. M. BARRON. 22:222 S '37

PHILLIPS, BROTHER JOHN (1840-1923)
OBITUARY. 8:51 S '23

PHILOSOPHY
BAN ON PHILOSOPHICAL DIVORCE. M. CAIN. 20:183 S '35
CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT WORK. R. SMITH AND H. MCBRIEN.
29:91 WINT. '44
COMMON SENSE IN PHILOSOPHY. 13:21 M '28
FAITH AND REASON ON THE THEOLOGY OF ST. THOMAS. V. FLANAGAN.
15:12 M '30
FIRST PRINCIPLES FIRST. U. MULLANEY. 26:17 SPR. '41
PHILOSOPHY WITH A HARMONY. W. CURRAN. 20:175 S '35
RELIGION AND REASON. D. REILLY. 19:17 M '34
ST. THOMAS: FAITH AND REASON. P. REID. 35:83 J '50
TW KNIGHTS OF ARABIAN THOUGHT (AVICENNA AND AVERROES).
C. KANE. 28:113, 186 SUM., AUT. '43
PICTURE OF PEACE. R. PETERSON. 39:152 J '54

PIETY
SOME INFLUENCES OF ST. THOMAS ON PIETY. D. MUELLER. 4:23 M '35
PILATE
EPILOGUE. M. BARRON. 22:14 M '37
PILGRIMAGES- YESTERDAY AND TODAY. S. FITZGERALD. 17:202, 271
S, D '32

PINO, JOSEPH CHRISTOPHER (1906- )
LIFE THROUGH THE SACRAMENTS. 22:24 M '37

ST. PIUS X
ST. PIUS X AND THE PRIESTHOOD (HAERENT ANIMAE, AUG. 4, 1908).
39:121 J '54
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY.
39:167 J '54
PIUS XI, POPE
HIS TESTAMENT OF PEACE- MEMORIAL TO THE LATE PIUS XI.
24:7 M '39
PORTRAIT. 6:4 M '22

PIUS XII, POPE
DISCOURSE TO THE MASTER GENERAL AND THE CAPITULAR FATHERS,
HOMILY ON ST. LOUIS MARIE GRIGNION DE MONTFORT. 32:164
S '47
PIUS XII (WITH PORTRAIT). F. ROTH. 24:5 M '39
PORTRAIT. 23:230 WINT. '43
PORTRAIT (WITH ST. ALBERT AND ST. THOMAS). A. JURGELAITIS.
28:4 SPR. '43

PLAIN CHANT
SONG OF MOTHER CHURCH. R. SMITH. 33:3 M '47
SPIRIT OF THE CHANT SUNG AT MASS. A. KELLY. 11:286 D '26
PLEA FOR JUSTICE. J. AUMANN. 25:102 J '40
PLEA FOR MORE CONVERSIONS. J. BÂUER. 10:35 D '25
PLEASURE
MORE THAN HONEY TO MY MOUTH. R. HEATH. 33:19 M '48
"PLEA TO A FRIEND" (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 22:23 M '37
POE THROUGH FRENCH EYES. A. GEORGES. 9:35 M '25

POETRY
POETRY AND LIFE. C. MCCARTHY. 1:17 APR. '16
WHY POETRY. R. DALEY. 34:17 M '49
POLITICAL THEORIES OF ST. THOMAS. E. HUGHES. 4:5 J '19

POPE
DANTE ALIGHIERI- TUSCAN DREAMER. 6:15 J '19
HEROINES OF WAR. 1:62 J '16
PLEA FOR LIVING IN THE COUNTRY. 2:37 D '17
THREE MASSES ON CHRISTMAS DAY. 5:5 D '20

POOR MAN OF NAZARETH. R. CLARK. 17:188 S '32

POPE, FRANCIS ANDREW (1884-1943)
OBITUARY. 28:264 WINT. '43

POPES
UNIQUE RULER. F. MCCADDEN. 5:18 D '20
POPE IN THE MODERN WORLD. C. NAGLE. 22:310 D '37
POPES AND THE ROSARY. C. DORE. 10:15 S '25
PORTRAIT OF LOVE. D. KANE. 40:151 J '55
POSSESSION
DEMONIC POSSESSION. M. MCGLYNN. 15:289 D '30
POSTCOMMUNION. C. DORE. 11:108 J '26
POVERTY (VOW)
RICH POOR. N. HALLIGAN. 28:5 SPR. '43

POWELL
MARY WATCHES HER SON (VERSE). 14:350 D '29
PRODIGALITY (VERSE). 14:136 J '29
TO ONE WHO LIED (VERSE). 15:18 M '30
VIRGIN'S SLUMBER SONG (VERSE). 12:263 D '27
PRAYER

CONCEPT OF PRAYER. A. GEORGES. 11:120 J '26
EXQUISITE PRAYER. C. SEERY. 25:160 AUT. '40
HOW THE SAINTS KNOW OUR PRAYERS. L. HART. 27:245 WINT. '42
LET US PRAY. C. DELLA PENTA. 18:227 D '33
LORD'S PRAYER. P. SULLIVAN. 29:19 SPR. '44
PRAYER, THE PATH TO PEACE. C. MCKENNA. 28:256 WINT. '43
PRAYER TO SAINTS

HIS VESTURE'S HEM. A. HINNEBUSCH. 18:166 S '33
PRAYER FOR FERVOR (VERSE). P. HYLAND. 22:104 J '37
PRAYER OF ST. THOMAS. A. WADE. 40:4 M '55
WHY PRAY. A. MURTAUGH. 14:223 S '29

PREACHERS-GENERAL. U. FAY. 24:13 M '39

PREACHING AND PREACHERS

DOMINICAN ELOCUTION YESTERDAY AND TODAY. C. BOYD. 13:175 S '28
PREACHING OFFICE. C. BOYD. 14:105 J '29
PRINCE OF PREACHERS (ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM). M. CONNORS. 35:25 M '50
ST. THOMAS ON PREACHING. J. WALSH. 5:6 M '21

PRECURT, JOSEPH GERARD (1905-)
MORAL STANDARDS. 19:115 J '34

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE DOMINICAN ORDER. J. FANNING. 16:313 D '31

PRETIOSA MORS (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 9:13 D '24

PRIESTHOOD

BEARS OF CHRIST. X. SCHWARTZ. 33:95 J '48
CATHOLIC PRIEST AS CONFESSOR. H. HANLEY. 30:108 SUM. '45
CEREMONY OF ORDINATION. M. HANLEY. 13:64 J '28
CHRISTIAN PRIESTHOOD. G. KINSELLA. 11:89 J '26
CHRIST, THE ETERNAL PRIEST. B. SCHNEIDER. 17:86 J '32
CHRIST THE PRIEST (VERSE). P. COYNE. 30:83 SUM. '45
CO-LABORERS WITH CHRIST. T. IMWALDE. 31:92 SUM. '46
FOR HIS ETERNITY AND OUR TIMES. 24:95 J '39
FOR THEM DO I PRAY. M. STOCK. 35:75 J '50
LAW AT THEIR LIPS. R. HEATH. 34:101 J '49
MARY AND THE PRIEST. P. STARRS. 30:99 SUM. '45
MOTHER OF THE ETERNAL PRIESTHOOD. C. MCDONNELL. 2:11 J '17
NEW PRIEST AND HIS MASS. M. DONAHUE. 40:121 J '55
OTHER CHISTS. 38:101 J '53
ST. PIUS X AND THE PRIESTHOOD. 39:121 J '54
PREACHING OFFICE. C. BOYD. 14:105 J '29
PRIEST AS PREACHER. 27:92 SUM. '42
SACERDOS ET PRESBYTER. 25:73 J '40
PRIESTHOOD OF JESUS CHRIST. A. DRISCOLL. 13:99 J '28
PRIEST IN ACTION. A. MCKEON. 1:8 J '17
PRIESTLY OFFICE (ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM). 27:88 SUM. '42
PRIESTLY PERFECTION THROUGH MARY. I. BEATTY. 39:124 J '54
PRIEST-PRINCE OF PEACE. M. RASCHER. 18:68 J '33
PRIEST'S MOTHER (VERSE). D. GOGGINS. 6:37 M '22
PRIMITIVE REVELATION AND THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD. V. FLANAGAN. 13:216 S '28
PRINCE AND THE QUEEN. L. KEITZ. 39:21 M '54
PRINCE OF PEACE. B. CROWLEY. 35:231 D '50
PRINCE OF PREACHERS. M. CONNORS. 35:25 M '50
PRINCIPLES
FIRST PRINCIPLES FIRST. U. MULLANEY. 26:17 SPR. '41
PRIORITIES OF THE INTELLECT IN THE PARADISO. A. BAVERSO.
19:121 J '34
PROBLEM OF EVIL AS TREATED BY ST. THOMAS. L. CALLAHAN.
6:11 S '21
PROCEDURE OF AN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL. H. BARTHELMY. 8:22 J '23
PROFITS
WHAT PRICE PROFITS? I. MASTERSON. 17:179 S '32
PROGRESS
ST. THOMAS AND PROGRESS. C. DORE. 12:197 S '27
PROGRESSIVE PARISH. W. MCCLORY. 1:149 M '17
PROLOGUE TO SUMMA THEOLOGICA
PROMISE IN A PROLOGUE. A. JURGELAITIS. 27:164 AUT. '42
PROPAGATION OF CATHOLIC TRUTH. M. HANLEY. 12:212 S '27
PROPERTY
BE AN OWNER. M. MURPHY. 32:19 M '47
ST. THOMAS AND PRIVATE PROPERTY. N. GEORGES. 7:5 S '22
PROPHECY
BIRTH OF CHRIST IN PROPHECY. J. DILLON. 12:277 D '27
MUTE ORACLE (EZEKIEL). M. MCCARTHY
PROUT, FRANCIS ROBERT (1915-)
GIFTS OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 28:34 SPR. '43
IDOLS OF THE KING. 28:176 AUT. '43
VANISHING STAR. 28:236 WINT. '43
PROTESTANTISM IN COMMUNISM.
GENESIS OF COMMUNISM. A. RYAN. 23:16 M '38
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE. H. SULLIVAN. 4:51 J '19
PROVINCIAL OF ST. JOSEPH
NOVITTATES AND HOUSES OF STUDY OF ST. JOSEPH'S PROVINCE.
V. O'DANIEL. 29:83 SUM. '44
PRUDENCE
TRUE PRUDENCE. W. CURRAN. 22:28 M '37
PSALM 94
EXQUISITE PRAYER. C. SEERY. 25:160 AUT. '40
PSYCHOANALYSIS
COUER'S CURES. E. BRENNAN. 7:5 M '23
PSYCHOANALYSIS AND CHRISTIANITY. A. GORDON. 9:30 D '24
SOME DEMANDS OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. E. BRENNAN. 8:38 M '24
PSYCHOLOGY OF MUSIC. D. GOGGINS. 5:27 M '21
PSYCHOLOGY OF SMOKING. N. EHRENFRIED. 5:19 J '20
PUBLIC OPINION, ITS INFLUENCE AND AUTHORITY. M. NUGENT.
13:222 S '28
PURCHASE, BROTHER WILLIAM THOMAS (1844-1953)
OBITUARY. 38:133 J '53
PURGATORY
PURGATORY. M. O'DOWD. 10:49 S '25
Purgatory (Cont'd)
Ransom from Purgatory. D. Enright. 6:40 D '21

Purify the Source. H. Kenny. 33:197 S '48

Putz, Edward Hyacinth (1922-
Bl. Francis Capillas, O.P. 32:254 D '47
Challenge of the Missions. 33:203 S '48
Kings. 31:266 D '46

Quality of Mercy is Strained. R. Gallagher. 24:44 M '39

Quest and Conquest. A. O'Connell. 23:271 D '38

Quaestiones Quodlibetales of St. Thomas Aquinas. T.A. Joyce.
16:13 M '31

Queen of Peace. M. Jelly. 40:270 S '55

Quinn, Charles Terence (1925-
St. Thomas' Teaching on the Immaculate Conception. 38:297 D '53

Quinn, Francis Theodore (1882-1916)
Obituary (with portrait). 1:119 D '16

Quinn, James Antoninus (1909-
Early Irish Monastic Schools. 21:190 S '36
Literary Criticism and Review. 22:51 M '37
St. Antoninus. 21:95 J '36

Quinn, Robert Gabriel (1903-
Humanism: A Changing Course. 26:143 AUT. '41

Quinn, William (1847-1919)
Obituary. 4:53 J '19

Quirk, Charles Bernardine (1907-
Design for the Future. 23:99, 203 J, S '38
Social Dynamic of the Middle Ages. 24:184, 263 S, D '39

Radio and Religion. 9:64 S '24
Ransom from Purgatory. D. Enright. 6:40 D '21

Rascher, Ralph Marcolinus (1904-
Priest-Prince of Peace. 18:68 J '33

St. Raymond of Pennafort
Early Life of Raymond of Pennafort. U. Fay. 25:108 J '40
His Claim to Greatness (with portrait). 19:35 M '34
Reason at Bethlehem. M. McGlynn. 16:295 D '31
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Birth-Death</th>
<th>Works</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Redmond, Paul John-Dominic | 1899-         | Cave (Verse). 14:278 D '29  
|                         |               | Dominican Order and Architecture. 13:193 S '28  
|                         |               | Young Trees Speak at Night (Verse). 15:11 M '30                        |
| Reddy, John Anthony     | 1888-1919     | Obituary. 4:43 D '19                                                  |
|                          |               | Reformation  
|                          |               | Causes of Reformation. R. Walker. 1:17 S '16  
|                          |               | Reformation in England. B. Allen. 2:22 M '18  
|                          |               | Retrospect (1517-1917). B. Allen. 2:19 S '17                          |
|                         |               | Reformation by Laughter. Q. McSweeney. 29:16 SPR. '44                  |
| Regan, James Joseph     | 1896-         | Morality of Vivisection. 8:32 S '23  
|                          |               | Presence of God. 5:18 M '21                                           |
| Regan, James Wilfred    | 1911-         | Revival of Catholic Literature. 19:191 S '34                           |
|                         |               | Bl. Reginald. R. Hughes. 5:13 J '20                                    |
| Reid, John Patrick      | 1927-         | Christ the King. 35:185 S '50                                         
|                         |               | St. Thomas: Faith and Reason. 35:83 J '50                              |
| Reilly, Bartholomew     |               | Cor Ad Cor (Verse). 2:32 J '17  
|                         |               | Immaculate (Verse). 2:26 D '17  
|                         |               | Is There a Man (Verse). 1:23 A '16                                     |
|                         |               | Summa (To St. Thomas) (Verse). 2:35 M '18                              
|                         |               | To the Christ Child (Verse). 2:33 D '17                                 |
|                         |               | Training for Eternity. 1:67 S '16                                      |
|                         |               | Why Choirs? 3:13 J '18                                                |
|                         |               | Wreck (Verse). 1:18 A '16                                              |
| Reilly, George Cajetan  | 1905-         | St. Albert the Great: Philosopher. 18:24 M '33                         
|                         |               | Fundamental Law of Education. 16:202 S '31                              
|                         |               | Pere Gardeil, an Appreciation. 17:18 M '32                            |
|                         |               | St. Thomas and St. Albert the Great. 16:13 M '31                       |
| Reilly, Matthew Vincent | 1919-         | Bare Bones. 38:110 J '53                                               
|                         |               | Fire Upon the Earth (St. Vincent Ferrer) (With Portrait). 35:5 M '50   |
|                         |               | St. Vincent Ferrer on the Judgement (Transl.). 35:163 S '50            |
| Reilly, Peter Philip    | 1904-         | Apostates (Verse). 16:109 J '31  
|                         |               | Choir Reverie (Verse). 16:224 S '31                                    
|                         |               | Friar's Claim Case. 16:38 M '31                                         
|                         |               | Song for This Spring (Verse). 17:26 M '32                             |
REILLY, ROBERT DONALD (1906-)
FATHER TABB. 17:261 D '32
RELIGION AND REASON. 19:17 M '34

REILLY, THOMAS A KEMPIS (1879-)
JUBILARIAN. 37:296 S '52

RELIGION
CONTEMPORARY RELIGION. J. BAUER. 12:203 S '27
MELANESIAN RELIGION. A. HINNEBUSCH. 19:214 S '34
NATIONALISM AND RELIGION IN AMERICA. A. CAROSELLA. 16:285 D '31
PRIMITIVE REVELATION AND THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD.
V. FLANAGAN. 13:216 S '28
RELIGION AND GLOOM. T.A. MURPHY. 20:14 M '35
RELIGION AND REASON. D. REILLY. 19:17 M '34
TEACHING RELIGION. G. CONWAY. 14:216 S '29
WAR
RELIGION AND WAR. M. ROGERS. 28:242 WINT. '43
RELIGIOUS CLAUSES IN UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONS. B. SULLIVAN.
34:115, 227, 300 J, S, D '49
RELIGIOUS STATE
RELIGIOUS STATE. N. GEORGES. 6:21 D '21
RELIGIOUS STATE IN RELATION TO FRIENDSHIPS. R. BURKE.
5:25 J '20
RENEWAL. B. RYAN. 30:5 SPR. '45
REPLY TO BACON. U. VOLL. 32:100 J '47
RERUM NOVARUM
ON THE RERUM NOVARUM OF LEO XIII. L. McENEaney. 16:110 J '31
RESTORATION- HOW. R. FORD. 20:135 M '35
RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS IN CHRIST THROUGH MARY. M. JELLY.
39:167 J '54
RESURRECTION
THIS DUST OF OURS. G. LANE. 19:5 M '34
RESURRECTION- DEATH TO DOUBT. 39:47 M '54
RETROSPECT (1517-1917). B. ALLEN. 2:19 S '17
RETROSPECT. W. FARRELL. 11:5 M '26
REUNION OF CHRISTENDOM. B. MYERS. D '21 6:13
REVELATION
PRIMITIVE REVELATION AND THE RELIGIONS OF THE WORLD.
V. FLANAGAN. 13:216 S '28
REVIVAL OF CATHOLIC LITERATURE. W. REGAN. 19:191 S '34
REVOLT OF MODERN ART. H. KENNY. 34:5 M '49
REWARD (STORY). S. MCDERMOTT. 2:34 D '17
RICHES OF CHRIST. R. GALLAGHER. 24:248 D '39
RICH POOR. N. HALLIGAN. 28:5 SPR. '43
RIGHT TO A GOOD NAME. C WERNER. 7:11 J '22

RIPPLE, MICHAEL JOSEPH (1875-1938)
AN APPRECIATION (FOR WORK IN HOLY NAME SOCIETY) (WITH PORTRAITS). 9:5 D '24
OBITUARY. 23:301 D '38
PORTRAITS
HEAD SOUTHERN MISSION BAND. CENT. 78 (1916)
NATIONAL DIRECTOR, HOLY NAME SOCIETY. 9:6, S '24; 9:4, D '24
ROONEY, CHARLES CELESTINE (CONT'D)

HARVEST (VERSE). 10:8 D '25
NEW DOMINICAN BLESSED (HOSANNA OF CATTARO). 13:27 M '28
TO A VIRGIN OF ISRAEL (VERSE). 11:33 M '26

ROSARY
DOMINICANS AND THE PERPETUAL ROSARY. 1:143 M '17
FAMILY PRAYER. D. MORIARTY. 30:183 AUT. '45
LOOK AT THE RECORD. F. CONNOLLY. 35:157 S '50
MARY'S PEACE PLAN. V. MCHENRY. 32:179 S '47
MASS, MYSTERY AND MARY'S ROSARY. B. SCHEPERS. 39:235 S '56
NEW LIGHTS ON THE ROSARY. R. KING. 8:22 S '23
NEW ROSARY INDULGENCE AND ST. DOMINIC. N. WALSH. 12:284 D
NOTE OUR POWER AND ARMS. R. GALLAGHER. 24:193 S '39
OLIVE BRANCH. A. MCDONNELL. 1:35 J '16
OUR LADY OF THE ROSARY. Q. MCSWEENEY. 27:21 SPR. '42
POPE AND THE ROSARY. C. DORE. 10:15 S '25
ROSARY TODAY. W. CURRAN. 21:195 S '36
ROSES ARE THE SERUM. C. KANE. 26:150 AUT. '41
CONFRATERNITY OF THE MOST HOLY ROSARY. 9:57 S '24
PORTraits
FIRST ROSARY PROCESSION. 8:22 S '23
OUR LADY OF THE MOST HOLY ROSARY (STATUE, ST. DOMINIC'S
CHURCH, MANILA). 27:21 SPR. '42

ST. ROSE OF LIMA
ST. ROSE, PATRON SAINT OF AMERICA (WITH PORTRAIT). N. CAHIL
2:3 S '17
SPIRITUALITY OF ST. ROSE. C. KEARNS. 2:9 S '17
PORTraits
IN GROUP (NEW DIPLOMA OF 3RD ORDER). CENT.131 (1916)
STATUE, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON. CENT. 24
(1916)
"ROSA SOROR NOSTRA". 2:2 S '17

ST. ROSE PRIORY. A. MCLOUTHIN. 11:185 S '26
ROSES ARE THE SERUM. C. KANE. 26:150 AUT. '41
ROSES OF CHRIST (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 8:29 J '23

ROSS, LEO DOMINIC (1903-)
CHRISTMAS AND ITS MASSES. 14:273 D '29
LITURGY IN THE LIFE OF A FRIAR PREACHER. 13:16 M '28

ROSSETTI, GEORGIANA
19TH CENTURY CHRISTMAS CAROL. J. DILLON. 25:219 WINT. '41

ROSSE, I, SALVATOR ALBERT (1907-)
FAITH AT WORK. 25:223 WINT. '40

ROTH, FRANCIS HYACINTH (1899-)
13TH CENTENARY OF ST. ISADORE OF SEVILLE. 21:179 S '36
DOMINICAN PRESS ACTIVITIES. 22:232 S '37
ORTHODOXY OF SUSO AND TAUER. 22:56 M '37
PIUS XII. 24:5 M '39

ROULEAU, CARDINAL (WITH PORTRAIT). T. SPARKS. 13:5 M '28
ROURKE, JOSEPH GREGORY (1870-1943)
OBITUARY. 28:264 WINT. '43

ROUTH, FRANCIS JUSTIN (1901-)
MYSTICAL BODY. 15:106 J '30
OBITUARY. 40:400 D '55

ROVER, THOMAS DOMINIC (1920-)
ASSUMPTION AND OUR SANCTIFICATION. 35:245 D '50
BL. HUMBERT ON STUDY (TRANS.). 33:299
NEWLY BORN AND NEWLY DEAR. 34:281 D '49.

RUBBA, JOHN CAMILLUS (1904-)
IN MEMORIAM (VERSE). 14:222 S '29

RUMAGGI, ROBERT LOUIS (1878-)
JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 38:228 S '53

RURAL CATHOLICISM
PLEA FOR LIVING IN THE COUNTRY. A. POPE. 2:37 D '17
RURAL CATHOLICS. H. BARTHELMY. 9:38 D '24

RUTTER, CESLAUS
PORTRAIT. CENT.:54 (1916)

RYAN, MSGR. JOHN AUGUSTINE
CHRIST'S AMBASSADOR TO THE MARKET PLACE. 30:248 WINT. '45

RYAN, LOUIS ANTONINUS (1913-)
GENESIS OF COMMUNISM. 23:16, 89 M, J '38
PATRON OF WRITERS (ST. FRANCIS DE SALES). 24:197 S '39
THAT ALL MAY HAVE SOME. 23:291 D '38
VALIANT ONE FALLEN IN BATTLE. 23:299 D '39
WAR OF THE WORLD. 23:280 D '38

RYAN, WILLIAM BERTRAND (1918-)
BEGINNER'S SAINT (ST. THOMAS AQUINAS). 31:5 M '46
DILEMMA (SCIENCE AND SANCTITY). 30:188 AUT. '45
RENEWAL (ST. THOMAS, PATRON OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS). 30:5 SPR. '45
SACRED ART AND THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. B. MONDOR. 39:39 M '54
SACRED CONGREGATION OF PROPAGANDA. B. JOHANNSEN. 7:16 J '22
SACRED HEART
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO SACRED HEART. L. EVERY. 38:116 J '53
DOMINICAN DEVOTION TO SACRED HEART IN MIDDLE AGES. U. BERGKAMP. 11:169 S '26

SADLIER, CHARLES WALTER (1904-)
ST. ANTONINUS IN THE SCHOOL OF BL. JOHN DOMINIC. 15:210 S '30
SIGNIFICANCE OF TENEBAE ACCORDING TO DOMINICAN RITE. 16:7 M '31
"SAID THE FOOL IN HIS HEART: THERE IS NO GOD". M. MCDERMOTT. 5:11 D '20
SAILOR FROM NEGROPONT. A. MURPHY. 40:276 S '55

SAINTOURENS, DAMIAN (1835-1920)
OBITUARY. 5:32 D '20

SAINTS AND SAINTHOOD
CANONIZATION OF SAINTS. G. O'CONNOR. 12:189 S '27
CHILDREN AND SAINTS. N. WENDELL. 21:263 D '36
GOODLY COMPANY (JESUIT SAINTS OF 16TH CENTURY). M. BARON. 23:118 J '33
COMMUNION OF SAINTS. C. NOWLEN. 5:39 J '20
DOMINICAN CAUSES FOR CANONIZATION AND BEATIFICATION. C. CONNOLLY. 15:32 M '30
HOW THE SAINTS KNOW OUR PRAYERS. L. HART. 27:245 WINT. '42
LESSON FROM THE SAINTS. C. WERNER. 5:38 S '20
IT OUGHT TO RUN IN THE FAMILY. N. WENDELL. 22:306 D '37
PATRON SAINTS. A. BRADY. 10:52 D '25
ROAD TO SAINTHOOD. J. LACEY. 35:100 J '50
SAINTLY CHILDREN
SIMPLICITY AMID SOPHISTICATION. R. FORD. 20:243 D '35

SALES, ANDREAS
"DOMINIC CANES". M. O'BEIRNE. 21:268 D '36

SAVATION
IS THERE SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH. R. GRACE. 4:15 M '20
SALVATION OUTSIDE THE CHURCH. K. CARR. 35:90 J '50
SANCHO, SYLVESTER
FOUNDER OF INTERNATIONAL LAW (VITTORIA). 4:23 J '19

SANCTITY
FOLLY OF SANCTITY. J. DEWDNEY. 11:265 D '26
DILEMMA (SCIENCE AND SANCTITY). B. RYAN. 30:138 AUT. '45
IT OUGHT TO RUN IN THE FAMILY. N. WENDELL. 22:306 D '37
MASS AND SANCTITY. J. FEARON. 30:84 SUM. '45
SANCTITY IN THE DOMINICAN ORDER. R. BURKE. 6:39 J '21

SANTA CLAUS
CHRIST CHILD VERSUS SANTA CLAUS. N. EHRENFRIED. 6:6 D '21
ORIGINAL SANTA CLAUS: ST. NICHOLAS. N. HALLIGAN. 25:216 WIN. '40
SANTAYANA, GEORGE. A. MCINERNEY. 21:195 S '36
SANTO TOMAS DE MANILA. Q. MCSWEENEY. 27:22, 113 SPR., SUM., '42
SATISFYING THE URGE TO KNOW. M. DONAHUE. 38:201 S '53
SAVONAROLA, JEROME
TRUE SAVONAROLA. B. NEITZLEY. 1:19 APR. '16

SAYLOR, ALFRED BASIL (1887-1938)
BOND OF ALL (MOTHER). 2:18 J '17
MOTHER (BLESSED VIRGIN). 2:16 M '18

SCANLON, GEORGE MARK (1901-1937)
OBITUARY. 22:164 J '37

SCANLON, WALTER GABRIEL (1881-1950)
PASTOR, ST. PETER'S CHURCH, MEMPHIS, TENN. (PORTRAIT).
CENT. 79 (1916)
OBITUARY. 35:260 D '50

SCAPULAR
DEVOTION TO MARY AND HER SCAPULAR IN DOMINICAN ORDER.
H. CORMIER. 32:182, 264 S, D '47

SCHNEIDER, ALOYSIUS LOUIS (1909- )
A DOMINICAN VINDICATED (FATHER TEMMERMAN). 19:203 S '34

SCHEPERS, MAURICE BONAVENTURE (1928- )
GRACE OF EASTER MORN- BAPTISM THROUGH MARY (WITH M. JELLY).
39:6 M '54
MASS, MYSTERY AND MARY'S ROSARY. 39:235 BS '54
VICTORY WHICH OVERCAMETH THE WORLD. 40:385 D '55
VIRGIN MOST POWERFUL, PRAY FOR US. 39:365 D '54

SCHNEIDER, BERNARD GABRIEL (1909- )
CHRIST, THE ETERNAL PRIEST. 17:86 J '32

SCHNEIDER, FRANCIS LUKE (1910- )
JOHNNY'S PREDICAMENT. 21:106 J '36
SAINTS AND REALISM. 20:169 S '35

SCHOLASTICISM- ITS RELATION TO AUTHORITY. A. DRISCOLL.
12:29 M '27
SCHOLZ, GREGORY RAPHAEL (1882-1946)  
OBITUARY. 31:279 D ’46

SCHOOL OF BETHLEHEM. F. WHITTAKER. 23:257 D ’38

SCHROEDER, HENRY JOSEPH (1875-1942)  
OBITUARY. 27:121 SUM. ’42

SCHWARTZ, FRANCIS XAVIER (1921- )  
BEARERS OF CHRIST. 33:95 J ’43

SCHWERTNER, BENEDICT THOMAS (1883-1934)  
PORTRAIT (EDITOR, ROSARY MAGAZINE). CENT.:98 (1916)  
OBITUARY. 19:132 J ’34

SCIENCE  
ANGELS AND ALNICO. A. WALLACE. 35:177 S ’50  
MERCY OF GOD IN AN AGE OF FREEDOM. F. FEARON AND F. CONWAY.  
31:271 D ’46  
SUPERIORITY OF SCIENCE. W. FARRELL. 11:200 S ’26

SCREEN AND MORALITY. J. HOPPE. 19:22 M ’34

SCRIPTURE  
ST. DOMINIC AND SCRIPTURE. E. BRENNAN. 6:35 J ’21  
STUDY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE. T.A. COLLINS. 23:167 AUT. ’43

SEASHORE SAID. 9:36 S ’24

SEER, FRANKLIN CHRYSOSTOM (1915-1943)  
CONTROVERSY. 25:27 M ’40  
EXQUISITE PRAYER. 25:160 AUT. ’40  
HERE IS THE SWORD. 27:14 SPR. ’42  
POETRY OF ST. THOMAS. 25:98 J ’40  
OBITUARY. 28:127 SUM. ’43

SERMON OF ST. ALBERT THE GREAT ON THE ASSUMPTION. F. CUNNINGHAM (TR.). 35:241 D ’50


SERR, NICHOLAS HUGH (1896- )  
ST. ALBERT THE GREAT, SCIENTIST. 18:27 M ’33

SHAFFER, BERNARD PASCHAL (1909- )  
INCARNATION- A STUDY. 21:274 D ’36  
MARY, MOTHER AND MEDIATRIX. 22:111 J ’37

SHAHAN, BISHOP  
BISHOP SHAHAN- BUILDER AND EDUCATOR. C. DONNELLY. 17:93 J ’32

SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM  
HOW CATHOLIC WAS SHAKESPEARE? L. WALKER. 40:159 J ’55  
SHAKESPEARE AND THE FRIARS. S. CONSIDINE. 1:38 J ’16.
SHAM. PLAY IN ONE ACT G. JOUBERT. 22:257 S '37

SHANLEY, THOMAS JOHN (1928- )
   HUMILITY ANNOUNCED. 38:330 D '53

SHEA, LEO MARTIN (1898- )
   EUCHARISTIC HYMNS OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 11:9 M '26
   HUMAN CHRIST. 10:26 D '25
   MEMPHIS MARTYRS. 6:17 M '22
   ST. PAUL, THE PREACHER. 10:7 J '25
   VIRGIN BIRTH. 8:47 M '24

SHEEHAN, AUSTIN CHARLES (1905- )
   CHARITY. 13:80 J '33

SHEEHAN, JOSEPH BASIL (1900- )
   CARDINAL FRUHWIRTH, O.P. 10:28 S '25
   TEACHING AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH. 7:33 J '22

SHEEHAN, MARTIN ALBERT (1862-1929)
   OBITUARY. 14:229 S '29

SHEEHAN, THOMAS DAMIAN (1916- )
   TOTALITARIAN STATE AND THE FAMILY. 27:101 SUM '42

SHEIL, JOHN ALOYSIUS (1873-1941)
   PRIOR, HOLY ROSARY CONVENT, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. (PORTRAIT).
   CENT. 67, 69 (1916)
   OBITUARY. 26:43 SPR '41

SHEPHERDS (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 5:24 D '20

SHERIDAN, JAMES BERNARD (1908- )
   CHURCH WITHOUT CHRIST. 20:40 M '35
   COMPLMENTS TO VIRTUE. 19:169 S '34

SIBILIA, ALOYSIUS ALFRED (1891- )
   ST. VINCENT FERRER- PRINCE OF PREACHERS. 3:5 M '19

SICK
   CARE OF SICK DURING THE 13TH CENTURY. M. BARRETT. 6:33 D '21
   SACRAMENT OF EXTREME UNCTION. 10:55 S '25

SIEMER, JOHN POLYCARP
   OBITUARY. 24:51 M '39

SIGN OF THE CROSS
   SIGN OF THE CROSS IN THE MASS. H. HÖRAN. 28:107 SUM '43

SIGN OF JONAS THE PROPHET (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 21:4 M '36

SIGNS FOR OUR TIMES. M. DONAHUE. 39:13 M '54

BL. SIMON BALLACHI. P. CURRAN. 1:7 M '18
SIMONES, JOHN ALEXIUS (1905-
LITURGICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE MASS. 18:100, 120, 242 J, S, D'
RELATION OF MUSIC TO THE LITURGY. 17:234 D '32

SIMPLICITY AMID SOPHISTICATION. R. FORD. 20:243 D '35

SIMPSON, VINCENT EDWARD (1904-34)
OBITUARY. 19:301 D '34

SIN IN THE STATE OF INNOCENCE. B. MCGWIN. 13:114 J '28
SINNER, SILENCE AND A SAINT. D. LEE. 39:133 J '54
SIXTH CENTENARY OF CANONIZATION OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS.
M. DELLA PENTA. 3:4 J '23
SIXTUS OF SIENA (A REMARKABLE CONVERSION). R. HUGHES. 5:29 D '26

SKALKO, STEPHEN, JOHN DOMINIC (1913-
HUMILITY OF CHRISTMAS. 24:243 D '39

SKEHAN, PAUL AUGUSTINE (1899-1954)
APPOINTED PROCURATOR GENERAL (WITH PORTRAIT). 31:276 D '46
DEGREE OF MASTER IN SACRED THEOLOGY (WITH PORTRAIT). 33:5
M '48
OUR SERAPHIC BROTHER, ST. FRANCIS. 11:175 S '26
VACATION. 10:13 J '25
OBITUARY. 39:278 S '54

SLAVE AND MASTER. 40:3 M '55

SLAVIN, JOSPEH ROBERT (1907-
ALBERT THE GREAT: SAINT AND DOCTOR OF THE CHURCH. 18:9 M '3
DOG-MA! DOG-MA! 17:255 D '32
ST. THOMAS AND HIS TEACHING ON THE FAMILY. 18:135 S '33

SMALL, MARK PAUL FRANCIS (1909-
MIDNIGHT MASS. 21:249 D '36
WORSHIP IN WORK (ST. JOSEPH). 22:16 M '37

SMITH, EUGENE ALAN (1916-
CHRISTMAS (VERSE). 27:231 WINT '42
IT'S MUCH CLEARER IN THE GREEK. 26:26 SPR. '41
NOW I BELIEVE. 27:29 SPR. '42
SENSIBLE MAN NAMED THOMAS. 25:174 AUT. '40
WHEN ST. THOMAS SANG OF GOD. 27:155, 252 AUT., WINT. '42
WHEN ST. THOMAS SPOKE OF GOD. 24:104 J '39

SMITH, GEORGE INNOCENT (1894-1950)
OBITUARY. 35:190 S '50
HUMAN SOUL: AFTER DEATH. 5:6 J '20
UNIVERSAL PEACEMAKER. 1:122 D '16
UTILITY OF MATHEMATICS. 3:24 S '18

SMITH, HENRY IGNATIUS (1886-1957)
PORTRAITS
NATIONAL DIRECTOR, 3RD ORDER. CENT.:98 (1916)
EDITOR, HOLE NAME JOURNAL. 1:106 D '16
SMITH, JOHN REGINALD (1903- )
MOST REV. JULIAN RAYMOND RIVEIRO Y JACINTO, O.P. 12:133 J '27

SMITH, LAWRENCE AMBROSE (1897-1945)
DOMINICAN CONFRATERNITIES. 3:63 D '13
JOHN T. MCNICHOLAS. 3:3 S '18
OBITUARY. 30:121 SUM. '45

SMITH, MARINER THEODORE (1905- )
KING LOUIS XVI, BENEFACTOR OF AMERICA AND MARTYR. 15:97 J '30
QUINCENTENIAL OF ST. JOAN OF ARC. 16:100 J '31

SMITH, RAYMOND (1920- )
CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHER LOOKS AT WORK. 29:91 WINT. '44
DISCOURSE OF THE HOLY FATHER (PIUS XII) (TR.). 31:255 D '46
GUILDS WERE GREAT UNTIL--. 30:268 WINT. '45
HOME ON THE FARM. 31:21 M '46
MARY CHRISTMAS. 32:245 D '47
NATURE OF WORK. 29:258 WINT. '44
SONG OF MOTHER CHURCH (GREGORIAN CHANT). 33:4 M '47

SMOKING
PSYCHOLOGY OF SMOKING. N. EHRENFRIED. 5:19 J '20
SNATCHES FROM LIFE'S STORY. X. DOLAN. 1:154 M '17

SNIDER, MICHAEL ALEXIUS (1910- )
GEORGE MARK SCANLON. 22:164 J '37

SNOW (VERSE). S. CARLSON. 21:278 D '36

SOCIALISM
IS SOCIALISM THE SOLUTION? A. MUSSELWAN. 19:29 M '34

SOCIAL WORK
ST. ANTONINUS AND SOCIAL WORK. S. KENNEDY. 8:12 D '23

SOCIETY
ORIGIN OF SOCIETY. Q. FRIEL. 18:85 J '33
WHY DOESN'T SHE DO SOMETHING (CHURCH AND COMMUNISM). 32:11 M '47

SOCIOLOGY
CHRIST'S AMBASSADOR TO THE MARKET PLACE (MSGR. JOHN A. RYAN).
A. MCTIGUE. 30:243 WINT. '45
DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE. B. QUIRK. 23:99 J '38
HOME ON THE FARM. R. SMITH. 31:21 M '46
GUILDS WERE GREAT UNTIL--. R. SMITH. 30:268 WINT. '45
LIVING WAGE. C. GAINOR. 7:6 D '22
SOCIOLOGY: ANIMAL OR RATIONAL. V. FITZGERALD. 21:130 J '36

SOCRATES
THE GADFLY. P. FARRELL. 31:27 M '46
WAS SOCRATES REALLY HUMBLE. R. COMEAU. 26:103 SUM. '41

SOME DEMANDS OF PSYCHOANALYSIS. E. BRENNAN. 8:38 M '24
SOME DEVELOPMENTS OF ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE. G. KINSELLA.
6:23 M '22
SOME DOMINICAN ICONOGRAPHY. C. DALEY. 14:300 D '29
SOME INFLUENCES OF ST. THOMAS ON PIETY. D. MUELLER. 4:23 M '20
SOME SHAPE OF BEAUTY. H. CONWAY. 24:17 M '39
SONG OF AUTUMN (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 7:12 S '22
SONG OF MAGDALEN. L.B. HANLEY. 24:99 J '39
SONG OF MOTHER CHURCH. R. SMITH. 32:3 M '47
SON OF MAN. M. BARRON. 21:185 S '36

SOTO, DOMINIC
DOMINIC SOTO, THEOLOGIAN OF TRENT. V. DAILEY. 4:3 M '20

SOWER OF INFINITE SEED. C. MCCARTHY. 2:20 D '17

SPAIN
CHRISTMAS IN SPAIN. J. ORTEA. 8:5 D '23
ST. JAMES AND SPAIN TO BATTLE. P. FERNANDEZ. 25:151 S '40
SPANISH ART TREASURES AND THE WAR. R. AUTH. 25:88 J '40

SPANISH ART
MURILLO, SPANISH MASTER. R. AUTH. 24:26 M '39
SPANISH ART TREASURES AND THE WAR. R. AUTH. 25:88 J '40
SPANISH INTERNATIONALISM. H. HALTON. 23:186 S '38

SPARKS, HOWARD TIMOTHY (1905- )
ASSISTANT GENERAL FOR NORTH AMERICAN PROVINCES. 31:253 D '46
CARDINAL ROULEAU. 13:5 M '28

SPEECH
ART OF THE SPOKEN WORD. H. HARTNETT. 11:272 D '26
SPEECH, A MIDDLEMAN. M. CONLON. 22:135 J '37

SPENCE, EDWARD LEO (1874-1949)
OBITUARY. 34:228 S '49

SPENCER, FRANCIS ALOYSIUS (1845-1913)
FATHER SPENCER'S NEW TESTAMENT (WITH PORTRAIT). 23:5 M '38

SPIRITISM
ECHO FROM ENDOR. C. DALY. 4:18 B '19
SPIRIT OF THE CHANT SUNG AT MASS. A. KELLY. 11:286 D '26
SPIRITS OF CHRISTMAS. R. PETERSON. 40:368 D '55

SPIRITUAL LIFE
ASSUMPTION AND OUR SANCTIFICATION. D. ROVER. 35:245 D '50
MASS AND SANCTITY. J. FEARON. 30:84 SUM. '45
OUR ABODE WITH HIM. R. MAGUIRE. 34:138 J '49

SPLINTER, CLEMENT AUGUSTINE (1854-1923)
OBITUARY. 8:52 J '23

SPORTS
CATHOLIC VIEW OF COLLEGIATE SPORTS ACCORDING TO PRINCIPLES OF
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. J. MCLARNEY. 15:269 D '30

SPRINGMAN, LEWIS ANTHONY (1911- )
FEAST OF CORPUS CHRISTI: ITS PRAYER. 22:105 J '37

STABLE AND THE TOWN (VERSE). P. STARRS. 29:236 WINT. '44

STANTON, JOSEPH MATTHEW (1876-1950)
OBITUARY. 35:106 J '50
STAR BRIGHT (A CHRISTMAS PLAY). J. CUNNINGHAM. 41:323 D '56
STAR-PLAY (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 9:30 J '24

STARRS, PAUL
CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN ACTION. (WITH M. HEATH). 31:104 J '46
CONTEMPLATIVE CHARACTER OF DOMINICAN LIFE (WITH M. HEATH)
30:259 WINT. '45
MARY AND THE PRIEST. 30:99 SUM. '45
STABLE AND THE TOWN (VERSE). 29:236 WINT. '44
THEOLOGIAN LOOKS AT LIFE. 29:253 WINT. '44

STATE AID AND CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. F. ANDERSON. 20:28 M '35

STOCK, MICHAEL EDWARD (1922-)
FOR THEM DO I PRAY. 35:75 J '50

STRATEMEIER, GEORGE BONIFACE (1895-1947)
HISTORY OF SUMMA THEOLOGICA. 4:3 M '20
HYACINTH M. CORMIER. 1:31 M '17
ST. JOHN OF COLOGNE AND HIS COMPANIONS. 3:19 J '18
FOR HIS NAME'S SAKE (STORY). 1:28 APR. '16
OBITUARY. 32:192 S '47

STRENGTH OF STRAW. V. TOWNSEND. 35:32 M '50

STRENKERT, JOSEPH XAVIER (1907-)
SUPERSTITION. 22:211 S '37

STRIKE
MORALITY OF THE STRIKE. A. NOWLEN. 7:12 M '23

STUDENTS' PRAYER TO ST. THOMAS AQUINAS (POEM OF BOSIUS VERGHETTI
IN TRANSLATION). 22:9 SPR. '41

STUDY
BL. HUMBERT ON STUDY. D. ROVER (TR.). 33:299, 34:22
D '48, M '49
CAN STUDY BE PAINLESS? L. EVERY. 38:198 S '53
HOW STUDY CAN BE VIRTUOUS. B. BOYD. 41:207 S '56
STUDY IN THE ORDER OF PREACHERS. F. MORRY. 34:200 S '49
ST. THOMAS ON STUDY (A COMMENTARY BY JOHN P. NAZARIUS).
M. OBEIRNE (TR.). 22:5, 241, 328 M, S, D '37
STUDY OF HOLY SCRIPTURE. T.A. COLLINS. 28:167 AUT. '43

STUFF OF DREAMS. L. CALLAHAN. 9:15 J '24

SUAREZ, EMANUEL (1895-1954)
DISCOURSE OF HOLY FATHER PIUS XII TO MOST REV. EMANUEL
SUAREZ ON ELECTION TO MASTER GENERALSHIP (WITH PORTRAIT).
31:255 D '46
LIFE AND WORK, ELECTION TO MASTER GENERALSHIP (WITH PORTRAIT).
31:253 D '46
OBITUARY (WITH PORTRAIT). 39:227 S '54
PORTRAIT (GIVING DEGREE OF MASTER IN SACRED THEOLOGY TO PAUL
A. SKEHAN. 33:4 M '48
SUFFERING
   ANSWER TO PAIN. F. MULHERN. 22:19 M '37
   DISCIPLE IS NOT ABOVE THE MASTER. A. DOOLEY. 28:20 SPR. '43

SUKOVATY, GEORGE LOUIS (1918- )
   O ANTIPHONS, SCRIPTURAL PORTRAIT. 34:269 D '49

SULLIVAN, AMBROSE
   ST. RAYMOND OF PENNAFORT, HIS CLAIM TO GREATNESS. 19:35 M '34
   SPIRITUAL LIFE AT ITS SOURCE. 20:91 J '35

SULLIVAN, BEDE
   I SHALL NOT FEAR THE NIGHT (VERSE). 14:196 S '29
   I TO MY BELOVED (VERSE). 15:48 M '30

SULLIVAN, DONALD
   ART OF THANKSGIVING. 23:277 D '38

SULLIVAN, JOHN ALFRED (1898- )
   AMERICAN DOMINICANS' TERRITORY IN CHINA. 8:5 S '23
   "OREMUS" (COLLECT OF MASS). 11:96 J '22
   ST. THOMAS THE MYSTIC. 12:14 M '27

SULLIVAN, JOHN PIUS (1913- )
   CHRISTMAS- THE CHILD'S DAY. 25:223 WINT. '40
   DIVINE EXCHANGE (VERSE). 25:209 WINT. '40
   EFFECTIVE LIVING... 27:98 SUM. '42
   LETTERS AND A LETTER. 27:10 SPR. '42
   MARY'S HOUR (VERSE). 23:43 M '38
   OUT OF THE MUD. 23:266 D '38
   STRANGE VICTORY (VERSE). 26:7 SPR. '41
   TO AN INNKEEPER (VERSE). 23:290 D '38

SULLIVAN, ROBERT PATRICK (1917- )
   LORD'S PRAYER. 29:19 SPR. '44

SULLIVAN, THOMAS HYACINTH (1892- )
   MORALITY OF BUYING AND SELLING. 6:29 M '22
   PROVIDENCE COLLEGE. 4:51 J '19

SULLIVAN, WALTER BRENDAN (1906- )
   DE LUNA EXPEDITION. 19:228 D '34
   RELIGIOUS CLAUSES IN U.S. CONSTITUTION. 34:115, 217, 300
   J, S, D '49

SULLIVAN, WILLIAM AUGUSTINE (1876-1935)
   OBITUARY. 20:127 J '35

SULLIVAN, WILLIAM DOMINIC (1884-1943)
   OBITUARY. 28:123 SUM. '43

SUMMA THEOLOGICA
   HEAVEN COME TO EARTH. F. CUNNINGHAM. 36:12 M '51
   HISTORY OF SUMMA THEOLOGICA. B. STRATEMEIER. 4:3 M '20
   MAGIC ARTS IN THE SUMMA. C. KEARNEY. 14:137 J '29
SUNLIGHT AND SAINTS. V. FITZGERALD. 19:275 D '34
SUPERIORITY OF SCIENCE. W. FARRELL. 11:200 S '26

SUPERSTITION
SUPERSTITION. X. STRENKERT. 22:211 S '37
"TELL ME, PRETTY GYPSY". M. BOND. 23:10

SUSO
SEE BL. HENRY SUSO.

SWEENEY, PAUL LUKE (1913-1938)
OBITUARY. 23:40 M '38
TABBY, FATHER. D. REILLY. 17:261 D '32
"TABULA AUREA" AND ITS COMPILER. R. GILLIS. 21:204 S '36

TANCRELL, WILLIAM LUKE (1932-)
CHRISTMAS AFTERGLOW. 41:335 D '56

TARDY SPRING (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 9:45 M '25

TAULER, JOHN
ORTHODOXY OF SUSO AND TAUER. H. ROTH. 22:56 M '37

TEACHING AUTHORITY OF THE CHURCH. B. SHEEHAN. 7:33 J '22
TEACHING FOR ETERNITY. B. REILLY. 1:67 S '16
TEACHING RELIGION. G. CONWAY. 14:216 S '29
"TELL ME PRETTY GYPSY". M. BOND. 23:10 M '38

TEMERMAN, FATHER
FATHER TEMMERMAN (A DOMINICAN VINDICATED). L. SCHEERER. 19:203 S '34

TEMPERANCE
HERESY OF MODERATION. M. EGAN. 20:97 J '35

TEMPLES OF THE HOLY GHOST. J. BAUER. 11:191 S '26

TENEBRAE
SIGNIFICANCE OF TENEBRAE according to DOMINICAN RITE.
W. SADLTER. 16:7 M '31
TENEBRAE. A. MCLoughlin. 5:15 M '21

ST. TERESA AND THE DOMINICANS. J. LABRADOR. 3:27 M '19

TESTE DAVID CUM SIBYLLA. Q. LISTER. 41:319 D '56
TESTIMONY OF VENTURA OF VERONA. R. GALLAGHER. 25:30 M '40

TETZEL, JOHN
TETZEL, INDULGENCE PREACHER. N. GEORGES. 4:22 S '19

THAMM, WALTER PHILIP (1892-1941)
BL. JAMES OF ULM. 2:13 M '18
OBITUARY. 27:36 SPR. '42

THANKSGIVING
ART OF THANK GIVING. D. SULLIVAN. 23:277 D '38

THAT ALL MAY HAVE SOME. A. RYAN. 23:291 D '38
THAT SINGULAR CONVERSION. T. HALL. 40:134 J '55
THAT THERE MAY BE GREATER MEN. D. HUGHES. 29:177 AUT. '44

THEATRE
SHAM (PLAY IN ONE ACT). G. JOUBERT. 22:257 S '37

THEODICY
ANALYTICO-SYNTHETIC METHOD IN THEODICY OF ST. THOMAS.
M. HANLEY. 14:13 M '29

THEISSLING, MOST REV. LOUIS
ANNIVERSARY OF RELIGIOUS PROFESSION OF MASTER GENERAL (WITH PORTRAIT). 9:55 S '24
THEISSLING, MOST REV. LOUIS (CONT'D)
FATHER LOUIS M. THEISSLING, O.P. A. MCLOUGHLIN. 10:19 J '25
MASTER GENERAL'S VISITATION IN THE ORIENT. T. GABISCH.
3:35 J '18
7TH CENTENARY OF ST. DOMINIC'S DEATH (WITH PORTRAIT).
6:2 J '21
THEISSLING, LOUIS. C. ROGERS. (WITH PORTRAIT). 1:99 D '16
PORTRAIT. 8:5 J '23

THEOLOGIANS
ST. ALBERT THE GREAT- THEOLOGIAN. G. FERRIS. 18:19 M '33
FRIAR JOHN CAPREOLUS. F. KIENBERGER. 2:36 M '18
THEOLOGIAN LOOKS AT LIFE. P. STARRS. 29:253 WINT. '44
THEOLOGY
ANALOGY IN THEOLOGY. F. VOLLMER. 11:208 S '26

THERRES, ALOYSIUS CYRIL (1896-)
E PLURIBUS UNUM FOR STATES AND SCHOOLS. 8:42 D '23
LAS CASAS, FRIEND OF THE AMERICAN INDIANS. 5:26 J '20

THESES
TWENTY-FOUR THESES OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. 9:5 M '25
THIRD ORDER OF ST. DOMINIC. R. ALGER. 17:98 J '32
PORTRAIT (NEW DIPLOMA OF THIRD ORDER). CENT.: 131 (1916)
THIS DUST OF OURS. G. LANE. 19:5 M '34

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS
ANALYTICO-SYNTHETIC METHOD IN THEODICY OF ST. THOMAS.
M. HANLEY. 14:13 M '29
ANGELIC WARFARE. M. ROBINSON. 26:23 SPR. '41
ANGELIC TEACHER OF LITTLE ONES. C. BREITFEILER. 38:106
J '53
ANGELS AND ALNICO. A. WALLACE. 35:177 S '50
AUTHORITY OF ST. THOMAS. R. HUGHES. 6:30 S '21
BEGINNERS SAINT. B. RYAN. 31:5 M '46
CAN STUDY BE PAINLESS. 38:198 S '53
CATHOLIC VIEW OF COLLEGIATE SPORTS ACCORDING TO PRINCIPLES
OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. J. MCLARNEY. 15:269 D '30
CHARACTER OF ST. THOMAS REVEALED IN HIS WRITINGS. A. DRIS- COLL. 14:5 M '29
CONDEMNATION OF ST. THOMAS. R. CORNEAU. 27:93 SUM. '42
CRITIQUE OF A CRITIC OF ST. THOMAS (ROBERT L. PATTERSON).
W. HACKETT. 25:8 M '40
EARLY PRINTED WORKS OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS. J. MCGOVERN.
11:26 M '26
EUCHARISTIC HYMNS OF ST. THOMAS. 11:9 M '26
FALLING APPLES. A. JURGELAITIS. 28:38 SPR. '43
FAITH AND REASON IN THEOLOGY OF ST. THOMAS. V. FLANAGAN.
15:12 M '30
FIRST SPRING(TROUBLE AT UNIVERSITY OF PARIS). N. HALLIGAN.
26:10 SPR. '41
FORGOTTEN ENGLISH VERSION OF ADORO TE AND LAUDA SION.
A. TOWNSEND. 15:5 M '30
FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN ST. THOMAS AND ST. ALBERT. M. DEMPSEY.
26:154 AUT. '41
FRIENDSHIPS OF ST. THOMAS. C. DORE. 13:9 M '28
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS (CONT'D)

ST. THOMAS, PATRON OF CATHOLIC SCHOOLS. C. DALEY. 15:25 M '30

ST. THOMAS PAYS US A VISIT. Q. MCSWEENEY. 28:24 SPR. '43

ST. THOMAS THE TEACHER. A. GEORGES. 12:23 M '27

ST. THOMAS' TEACHING ON IMMACULATE CONCEPTION. T. QUINN

THOMAS AQUINAS AND PRIVATE PROPERTY. N. GEORGES. 7:5 S '22

THOMISM IN THE LEONINE ENCYCLICALS. F. LARCHER. 25:167 AUT. '40

TWENTY-FOUR THESES OF ST. THOMAS. L. CALLAHAN. 9:5 M '25

TWO KNIGHTS OF ARABIAN THOUGHT. C. KANE. 28:113, 186 SUM., AUT. '43

WHEN ST. THOMAS SANG OF GOD. A. SMITH. 27:155, 252 AUT., WINT. '42

WHEN ST. THOMAS SPOKE OF GOD. A. SMITH. 24:104 J '39

PORTRAITS

AMONG THE DOCTORS (APOTHEOSIS OF ST. THOMAS). (ZURBARAN)

CENT.: 12 (1916)

GIRDEN BY TWO ANGELS

CENT.: 34 (1916)

6:28 M '22 (RELIQUARY, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON)

GUIDED BY APOSTLES (RELIQUARY, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON). 6:28 M '22

LUINI-MILAN. 12:4, M '27; 27:5 SPR. '42

SR. MARY OF COMPASSION, O.P. 36:5, M '51

PREACHING TO THE BRETHREN. 2:4 M '18

OFFERING WORKS TO CHURCH. 8:12 S '23

PORTRAIT IN GROUP. 30:4 SPR. '45

STATUE (DOMINICAN PRIORY, WOODCHESTER, ENGLAND). 23:273 D '38

"WELL HAST THOU WRITTEN OF ME THOMAS". CENT.: 26 (1916); 4:4 M '26; 38:197 S '53

WITH ST. ALBERT AND POPE PIUS XII (A. JURGELAITIS). 28:4 SPR. '43

ST. THOMAS, THE SCIENTIST. P. HAAS. 37:1 M '52

ST. THOMAS AQUINAS COLLEGE, RIVER FOREST, ILL.

DEDICATION. B. WALKER. 10:17 D '25

THOMISTS

EDWARD F. HUGON. D. DONOVAN. 14:116 J '29

JOHN CAPREOLUS. S. DILLON. 23:196 S '38

THOMPSON, FRANCIS

FRANCIS THOMPSON, A GREAT CATHOLIC POET. G. KNAUFF. 3:18 M '19

THORNTON, PATRICK LUKE (1890- )

CONFIRMATION OF THE ORDER. 1:101 D '16

THOU ART THE CHRIST (VERSE). H. HARTNETT. 10:31 J '25

THOUGHT IN ANIMALS. F. BREIT. 23:33 M '38

THREE THIEVES: A TRIPTYCH. M. BARRON. 23:25 M '38

THUENTE, THEODORE CLEMENT (1867- )

GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 30:282 WINT. '45

PORTRAIT (HEAD, WESTERN MISSION BAND). CENT.: 77 (1916)
TIMONY, JAMES CLEMENT (1896-1930)
OBITUARY. 15:52 M '30

TIMPANE, THOMAS DOMINIC (1867-1929)
OBITUARY. 14:143 J '29

TIN GODS. R. COFFEY. 20:22 M '35
TITLE AND ADDRESS (OCCASION OF AWARDING MASTERATE IN SACRED THEOl OGY TO C. DALY). C. NAGLE. 21:279 D '36
TO A MAN Whose NAME WAS JOSEPH. J. GARDNER. 36:6 M '51
TODAY I SAW A TREE IN BLOOM (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 7:22 J '22
TO DEFEND THE CROSS (CATHOLIC STUDENTS MISSION CRUSADE).
A. MCCABE. 9:26 S '24
TOLERATION IN MARYLAND. B. SULLIVAN. 19:13 M '34
TOMB OF ST. DOMINIC. M. DELAVIGNE. 6:45 J '21
TONKIN MARTYRS.
MARTYRS OF TONKIN F. FONTANEZ. 40:42 M '55
TO SING A CHRISTMAS SONG (VERSE). M. HEATH. 29:237 WINT. '44
TOTALITARIAN STATE AND THE FAMILY. D. SHEEHAN. 27:101 SUM. '42
TO TEACH OR NOT TO TEACH. B. MONDOR. 38:212 S '53
"TO THEE, MY LEAST BRETHREN". E. CASEY. 22:314 D '37

TOWLE, DANIEL RAYMOND (1857-1936)
OBITUARY. 21:49 M '36

TOWNSEND, RALPH VALERIAN (1923- )
STRENGTH OF STRAW. 35:32 M '50

TOWNSEND, THOMAS ANSELM (1901- )
CATHOLIC CHURCH IN PRE-COLUMBIAN AMERICA. 15:259 D '30
CATHOLIC EMANCIPATION (1778-1928). 14:96 J '29
CHRISTMAN SEQUENCE. 13:280 D '28
FORGOTTEN ENGLISH VERSION OF ADORO TE AND LAUDA SION OF ST. THOMAS. 15:5 M '30
PRELUDE TO THE DRAMA- MIRACLE PLAYS AND MORALITIES. 14:279 D '29
RELATION OF HISTORY TO THEOLOGY ACCORDING TO MELCHIOR CANO.
16:138 J '31
STELLA VERITATIS (VERSE). 13:270 D '28

TRADITION
AUTHORITY OF TRADITION. C. PERROTTA. 9:17 S '24
BREAKING WITH TRADITION. M. BARRETT. 3:7 M '24
TRANSCRIPTIONS OF THE MIDDLE AGES
MEDIEVAL TRANSCRIPTIONS. T.A. COLLINS. 28:29 SPR. '43
TRENT
DOMINICANS AND CATECHISM OF COUNCIL OF TRENT. T. ENGLISH.
7:32 M '23
TRINITY
OUR ABODE WITH HIM. R. MAGUIRE. 34:138 J '49
TRUE PRUDENCE. W. CURRAN. 22:28 M '37
TRUTH
CYCLE OF TRUTH. T.A. MURPHY. 19:196 S '34

TUCKER, ROBERT IGNATIUS (1893- )
LITURGICAL APOSTOLATE. 12:273 D '27
TURBITT, BROTHER ROBERT GABRIEL (1901-1924)
OBITUARY. 9:68 S '24

TURRIS EBURNEA (VERSE). N. EHRENFRIED. 4:14 J '19
'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS. A. MORRISON. 21:258 D '36
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO (ANNIVERSARY OF DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES,
WASHINGTON). J. CONATY. 15:279 D '30
TWENTY-FOUR THESIS OF ST. THOMAS. L. CALLAHAN. 9:5 M '25

TWOHIG, FRANCIS JOHN (1867-1945)
GOLDEN JUBILEE (WITH PORTRAIT). 30:27 SPR. '45
OBITUARY. 30:199 AUT. '45

TWO WHEELED CART (ST. FRANCIS AND ST. DOMINIC). U. VOLL. 30:161
AUT. '45
TWO WORLDS (VERSE). 32:87 J '47
TWO KNIGHTS OF ARABIAN THOUGHT. C. KANE. 28:113 SUM '43
TWO WHO BELIEVED. P. GERHARD. 35:254 D '50

UHLBERG, THOMAS A'KEMPIS
ADIEU, MY WEDGWOOD LADY. 22:148 J '37

UNIQUE RULER. F. MCCADDEN. 5:18 D '20
UNITED STATES CONSTITUTIONS
RELIGIOUS CLAUSES IN U.S. CONSTITUTIONS. B. SULLIVAN. 34:115, 217, 300 J, S, D '49
UNIVERSITY IN ST. DOMINIC'S PLAN. I. BAILEY. 19:278 D '34

VACATION. A. SKEHAN. 10:13 J '25

VAHEY, RICHARD EDWARD (1903-)
BROKEN FETTERS (VERSE). 16:99 J '31
CORONATION (VERSE). 17:92 J '32
DEATH (VERSE). 17:22 M '32
MARY, STAR OF THE SEA. 16:209 S '31
MOTHER OF MERCY. 16:302 D '31
RECLUSE (VERSE). 15:295 D '30
ST. THOMAS AND THE SUMMA (VERSE). 16:27 M '31

VALIANT ONE FALLEN IN BATTLE (B. PAREDES). A. RYAN. 23:299 D '38

VALLELY, JOHN PHILIP (1852-1930)
OBITUARY. 15:306 D '30

VAN DEN WILDENBERG, HENRY JOHN-DOMINIC (1863-1921)
OBITUARY. 6:55 J '21
VAN BECELAERE, EDWARD LAWRENCE (1872-1946)
OBITUARY. 31:122 J '46
VANDERHAAR, GERARD ANTHONY (1911- )
PEACE, Penance and St. Vincent Ferrer. 40:254 S '55

VANDER HEYDEN, FRANCIS LAWRENCE (1895- )
CHURCH'S ATTITUDE ON QUESTION OF INTEREST. 4:36 S '19
FORBIDDEN BOOKS. 7:30 S '22

VANISHING STAR. R. PROUT. 28:236 WINT. '43

VAN ROOY, DANIEL WALTER (1901- )
FACILITIES IN EDUCATION. 14:204 S '29
X-RAY PICTURE OF NATIONAL CONTROL OF EDUCATION. 15:113 J '30

VENERATION DUE TO BLESSED VIRGIN. N. WALSH. 14:20 M '29
VENTURA OF VERONA
TESTIMONY OF VENTURA OF VERONA. R. GALLAGHER. 25:30 M '40

VERGHEITI, BLASIUS
ORATIO STUDENTIS AD ST. THOMAS AQUINATEM. 26:8 SPR. '41

VESTMENTS. B. DIONNE (SACERDOTAL VESTMENTS). 6:48 S '21
VICTORY WHICH OVERCAHETH THE WORLD. B. SCHEPERS. 40:385 D '55

ST. VINCENT FERRER
BARE BONES. V. REILLY. 38:110 J '53
MEDIEVAL SERMON ON ST. AUGUSTINE. C. ZWIRBLIS (TR.). P. EMMAUS
(COMMENT.). 15:195 S '30
PEACE, PENANCE AND ST. VINCENT FERRER. A. VANDERHAAR. 40:254
S '55

PRINCE OF PREACHERS. A. SIBILA. 3:5 M '19
ST. VINCENT FERRER ON THE JUDGMENT. V. REILLY (TR.). 35:163
S '50

PORTRAITS
35:4 M '50
"MOST AUTHENTIC EXISTING PORTRAIT". 3:8 M '19
STATUE (CLOISTER, DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES, WASHINGTON).
CENT.: 27 (1916)

ST. VINCENT FERRER CHURCH, NEW YORK
DEDICATION. B. NEITZEL. 3:42 J '18
NEW ALTAR OF ST. VINCENT FERRER CHURCH (WITH ILLUS.). P. HOLDEN
16:231 S '31

SUNLIGHT AND SAINTS (STAINED GLASS WINDOWS). V. FITZGERALD.
19:275 D '34

VINCENTIANS (SOCIETY OF ST. VINCENT DE PAUL)
LAY APOSTLES OF CHARITY. X. DOLAN. 1:53 J '16

VINEYARD OF THE EAST. C. KEARKS. 5:44 S '20

VIRGIL
"POLLO". FOURTH ECLOGUE.
TESTE DAVID CUM SIBYLLA (A TRANSLATION). Q. LISTER. 41:31
D '56

VIRGIN ISLES, OUR NEW POSSESSIONS IN CARIBBEAN SEA. H. PALMER.
2:29 S '17

VIRGIN MOST POWERFUL, PRAY FOR US. B. SCHEPERS. 39:365 D '54
VIRTUES
ASSUMPTION AND OUR SANCTIFICATION.  D. ROVER.  35:245 D '50
CHRISTIAN MANLINESS.  M. MURPHY. 19:296 D '34
HUMILITY
HUMILITY ANNOUNCED.  38:330 D '53
JUSTICE
BITING TONGUES.  M. BARRON.  22:60 M '37
PRUDENCE
TRUE PRUDENCE.  W. CURRAN.  22:28 M '37
SILENCE
SINNER, SILENCE AND A SAINT.  D. LEE.  39:133 J '54
VIRTUOUS CIRCLE.  D. HUGHES.  28:245 WINT. '43
VISION, A LEGEND (STORY).  M. MCDERMOTT.  2:25 S '17

VITIE, EDWARD ANSELM (1904-)
AUXILIUM CHRISTIANORUM (VERSE).  19:206 S '34
CAJETAN- HIS CLAIM TO RENOWN.  19:177 S '34
ECCE REX.  19:277 D '34
ENIGMA OF THE CLOISTER.  18:233 D '33
PRIESTHOOD (VERSE).  19:92 J '34

VITORIA, FRANCISCO DE
CONQUISTADOR IN WHITE.  B. JOSEPH.  31:178 S '46 (WITH PORTRAIT)
FOUNDER OF INTERNATIONAL LAW.  S. SANCHO.  4:23 J '19
FRANCIS OF VITORIA.  H. MCKENNA.  14:291 D '29
MAN OF HIS TIME.  J. CONROY.  31:171 S '46
NUREMBERG AND VITORIA.  U. VOLL.  31:195 S '46
SPANISH INTERNATIONALISM.  H. HALTON.  23:186 S '38
VITORIA'S LAW OF WAR.  F. CONWAY.  31:185 S '46

VIVIER, JOSEPH RAYMOND (1903-1958)
GIFTS (VERSE).  22:309 D '37
ON THE EVE OF ORDINATION (VERSE).  23:117 J '38

VIVISECTION.
AND LET HIM HAVE DOMINION.  W. CURRAN.  22:155 J '37
MORALITY OF VIVISECTION.  J. REGAN.  8:32 S '23
VOCATION
CALL.  C. DONOVAN.  2:30 D '17
SACERDOTAL VOCATION.  E. KAVANAH.  9:21 M '25
VOICE CULTURE
ART OF THE SPOKEN WORD.  H. HARTNETT.  11:272 D '26
VOICES IN THE NIGHT (VERSE).  G. HEROLD.  6:38 S '21

VOLL, WALTER URBAN (1922-)
NUREMBERG AND VITORIA.  31:195 S '46
TWO WHEELED CART (ST. DOMINIC AND ST. FRANCIS).  30:161 AUT. '45
REPLY TO BACON.  32:100 J '47

VOLLMER, RUDOLPH FRANCIS (1893-)
ANALOGY IN THEOLOGY.  11:208 S '26
CAMPO SANITO (VERSE).  8:46 S '23
EFFICIENT SUSTAINING CAUSE.  12:220 S '27
GOD IS MAN.  13:126 J '28
MOTHER'S DAY (VERSE).  8:36 J '23
MOUNT OF THE HOLY CROSS (VERSE).  7:17 M '23
OBEEDIENCE.  10:47 D '25
VOSTE, JAMES (1833-1949)
OBITUARY. 34:146 J '49

VOWS OF LOVE (VERSE). G. HEROLD. 6:27 M '22

VUYLSTEHE, M.G., BISHOP OF CURACAO
PORTRAIT. CENT.:57 (1916)

WADE, HAROLD ADRIAN (1921- )
A PRAYER OF ST. THOMAS. 40:4 M '55

WAGES
DISMISSAL WAGE. F. WALTER. 22:215 S '37

WAHLE, FREDERICK CYRIL (1877-1946)
OBITUARY. 31:36 M '46

WALDRON, MARTIN AUGUSTINE (1866-1926)
PRIOR, IMMACULATE CONCEPTION, WASHINGTON. CENT.:68,69 (1916)
JUBILARIAN. 2:17 S '17;
PORTRAIT. 12:56 M '27
OBITUARY. 12:55 M '27

WALKER, JAMES BERNARD (1896- )
COLLEGE OF ST. THOMAS AQUINAS, RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS. 10:17 D '25
ST. DOMINIC- A STATESMAN. 12:109 J '27

WALKER, ROBERT LINUS (1913- )
CAN A LIE BE TRULY BEAUTIFUL? 38:5 M '53
DAUGHTERS OF MARY. 39:264 S '54
HOW CATHOLIC WAS SHAKESPEARE. 40:159 J '55

WALKER, VERNON RICHARD (1893-1944)
CAUSES OF REFORMATION- POLITICAL, MORAL AND INTELLECTUAL.
1:73 S '16
ST. THOMAS' EXPLANATION OF THE MASS. 2:15 J '17
OBITUARY. 30:31 SPR. '45

WALLACE, WILLIAM AUGUSTINE (1918- )
ANGELS AND ALNICO. 35:177 S '50

WALSH, JOACHIM
FULNESS OF TIME. 3:5 D '18
ST. THOMAS ON PREACHING. 5:6 M '21

WALSH, JOHN BERNARD (1895- )
ST. JOSEPH AND SOCIAL PEACE. 5:23 M '21
MAKE WAY FOR WOMEN. 9:7 J '24

WALSH, JOHN DOMINIC (1898- )
DOMINICAN SISTERS' CENTENARY(ST. CATHERINE, KENTUCKY). 7:5 J '22
BL. JOHN DOMINICI. 4:22 D '19
WALSH, JOHN NICHOLAS (1896- )
ASSUMPTION (VERSE). 11:162 S '26
ET VERBUM CARO FACTUM EST (VERSE). 12:296 D '27
HIS CHOICE (VERSE). 12:306 D '27
JOSEPH THE JUST (VERSE). 12:45 M '27
JUNE (VERSE). 14:145 J '29
LAUDATE DOMINUM (VERSE). 14:115 J '29
LIVING HOST (VERSE). 12:108 J '27
NEW ROSARY INDULGENCE. 12:284 D '27
PER VIAM IMMACULATAM (VERSE). 13:307 D '28
TO A GRADUATE (VERSE). 10:18 J '25
TO ST. THOMAS (VERSE). 8:18 D '23
"UNTIL HIS OWN" (VERSE). 11:278 D '26
VENERATION DUE TO BLESSED VIRGIN. 14:20 M '29
VISITATION (VERSE). 9:51 J '24

WALSH, PAUL PATRICK (1906- )
CATHOLIC REFLECTIONS ON THE FOURTH OF JULY. 19:93 J '34

WALSH, WILLIAM ANTONINUS (1905- )
GERALD KEENAN. 14:144 J '29

WALTER, GORDON FREDERICK (1903- )
DISMISSAL WAGE. 22:215 S '37
GOOD OF THE WHOLE: A RECENT DECISION IN LABOR LAW. 22:320 D '37

WAR
CHURCH, PEACE AND WAR. J. MADRICK. 20:101 J '35
IS WAR EVER RIGHT. M. MCDERMOTT. 1:49 J '16
MORALITY OF WAR. L. CAROLAN. 13:286 D '28
RELIGION AND WAR. M. ROGERS. 28:242 WINT. '43
VITORIA'S LAW OF WAR. F. CONWAY. 31:185 S '46

WAR CHAPLAINS
SOLDIER PRIEST. J. WAY. 28:89 SUM. '43
WAR OF THE WORLD. A. RYAN. 23:280 D '38
WAR-TIME ANALECTA. M. HEATH. 32:25 M '47

WARNOCK, BROTHER JORDAN JOHN (1900-1955)
OBITUARY. 40:403 D '55

WARRIOR STUDENT. T.A. MURPHY. 18:142 S '33

WARREN, EDWARD CONSTANTIUS (1870-1923)
OBITUARY. 8:52 S '23

WASHINGTON, D.C., DOMINICAN HOUSE OF STUDIES
SOME DOMINICAN ICONOGRAPHY. C. DALEY. 14:300 D '29
WAS SOCRATES REALLY HUMBLE. R. COMEAU. 26:108 SUM. '41

WAY, EDMUND JOHN (1915- )
CRIB OF PEACE. 27:221 WINT. '42
GOD WE KNOW. 27:108 SUM. '42
LIGHT OF MEN. 26:218 WINT. '41
WAY, EDWARD JOHN (CONT'D)
ST. DOMINIC AND A MODERN MAN. 27:168 AUT. '42
SOLDIER PRIEST. 28:89 SUM. '43

WAY OF THE CROSS
NOTES: THE CHURCH. 9:41 M '25
WAY OF TRUTH. K. O'REGAN. 24:278 D '39
WE ARE NOT ALONE. G. MALEY. 34:211 S '49
WEEPING VIRGIN OF THE ALPS. H. MCBRIEN. 31:114 J '46

WEISS, ALBERT M.
PORTRAIT. CENT.: 52 { 1916)

WELSH, HUBERT HUGH (1882-1954)
OBITUARY. 39:54 M '54
I WONDER. 1:8 APR. '16
PRAYER. 1:16 APR. '16

WELSH, JOSEPH JOHN (1891-1948)
OBITUARY. 33:305 D '48

WELSH, MARTIN STANISLAUS (1876-)
GOLDEN JUBILEE. 41:250 S '56

WELSH, PIUS CHARLES (1883-1941)
OBITUARY. 26:46 SPR. '41

WENDELL, FRANCIS NORBERT (1911-)
CHILDREN AND SAINTS. 21:263 D '36
BATHER MCSHANE. 23:183 S '38
HAPPY SAXON (BL. JORDAN). 22:34 M '37
IT OUGHT TO RUN IN THE FAMILY (SANCTITY). 22:306 D '37
BL. MARTIN CENTENARY. 22:230 S '37

WERNER, BERNARD CONSTANTIUS (1894-)
EDUCATING FOR DEMOCRACY. 3:7 S '18
IN GOD'S FIRST TEMPLE (VERSE). 4:41 S '19
LESSON FROM THE SAINTS. 5:38 S '20
LUMEN ECCLESIAE (VERSE). 6:21 J '21
MR. CHARLEMAGNE KOHLER. 8:54 J '23
RIGHT TO A GOOD NAME. 7:11 J '22

WESTPHALL, EDWARD GABRIEL (1921-)
PAULINE FOUNDATIONS OF DOMINICAN PREACHING. 40:139 J '55

WHelan, ANDREW MICHAEL (1909-1953)
OBITUARY. 38:338 D '53

WHEN TIME AND ETERNITY MET. A. NEWMAN. 40:349 D '55

WHITTAKER, JOHN FABIAN (1906-)
SCHOOL OF BETHLEHEM. 23:257 D '38

WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR? A. KELLY. 11:52 M '26
"THE WHOLE WORLD JUDGES SERENELY AGAINST YOU". M. EGAN. 40:19
M '55

WHOM ALL AGES HAVE CALLED "GREAT". R. CLARK. 18:5 M '33
X-RAY PICTURE OF NATIONAL CONTROL IN EDUCATION. D. VAN ROOY. 15:113 J '30

YOUTH
LACORDAIRE, APOSTLE OF YOUTH. S. DILLON. 24:116 J '39

ZVIRBLIS, BRUNO CASIMIR (1906-)
ESSENCE OF SACRIFICE OF THE MASS. 15:216 S '30
GOOD THIEF. 14:43 M '29
MEDIEVAL SERMON ON ST. AUGUSTINE BY ST. VINCENT FERRER. (TRANSLATOR). 15:195 S '30